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ABSTRACT
The analysis of the effects of the uncertainties
associated with temnerature and power measurements in
the Connecticut Yankee Reactor leads to the evaluation
of the uncertainty associated with the effective flow
factor. The effective flow factor is defined as the
normalized ratio of the average assembly power to the
coolant temperature use in each instrumented fuel assem-
bly. Analysis of operating data indicates that the
effective flow factor is a measure of the cuality of
agreement between the reactor physics and the thermal
hydraulic analysis of the core. The methods given are
also used for the evaluation of the uncertainties
associated with the peaking factors, including the
results of a sensitivity analysis developed with the
code INCORE.
Flow calculations have been performed with the code
COBRA III C. The original version of the code COBRA III C
has been expanded and a method is given to easily handle
any further change in the code. A sensitivity analysis,
using the code COBRA III C shows the weak sensitivity of
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the exit conditions of the coolant on most input para-
meters and on the inlet flow distribution of the coolant
selected for the calculation. This low sensitivity
indicates that the information obtained from the assembly
exit thermocouple cannot be used for the determination
of the cross flow nattern between the fuel assemblies.
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The designer of a reactor is constrained by the re-
quirement that the maximum values of certain design para-
meters do not exceed critical values. Specific methods
are used by the designer such as statistical treatment of
hot channel factors, to evaluate the maximum value of a
given quantity and the associated confidence level for
not exceeding this maximum value.
The reactor operator is provided with different means
of control, allowing either a continuous or a discrete
monitoring of the critical parameters that can be measured
or evaluated from other quanitities. The goal is then, to
achieve the production of the maximum thermal power, with-
in the limits imposed by the technical specifications.
From the reactor operation point of view, it is important
to know the actual values of the critical parameters and
to see how they compared to the design values. It is
also important to include the fact that each parameter can
only be evaluated within some uncertainty, since they are
either measured or calculated.
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The uncertainty in each value comes from the in-
accuracy of the control instruments, the inaccuracy due
to the calculation method used, and even round off errors
due to the use of the computer.
For safety purposes, it is very important to always
maintain, an efficient capability for cooling the fuel.
The fuel temperatures should be kept as low as possible
for a given power level, including the hot spot location.
One factor in achieving this requirement is an adequate
coolant flow distribution.
This flow distribution depends on specific factors
such as: the fuel bundle geometry, the pressure drop
distribution, the coolant phase change, the power distri-
bution, etc. Most of the reactor manufacturers orifice
the lower core plate, which provides the fuel assembly
inlet distribution. The orificing is designed to yield
a rather flat temperature distribution of the coolant
across the core at the assembly outlet .
Unfortunately the flow distribution among the fuel
assemblies cannot be measured directly. The problem is
even more complex in PWR's than in BWR's, since the PWR
fuel assembly is an open geometry assembly type allowing
flow and energy exchange between assemblies. In this
case the real flow is made up of:
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- an axial flow which represents the most im-
portant fraction of the total flow,
- a transverse flow or diversion cross flow,
representing only a small fraction of the
total flow.
As it will be seen later, the flow distribution can
be related somewhat to the power distribution. The power
distribution among the fuel assemblies is obtained by
interpretation of axial neutron flux measurements in in-
strumented assemblies. This evaluation depends on the
accuracy of the flux detectors and the interpretative
computation.
1.2 Problem Definition
This study has been developed to obtain a better under-
standing of the effects of the various uncertainties in
the control instruments and in the methods of interpreta-
tion of the control data in terms of parameters such as
peaking factors, power distribution, effective flow factors.
The data used throughout this study came from measure-
ments taken at the Connecticut Yankee Reactor. They have
been used to provide actual values of parameters for com-
parison with the design values of these parameters. Period-
ically, measurements are made in the Connecticut Yankee
Reactor at full power to evaluate and control the time
evolution of:
- the power distribution,
- the location and value of peaking factors:
EN F FN
- the effective flow factors.
The values obtained do not include the effect of
the different uncertainties due to the control instruments
or the calculation methods and are given in an absolute
manner. However, the limits are set to conservatively
include these uncertainties.
The problem is to evaluate the effect of these uncer-
tainties on the following quantities:
- local peaking factors,
- effective flow factors,
- power distribution.
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the
Connecticut Yankee Reactor.
1.3 In-Core Instrumentation of the Connecticut Yankee
Reactor
The in-core instrumentation of this reactor is de-
signed to give information on:











Number of fuel assemblies
Height of the core (in)
Mass flow for heat transfer (Mlb/hr)
Fraction of the total flow
by-passing the core
Fraction of the total heat

























: 15 x 15
0.563
SUO2 sintered
Summary of the Main Characteristics of the
Connecticut Yankee Reactor
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- fuel assembly outlet temperatures using
Chromel-Alumel thermocouples,
at certain selected locations. Figure 1 shows the in-core
instrumentation pattern. One may see that one quadrant
of the core is well instrumented, this assumes that the
quadrant symmetry holds during the plant life, however,
the octant symmetry which exists during the life of the
first core, is no longer true after the first refueling.
1.3.1 Thermocouples
The forty-eight Chromel-Alumel thermocouples pene-
trate the reactor vessel head through guide-tubes. The
guide-tubes are located in some of the support columns
which provide adequate rigidity for the upper core plate,
whose main function is to hold in position all the fuel
assemblies constituting the core.
The thermocouples hot junction are located about
7 inches above the top of the fuel rods and about 13
inches above the top of the heated length. Figures 2
and 3a, b, c, show the thermocouples arrangement in the
Connecticut Yankee Reactor. When the coolant lives the
top of the fuel rods it is channeled until it passes the
upper core plat and the hot junction of the exit thermo-
couple. Along this flow path, almost no cross flow ex-
19





















1 1 1 1 Ejma3F'~
Ke 0 Outlet Thermocouple
b Incore flux detector
thimble location
0 Control rod bank A
a Control rod bank B
Fig. 1 In-core instrumentation in the Connecticut


















Fig. 2 Penetration of the assembly
exit thermocouples in the
top of CY Reacter.
(From Ref. 2)
AOpening in the upper
core plate above an
-unrodded assembly -
Fig. 3.a Arrangement of the assembly exit therrmocouple
on the upper core plate. (From Ref. 5)
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AOpeningr in the upper core plate
aObove a rodded assembly
Fig. 34 and 3c Detail: of the arrangement of the assembly exit
thermocouple Vnite uppTercr pa.
change with the other fuel assemblies takes place. There-
fore the coolant flowing around the hot junction of the
exit thermocouple comes only from the top of the fuel rods
of the fuel assembly below the thermocouple.
It is interesting to note that in actual operating
experience it was not possible to easily replace the
defective thermocouples, mainly because they are bent
several times in the guide tubes. Design improvements
have been made in future reactors so that replacement
can be done with less problems.
1.3.2 Movable Miniature Neutron Flux Detectors
Two fission chamber detectors are used to measure
the axial neutron flux. They are made of U30 8 , enriched
at 90% in U2 3 5 . Some of their characteristics are listed
below:
Outside diameter: 0.188 in.
Length: 2.0 in.
Minimum neutron sensitivity: 2 x 1017 amp/nv
Maximum gamma sensitivity: 3 x 10 amp/nv
Operating thermal neutron 1 x 1011 to
flux range: 
4 x 1013 nv.
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The two fission chambers are under remote control.
A complete flux mapping of the core takes about two hours.
Each instrumentation thimble in the fuel assemblies is
monitored at least once by a flux detector. The neutron
flux detector is pushed by a mechanism up to the top of
the fuel assembly. Then the detector is pulled, and while
it is going from the top to the bottom of the fuel assembly,
the neutron flux is recorded. This is done from the top,
to be sure of the axial location of the flux detector
while the flux is being measured. Otherwise, if the flux
were recorded while the flux detector were moving from
the bottom to the top of the fuel assembly, there would
be a large uncertainty in the detector axial position.
Figure 4 represents a typical drive mechanism for in-core
movable flux detectors . Figure 5 shows a side view
of the bottom part of the Connecticut Yankee Reactor (2)
with the in-core instrumentation system.
During the flux mapping of the core, it happens that
the flux can be measured several times at the same loca-
tion by the two detectors (each enters the same flux
thimble at least once). This allows normalization of the
two detectors, to account for the fact that they may not


























Pig. 5 Arrangement of the movable flux detectors in the
bottom of the Connecticut Yankee Reator.
(F'rom Ref. 2)
1.4 Other Instrumentation of the Connecticut Yankee
Reactor
1.4.1 Limits of the Description
The description of the rest of the reactor instru-
mentation used at Connecticut Yankee, will be limited to
only the control instruments whose information will be
used in this study, i.e. measurement of the reactor
pressure, and coolant temperature at the vessel inlet.
1.4.2 Pressure Measurement
The reactor coolant pressure is measured on the
hot leg number 4, between the reactor outlet and the
stop valve. Two pressure transmitters are used:
- for pressurization and depressurization, a
0 - 1,000 psig pressure transmitter,
- for normal operation, a 0 - 3,000 psig pressure
transmitter.
Since the reactor coolant pressure is taken at a
location close to the reactor outlet, it may be assumed
that this pressure can be taken as the coolant pressure
at the core exit.
1.14.3 Inlet Temperature Measurement
The reactor coolant temperature at the vessel inlet
is measured by a precision platinum resistance temperature
28
bulb located on each loop downstream of the steam genera-
tor. Other bulbs of this type located upstream and
downstream of the steam generator give the loop average





It was thought a few years ago, that the time evolu-
tion of the "effective flow factor" (defined below) for
a given assembly, might give some information on the time
history of the coolant flow in this assembly. Purther, by
considering all the instrumented assemblies in the core,
the effective flow factors might also give some indications
on the overall core coolant distribution. More precisely,
it was expected that a reduction of the value of the effec-
tive flow factor in a given assembly, could indicate a
change in the channel geometry which caused a partial flow
redistribution and a consequent change in the cross flow
distribution.
To date only very small variations with time were
observed among the effective flow factors, indicatinr that
the channel geometry is unchanged, a fact which has been
verified at each refueling.
In the assembly of coordinates I, J, the effective
flow factor EFPF* can be defined as:
* see Nomenclature of the terms used in this study in
Appendix D.
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- the ratio of the relative power q (assembly power/
core average power), to the coolant temperature axial
rise At in this assembly, over the area of the core
limited to the assemblies instrumented with an outlet
thermocouple.
where:
At = tou,1,j -tin,1, (2.1)
and the effective flow factor EFF is iven by:
38
EF F x* (2.2)
38 ' 3
where 38 represents the normali ation factor over
the area of the core limited to the assemblies instrumented
with an outlet thermocouple which in the Connecticut Yankee
* The notation has the meaning of a sum carried over
the instrumented assemblies in the instrumented quadrant
(i.e., 38 assemblies).
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case is the area of the core within the instrumented
quadrant. This quadrant corresponds to the upper left
quadrant on Fig. 1, which shows that 38 assemblies have
outlet thermocouples. No credit is taken for the six
remaining instrumented assemblies located in the three
other quadrants.
2.2 Assumption of the Effective Flow Factor
The above effective flow factor definition assumes
implicitly the temperature independence of the coolant
heat capacity. At a pressure of 2,000 psia a temperature
increase of 50*F above an average temperature of 550'F
(conditions which are typical of the Connecticut Yankee
Reactor), produces a 9% variation of the heat capacity
of the coolant.
The temperature dependence of the heat capacity of
the water can be taken into account in the computation
of the effective flow factors, by replacing the temperature
rise At i by the enthalpy rise Ah 1 , where:
Ah = h . - h . (2.3)i,j ou,i,j in,i,j
Similar definition of the effective flow factor
will lead to:
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EFF = h x 38 (2.4)
h
For the same collection of data (relative power
distribution and temperature rise distribution), the
comparison between the two values of the effective flow
factor for a given assembly shows:
- the effective flow factor using the temperature
rise is generally not as close to 1.000 as the effective
flow factor using the enthalpy rise (a difference of the
order of 1% or less).
This comparison is summarized in Fig. 6 for data
collected at BOC in Core III. Other comparisons done
in Core I and II (not presented here) agree with this
observation.
2.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Since the effective flow factors are computed from
measured and calculated values, it is interesting to
determine the contribution of each value used in the calcu-
lation of these effective flow factors. In particular
the evaluation of the accuracy of the effective flow
33
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factors and the breakdown of this accuracy due to the
relative power distribution and temperature rise distri-
bution gives a better understanding of the problems re-
lated to the in-core instrumentation.
2.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis for Constant Heat
Capacity of the Coolant
The effective flow factor is given by Eq. 2.2, which
can also be written as:
EFF = At x k, (2.5)
where:
k = 38 (2.6)Z 
± Ij
If we define:
arq1j = relative standard deviation of the relative
power,
at = standard deviation of the assembly outlet
temperature,
at in,=,j standard deviation of the assembly inlet
temperature.
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The square of the relative standard deviation
of the effective flow factor is given by:
38
r2EFFiIj = + ar2
S tou,ij + t
At 2  At2
1, j i,
* (2.7)
The square of the standard deviation of the effective
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The total contribution of the power distribution,
the outlet and inlet temperatures is the sum of the
corresponding terms in Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9.
A code called FLOFA I has been written to calculate
the standard deviation on the effective flow factor (see




output). From the data, relative power and temperatures
distributions, the code is used to compute:
- the effective flow factor distribution,
- the standard deviation of the effective flow factor,
- the breakdown of the square of the standard deviation





This is done for assumed values of standard deviation
on relative power distribution and inlet and outlet tempera-
tures. These values can be varied by the user.
2.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis for Temperature
Dependent Heat Capacity of the Coolant
Similar work has been done in this section as in
2.3.1. By using Eq. 2.4 to define the effective flow
factor:
q 38q






The square of the relative standard deviation of
the effective flow factor is given by:
38
a2
a2 EFF = qij
r ,j -3
a2 h a2 h
+ + * (2.11)
Ah Ah
* See Appendix E for derivation of Eqs. 2.11, 2.12, and
2.13.
The square of the standard deviation of the effective
flow factor is given by:
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The above derivation assumes that the coolant stays
subcooled and the evaluation of oh can be obtained from:
2 rahi 2 2t
oh t (2.14)
A code called FLOFA II has been written to compute
the same information as FLOFA I (see 2.3.1) with the
effective flow factors obtained from the enthalpy rise.
(see Appendix B).
2.3.3 Evaluation of Uncertainties
In order to calculate the uncertainties associated
with the effective flow factors, it is necessary to have
the values of the control instrument uncertainties
(thermocouples, flux detectors). Research done in this
area showed that very little data exists.
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Thermocouples:
The assembly exit thermocouple is made with
Chromel-Alumel. This type of thermocouple has a good
resistance to radiation damage and has a characteristic
curve which stays linear with time . However
the accuracy of this type is not very good. The standards
of the American National Standard Institute require that
the thermocouple manufacturers meet the following specifi-
cation for the Chromel-Alumel type:
- for temperatures between 0 and 530*F
- limits of errors of standard thermocouple + 4*F
- limits of errors of special thermocouple + 20 F
- for temperatures above 5304F
- limits of errors of standard thermocouple + 0.75%
- limits of errors of special thermocouple + 0.375%
However these standards do not indicate the confi-
dence level associated with these values of possible errors.
In fact this gives only a value of the thermocouple uncer-
tainty due to the reading accuracy. Other values of un-
certainty need to be found concerning:
- calibration error,
- gamma heating of the hot junction,
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- hot junction drift due to nuclear permutations,
- hot junction position with respect to the center
of the fuel assembly.
A study done for the San Onofre Reactor gives
some numerical values for the different uncertainties:
- calibration error (statistical) evaluated as + 0.3*P
which is due to the fact that the isothermal cali-
bration of the thermocouples is done at an average
temperature of 530%F which is about 40OF below the
operating temperatures of the thermocouples (a check
on the calibration curve of the thermocouples shows
that the correction at 530*F is the same at 570-5800F).
This calibration error is used to take into account
also a possible human error and is conservative in
that respect,
- gamma heating (non-statistical) evaluated as + 0.50F
to take into account absorption of gamma rays energy
by the hot junction at full power which gives higher
readings,
- hot junction drift due to nuclear permutations (non-
statistical) evaluated as +1*F. The records concerning
the thermocouples off-sets for Connecticut Yankee
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Reactor between two isothermal calibrations, show a
maximal drift of 1.55*F in Core III (1.754F in Core IV)
and also show that these drifts may occur in opposite
directions, which indicates that this error is of a
non-statistical character,
- hot junction position with respect to the fuel assembly
(statistical) evaluated as + 30F. This tends to take
into account the fact that the coolant temperature at
the plane where the temperature is taken, is not uni-
form,
- reading accuracy (statistical) evaluated as + 2.04F
due to the instrumentation.
The vessel inlet temperature of the coolant is
measured by a precision platinium resistance temperature
bulb in each loop. This type of instrument can be used
in this case because the hot junction is not exposed to
the full neutron flux and the exposure damage is less
in this case than for the exit thermocouples. Based on
the engineering experience, it is common to consider an
inaccuracy of + 0.20 F associated with the reading of such
RTD (Resistor Temperature Device).
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Power Distribution:
The movable miniature flux detectors are supposed to
give their signal with a + 2.0% accuracy and Westinghouse
estimated the accuracy of the power map on the order of
+ 5% Both values are related to a two sigma confi-
dence level.
2.3.4 Results of the Sensitivity Analysis
At the time the sensitivity analysis was developed,
the uncertainties associated with the control instruments
were not known with enough precision, and the standard
deviations of the effective flow factors were calculated
with assumed values for these uncertainties, based on
engineering experience and Judgment.
The results obtained assumed for the one sigma con-
fidence level:
- relative standard deviation of the power: 0.0275
- standard deviation of the outlet temperature: 2.50*F
- standard deviation of the inlet temperature: 0.10'F
For the one sigma confidence level the relative
standard deviation of the effective flow factor was in
the range 4.5 - 7.0%, and was an inverse function of the
coolant temperature rise in the fuel assembly. The rela-
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tive standard deviation of the effective flow factor is
also strongly influenced by the standard deviation of
the outlet temperature as it can be seen on Table 2.
Table 2 gives the breakdown of the standard deviation
of the effective flow factor and the comparison between
the two types of analysis (C temperature dependent and
p
independent).
2.4 Physical Meaning of the Effective Flow Factors
If no cross flow between the assemblies is assumed,
it is obvious that in this case the effective flow factor
is the same as the normalized inlet flow distribution.
But the real case of PWR is more complex and the assumption
of no cross flow does not necessarily hold.
The energy equation can be written as:
C (m +Am )tou,1.j 
- C min,1,j t
iQj - Cp Am iti. (2.15)
where ti represents the effective temperature for the
energy due to the cross flow exchange, C Am t ..
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Breakdown of the Standard Deviation of the
Effective Flow Factor for BOO in Core TIT
of Connecticut Yankee Reactor
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Table 2
Solving for min,1,j we obtain:
m ii = QiJiC - Am i (ti'i + t0 j) - (2.16)
oujj - tinij
And if these ratios are normalized over the area of
instrumented assemblies:
Qi j - Am (t +t)
EFFii.~
E F F 3J




A similar equation can be derived for the case where
the heat capacity of the coolant is assumed to be tempera-
ture dependent. The evaluation of the term corresponding
to the energy exchange between the assembly i,j, with its
neighbors can be reduced to a net energy exchange which
corresponds to a cross flow exchange and thermal mixing.
It i rather difficult to evaluate this net energy exchange,
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because it implies knowledge of the temperature or
enthalpy distribution along the fuel assemblies and also
an idea where the cross flow exchange takes place. One
way to get the feeling for this process is to run calcu-
lations with a thermal hydraulic code like COBRA III C
which yields the temperature enthalpy axial flow and
cross flow of the coolant. Results of this type of
analysis will be presented in Chapter 3.
CHAPTER 3
POWER DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS AND USE OF THE CODE "INCORE"
3.1 Introduction
The power distribution and the corresponding peaking
factors FN F N Fq, are calculated by the code INCORE.H' q'q
This code uses as main inputs:
- the flux detectors readings measuring the axial flux
in the assemblies instrumented with an in-core thimble,
and the flux at each thimble location,
- the prediction of the core wide power distribution
and flux thimble obtained from the code PDQ (11), in
which the results of depletion calculations using
the code LEOPARD( 12 ), are fed.
In the Connecticut Yankee core there are two flux detectors
which can be moved within all of the 18 flux thimbles
located in 18 different assemblies.
The power distribution calculations using the computer
code PDQ, is generally done stepwise each 2,000 MWD/MTU.
Some of the INCORE results are used to determine the:
- maximum linear heat generation rate and its location,
- average linear heat generation rate,
- peaking factors and their locations,
- effective flow factors.
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3.2 Purpose of the Calculation
A sensitivity analysis has been developed for the
code INCORE for two purposes:
- it was found interesting to know the sensitive effect
of the major inputs on the results, since no informa-
tion so far, was not readily available on this type
of analysis,
- the sensitivity analysis is needed for good informa-
tion on the accuracy of the results of the power
distribution calculations from the knowledge of the
inputs accuracies.
The code INCORE is a proprietary code from Westinghouse,
and information beyond input and output is not included
in this study.
3.3 Modification of the Major Inputs
As mentioned in 3.2, because of the proprietary
character of INCORE, no numerical values relative directly
to the inputs or outputs are given in this work. But to
understand what has been done, some explanations are given
how the inputs have been treated.
The sensitivity analysis has been developed from the
variation of:
- flux detectors readings given by the movable incore
flux detectors,
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- PDQ flux predictions of the flux at the flux thimble
locations,
- power distribution prediction given by the PDQ code,
for hot channel and assembly.
This study, of course, uses numerical values of the
inputs for a given cycle, at a given time in the cycle,
however the time effect has been considered. The para-
meters were varied one at a time, to see their corresponding
effect on the entire output.
3.3.1 Variation of the Flux Detector Readings
For a given thimble, the detectors readings have been
varied by the same factor (5% increase has been used to
be sure of having enough variation in the outputs without
too much distortion of the power pattern).
It has been verified for the first thimble, that an
increase and a decrease of the flux detector readings by
the same factor, would give output changes equal in abso-
lute value. This was done to check that the change was
small enough to be considered a linear effect.
3.3.2 Variation of the Flux Thimble Information
This part of the sensitivity study was treated in a
very similar fashion as for the flux detectors readings.
For a given thimble, both the thermal flux information and
the fast flux information, were varied by the same factor
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(5% increase has been used for the same reasons as 3.2.1,
after having verified the linearity of the changes in
the outputs with the changes in the inputs).
3.3.3 Variation of the Predicted Power
The sensitivity analysis for this part has been con-
ducted in a different way, because for a given cycle the
power distribution changes only with time. Therefore,
comparisons have been done between collection of power
predictions at BOC, MOC and EOC of CORE III.
3.4 Results of the Sensitivity Study
The results of this study depend upon the kind of
input that has been varied. The results are presented in
a relative value, expressing the percentage change in the
assemblies for a change of one percent in a given location
for a given type of input. To handle the calculation of
the variations, a code VARY has been written and all the
details are given in Appendix B. All the results have
been summarized in curves for easy use.
3.4.1 Variation of the Flux Detectors Readings
The increase of the flux detector readings in a given
flux thimble, gives the following results:
- FN F are increased locally by variable amounts de-
pending on the relative position of the assemblies
with respect to the location where the increase takes
place:
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- for the assembly in which the increase is made,
F'1 F are increased by almost the same amount
(1% increase of the flux detector readings gives
0.9% increase for F NH and F ),
- for the assemblies immediately surrounding the
assembly where the increase is made, FN F areAH' q
increased by amounts depending on the relative
position of the assemblies (they may share one
side with the assembly where the increase is done,
or just share a corner), and are found to be a
function of the distance from the center of the
core,
- FNH, FN are decreased throughout the rest of theAW q
core by a fairly constant amount,
- Fz is unchanged.
Figure 7 summarizes the results of flux detector,
giving the relative variation of F H or F normalizedAH q
to a percent increase in the flux detectors readings as
a function of the radial position of the assembly from
the center of the core and as a function of the position
in which the increase in the flux detector readings takes
place.
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Key to Pig. 7a, 7b, 9a, 9b
Curve A = relative variation of the peaking factors for
the assemblies which are not the neighbors of
the assemblies where the variation (flux detector
readings or flux thimble prediction) is done,
(assembly case 1)
Curve B = relative variation of the peaking factors for
the assemblies sharing a common corner with the
assemblies where the variation is done,
(assembly case 2)
Curve C = relative variation of the peaking factors for
the assemblies sharing a common side with the
assemblies where the variation is done,
(assembly case 3)
Curve D = relative variation of the peakinq factors for
the assemblies where the variation is done,
(assembly case 4).
Radiale distance from core center = distance between the
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As an example, an increase in the flux detector
reading of 1% in assembly M10 (radial distance
67.08 pitches) leads to:
- increase of FAH or FN of: 0.42 in N 10 (radialAH q
distance = 80.78 pitches,
sharing one common side with
M 10, curve B)
0.32 in N 11 (radial
distance = 87.46 pitches
sharinit one common corner
with M 10, curve C).
Now it should be mentioned that INCORE computes the
power distribution from the flux detector readings, and
the number of thimbles used for the calculation of the
power in a given assembly, apparently may vary from 1
to several thimbles.
It has been found that the curves of Fig. 7 are
time independent for a given core, a given assembly has
its power changing with burn-up, however the relative
variation of FAH or F stays constant while burn-upAH q
increases.
Some of the calculated relative variations of F NAH
or F N may not behave as shown in Fig. 7. This is appar-
ently due to the way INCORE treats the problem and it
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has been found that the calculated power is inferred
from the information related to a fairly far thimble as
shown in Fig. 8. For this case there has been a one
percent increase in the flux detector readings in M 12
and the corresponding variation in N 12 should be 0.73
according to Fig. 7, but instead it is - 0.028 corresponding
to the variation of the rest of the core. This is due to
the fact that the power in N 12 is given from the informa-
tion in L 5, which in this case does not see the effect
of the one percent increase in M 12.
3.4.2 Variation of the Flux Thimble Prediction
Very similar results have been obtained for this
part as in 3.3.1, except that in this case the variations
of F H and F are in the opposite direction to the way
they varied in 3.3.1.
The increase of the flux thimble prediction in a
given thimble, gives the following results:
- FN F N are decreased locally by variable amountsAH'% q
depending on the relative position of the assemblies
with respect to the location where the increase
takes place:
N
- for the assembly where the increase is done, FAH'
F are decreased by almost the same amount,q
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- for the assemblies immediately surrounding the
assembly where the increase is done, FN F areAli q
decreased by amounts depending on the relative
pssition of the assemblies and are functions of
the distance from the center of the core,
- F N FN are increased throughout the rest of theAH9 q
core by a fairly constant amount,
- Fz in unchanged.
Figure 9 summarizes the results for this second part
of the sensitivity study, giving the relative variation
of FN FN for one percent increase of the flux thimbleAH' q
prediction as a function of the radial position of the
assembly from the center of the core and as a function of
the position where the increase in the flux thimble pre-
diction takes place.
The same remarks concerning the way to compute the
relative variation in a given assembly from the variations
generated by the individual assemblies used to compute
the power in that assembly, are still applicable.
It has been found that the curves of Fig. 8 are
time independent for a given core.
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3.14.3 Variation of the Predicted Power
The relative variation of the calculated values for
F N FN compared to the relative variation of the pre-AH'9 q
dicted values for these two quantities is in the ratio
of one.
An increase of one percent in the predicted power
in any assembly produces an increase of one percent of
the calculated power for that assembly.
3.14.14 Combined Variations
The relative variation of FN H FN in a given assemblyAH' q
can be obtained from the relative variations in this assem-
bly due to:
- the detector uncertainty,
- the flux thimble prediction uncertainty,
- the power prediction uncertainty,
and combine these uncertainties with each of the thimbles
used for the computation of the power in this assembly.
It would be conservative to say that the relative
variation is roughly the sum of each individual relative
variations in this given assembly, and since these un-




The uncertainty of the flux detector is simple to
evaluate, it is given by the detector manufacturer specifi-
(2)(10)
cations: + 1.0% for one sigma confidence level
The uncertainty in the flux thimble prediction or
the uncertainty of the predicted power cannot be evaluated
easily. Since the flux thimble and the power predictions
come from PDQ, it would be necessary to develop a sensi-
tivity analysis on the PDQ code as a function of the
various inputs. It can be assumed, based on engineering
experience and judgment, that the flux thimble uncertainty
and the predicted power uncertainty (for the hot channel




FLOW CALCULATIONS AND USE OF THE CODE "COBRA III C"
4.1 Application of "COBRA III C" to the Connecticut
Yankee Case
In Chapter 2 the possible importance of the cross
flow pattern was noted. This cross flow distribution
can be predicted by some thermal hydraulic analysis
codes, the choice was oriented to the latest version of
COBRA III C (13), because of its availability. Most of
the reactor vendors have established very sophisticated
codes for thermal hydraulic calculations, most of these
codes are, however, classified as proprietary information.
The latest version of the COBRA code presents an
improved modeling of the transverse momentum equation,
including temporal and spatial acceleration of the diver-
sion cross flow. The code can handle steady state and
transients calculations for:
- enthalpy, temperature, pressure drop of the fluid,
- axial flow and diversion cross flow,
- fuel and clad temperatures,
- heat flux and critical heat flux ratio.
The original version (13) is written to accommodate:
- 15 subchannels,
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- 25 fuel rods,
- 30 subchannel connections,
- 2 types of fuel.
The main idea in using COBRA III C lies in the fact
that a code written for subchannel thermal hydraulic
analysis can be used to treat a problem dealing with:
- flow regions which may represent either subchanels
or lumped subchannels (all the subchannels of a fuel
assembly may be lumped in one flow region) or a com-
bination of both types of subchannels and lumped sub-
channels,
- fuel regions which may represent either a fuel rod
or lumped fuel rods (all the fuel rods of a fuel
assembly may be lumped in one fuel region) or a
combination of both types of fuel rods and lumped
fuel rods.
This approach allows representation of a rather
large fraction of the reactor core without loosing the
detailed information on some selected subchannels, for
instance the hottest subchannels and the hottest fuel
rod. This type of analysis can work either way:
- several assemblies can be lumped together and con-
sider only the detailed analysis of the hottest
subchannels in the core,
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- treat the hottest subchannel in each assembly
individually and lump the rest of the subchannels
in each assembly. In this case, regions of
different assemblies would not be lumped. Therefore
in general for the same core, more flow regions
would be defined in this approach that the above
approach.
The trade-off stands between the computation time and
size required in the computer to solve the problem, and
the degree of detailed analysis desired.
The choice for this work was to treat an octant of
the core, using the assembly as the unit flow region,
except for the hottest assembly, where the four sub-
channels surrounding the hottest fuel rod were treated
as four separate flow regions, and the rest of the fuel
assembly was lumped into one flow regrion. This allowed
the calculation of the values of:
- minimum DNBR and its location,
- maximum fuel center line temperature and its location,
- maximum clad surface temperature and its location.
4.2 Changes Made in "COBRA III C"
The original version of COBRA III C did not allow




described in 4.1. Some necessary changes have been
made such as:
- the maximum number of flow regions has been in-
creased from 15 to 30,
- the maximum number of fuel regions has been in-
creased from 15 to 30,
- the number of connected flow regions has been
increased from 30 to 47,
- the number of nodes for the axial heat flux dis-
tribution has been increased from 30 to 39 (to
allow the use of the axial heat flux distribution
given by INCORE = 35 nodes + 4 nodes for the two
ends of the fuel rod),
- the axial node number has been reduced from 60 to
30, since an axial node length of 6 inches seems to
be optimal (precision of the results does not in-
crease for smaller axial node length, see later
the sensitivity analysis).
The axial number can be reduced in order to save
space in the computer, however the reduction may be too
important in some cases, especially when this affects
(1 4 )the axial node length .
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This work deals only with steady state calculations,
but the transients part of the original version has been
kept for a possible use. Appendix C lists the changes
made and tells how new changes can be handled as a
function of the parameters changed (flow region number,
fuel region number, fuel type number, etc.).
4.3 Connecticut Yankee Model
As mentioned in 4.1, the code COBRA TIT C once
modified, has been applied to the octant or the Connecticut
Yankee Reactor containing the hottest fuel assembly. The
calculations were done for a given power distribution
obtained from INCORE, corresponding to the beginning of
cycle III. Figure 10 shows how the core octant was
modeled.
It was assumed that there was no net cross flow
across the boundaries of the octant. One may argue with
this assumption and say that the net cross flow through
the boundary is not zero. But the cross flow represents
only few percents of the axial flow and as it will be
seen later on in the sensitivity analysis, the assembly
exit conditions (temperature and axial flow) are not
strong functions of the amount of cross flow. Therefore,
this assumption even if not completely true, can be-
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taken without introducing large errors on the entire
results. However, it would not be a good assumption
if the hottest channel were located very close to the
boundary, or even if the hottest fuel assembly were
split by the boundary. In this case it would be necessary
to change the pattern for the model, and perhaps con-
sider a quadrant of the core instead of the octant.
It is obvious also that the only rigorous solution
would be to treat the entire core and this would allow
a solution to the problem of any assymetry existing in
the core, but this is a too expensive solution for the
point-of-view of computation.
4.4 Input Deck
A sample input deck is given in Appendix B, however
a few remarks are given in order to explain how different
types of flow regions such as subchannels and assemblies
(or lumped assemblies) can be used under a common node
of computation.
The geometry of the flow region has to be described
as it is physically for either a subchannel or for lumped
subchannels. In that respect the hydraulic diameter of
the flow region will keep a physical meaning. It is also
important to input the real diameter of the fuel rods,
to have a model which stays consistent with the flow
region geometry and allows realistic fuel temperatures
calculations.
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The power generated in a particular fuel region
deposited in a given flow region can be determined by
using the following rules:
- Power from the hottest fuel rod to the hot channel:
f = G N x F Nat
P G a FN AH ('4.1)S
where:
FE
Fstat = AHA H FLP xFR x FM
(4.2)
(see Ref. 15)
- Power from the hottest rod to other flow regions:
f P = f G x ~ x 1 N1 F
q
- Power from other fuel regions to the hot channel:




- Power from other fuel regions to other flow regions:
fc=f x 1. (4.5)
- Power from lumped fuel rods to lumped subchannels:
fp ~x N ro (4.6)
P Nrod
The detailed instructions concerning how to set up
the data deck can be found in front of the COBRA III C
deck. The options selected to treat the Connecticut
Yankee case are listed below:
- friction factor correlation:
f = 0.184 Re-0. 2 (15) (y47)
- subcooled void correlation: Levy correlation,
- bulk void correlation: homogeneous model,
- two phase friction multiplier: homogeneous model,
- wall viscosity correction to the friction factor
included,
- spacer pressure losses included,
- subcooled mixing correlation: Rowe correlation (16)
= 0.0062 Re-0. 1  (4.8)S
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- two phase mixing correlation: same as the subcooled
mixing correlation,
- no thermal conduction mixing assumed,
for the rest of the details of the data deck, see the
sample input in Appendix B.
4.5 Sensitivity Study
Some of the input parameters to COBRA III C, such
as the cross flow resistance factor, turbulent momentum
factor, S/L parameter defining the control volume*, are
not very easy to estimate or to measure. Some measure-
ments of the cross flow resistance factor have been done( 17 )
but they are related to particular conditions which do
not correspond to this case. It was decided to develop a
sensitivity study, of the selected parameters, and see
how sensitive the results -are sensitive to the choice of
these parameters. In addition, the results of this sensi-
tivity analysis are used to optimize the computation
between the precision of the results and the computation
time.
This sensitivity study has been performed on the
following paraieters:
* (where S is the gap spacing between fuel regions and L
the length of the control volume, see Ref. 13)
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- axial node length, using node lengths of 7.9, 6.0,
4.2 in.,
- flow convergence factor, using factors of 0.020,
0.010, 0.005,
S/L parameter for the control volume, using values
of 0.10, 0.25, 0.50,
- turbulent momentum factor, using values of 0.0, 0.5,
0.9,
- cross flow resistance factor, using values of 0.1,
0.5, 0.9.
The best set of values to be used for the Connecticut
Yankee Reactor is the set which has been used in the
reference case.
4.6 Results of the Sensitivity Analysis
4.6.1 General Remarks
It is important to keep in mind that the results
are valid for the calculational model used to represent
the Connecticut Yankee Reactor and it would probably be
unwise to generalize on these results to all the PWR's
without any further checks on other reactors.
It has been found that the assembly exit conditions
of the coolant are not greatly affected by the values
chosen for each parameter. Some differences exist as far
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as computation time is concerned, and therefore the choice
of each parameter can, in general, be established for
minimum computation time.
4.6.2 Results
For each type of sensitivity study, two figures are
used to summarize the results. These figures give:
- assembly exit temperature of the coolant,
- normalized flow distribution of the coolant at the
assembly exit.
In addition, Table 5 lists the comparison of the following
computed parameters for each case:
- minimum DNBR and its axial location from the inlet,
- maximum fuel center line temperature and its location,
- maximum clad temperature and its location,
- core pressure drop and hot channel pressure drop,
- number of iterations required to obtain the flow
solution,
- computation time.
Table 3 lists the possible bounds of the parameters
used for this study and the physical significants of these
limits. Table 4 gives the correspondence between the case
numbers and the type of variation done in each case.
Figures 11 through 20 summarize the comparison of the
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575.61 576.79 577.43 582.64
575-72 576.88 577.53 582.63
575.80 576.93 577.59 582.61























1: Calculated value for
( case no 2 )
2: Calciulated value for
( reference case )




4; Measured yae (From outlet thermocouple)
Fig. 11 Comparison of outlet temperatures











































































1.0027 0.9993 1.0021 0.9981
1.0028 0.9996 1.0024 0.9986





















( case no 2 )
2:Calculated value for( reference case )





axial node length=4.2 in.
4:
Fig. 12 Comparison of the normalized outlet
flow distribution as a function of
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1: Calculated value for flow convergence factor
PC? = 0.020 ( case no 4 )
2: Calculated value for flow convergence factor
PC = 0.010 ( reference case )
3: Calculated value for flow convergence factor
Pe? 0.005 ( osAs no 5 )













Fig. 1 Comparison of outlet temperatures Hot subohannels
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Fig. 14 Comparison of the normalized outlet
flow distribution as a functi'>n of
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1: Calculated value for parameter S/L = 0.10
( case no 6 )
2: Calculated value for parameter S/L = 0.25
( reference case )
3: Calculated value for parameter S/L = 0.50( case no 7 )
4: Measured value (From outlet thermocouple)
Fig. 15 Comparison of outlet temperatures

















































































1.0034 0.9998 1.0022 0.9978
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1: Calculated value for
( case no 6 )
2: Calculated value for
( reference cese )
3: Calculated value for( case n 7 )
4:
parameter S/L = 0.10
parameter S/L = 0.25
parameter S/L = 050-
Fig. 16 Comparison of the normalized outlet

























































































575.69 576.86 577.52 582.68
575.72 576.88 577.53 582.63























l Calculated value for
factor TMF =
2: Calculated value for
factor TMF =
31 Calculated value for
factor TMF =
4: Measured value (From
turbulent momentum
0.5 ( reference case
turbulent momentum
0.0 ( case no 8 )
turbulent momentum
0.9 ( case no 9 )
outlet thermocouple)
)
Fig. 17 Comparison of outlet tem.1peratures
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1.0029 0.9996 1.0024 0.9985
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1: Calculated value for
factor TMW =
2: Calculated value for
factor TM1 a




0.5 ( reference case
turbulent momentum
0.0 ( case nO 8 )
turbulent momentum
0.9 ( case no 9 )
)
F~g. 18 Comparison of the normalized outlet
flow distribution as a function of





















































































575.72 576.88 577.53 582.63
575.72 576.88 577.53 582.63
575.72 576.88 577.53 582.63

















1: Calculated value for cross flow resistance
K. =0.1 ( case no 10 )
g: Calculated value for cross flow resistance
K = 0.5 ( reference case )
3: Calculated value for cross flow resistance
K = 0.9 ( case no 11 )
4: Measured value (From outlet thermocouple')
Fig. 19 Comparison of outlet terareratures
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1.0028 -. 9996 1.0024 0.9986
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1: Calculated value for cross flow resistance
K M 0.1 ( case no 10 )
2: Calculated value for cross flow resistance
K,= 0.5 ( reference case )
3: Calculated value for cross flow resistance
K =0.9 (case nO 11)
4:
Fig. 20 Comparison of the normalized outlet
flow distribution as a function of
















results obtained for the sensitivity study where the differ-
ent parameters listed above have been varied for the same
coolant distribution at the core inlet (equal pressure
gradient in all the flow regions).
This part of the sensitivity study has been done by
using the inlet flow distribution given by the subroutine
SPLIT, which splits the flow to get the same pressure
gradient at the core inlet. It assumed that there is no
spatial acceleration component of pressure drop (13). it
is recalled that COBRA III C allows the use of three
possible options for the flow inlet distribution:
- same mass flux everywhere at the core inlet,
- same pressure gradient at the core inlet,
(18)
- forced inlet distribution at the core inlet
By using the reference values of parameters, the
three inlet flow distributions were tested against each
other. Figures 21 through 24 and Table 5 summarize the
results of this comparison.
Figure 25 gives a comparison of the axial mass flux
and the diversion cross flow for the hot channel as a
function of the flow inlet distribution. Figure 26 gives
a plot of the mass flux in the hot assembly and in the





































































575.73 576.89 577.55 582.63
575.72 576.88 577.53 582.63
575.61 576.84 577.49 582.76























2: Equal pressure gradient distribution.
( case no 13 )
3: Uniform mass flux distribution.
( case ne 14 )
4: Measured value (From outlet thermocouple)
Fig. 21 Comparison of outlet temperatures as
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1.0007 0.9995 0.9987 0.9958
0.9632 1.0350 0.9737 1.1377




















1: Normalized outlet distribution.
2: Normalized inlet distribution.
3: Difference between outlet and inlet distri-
butions.
4:
Fig. 22 Flow distributions for the forced
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1.0028 0.9996 1.0024 0.9986
1.0059 1.0065 1.0065 1.0059




















1: Normalized outlet distribution.
2: Normalized inlet distribition.
3: fifference between outlet and inlet distri-
butions.
4.
Fig. 23 Flow distributions for the eoual pres-
sure gradient inlet distribution case
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1: Normalized outlet distribution.
2: Normalized inlet distribution.
3: Difference between outlet and inlet distri-
butions.
4:
Fig. 24 Flow distributions for the uniform



























Hottest aseemblva N 11
Key torable 5:
A: Case number (see Table 4. for the type of study done)
B: Minimum DNBR
C: Location of the MDNBR from the inlet (in.)
D: Maximum fuel centerline temperature (OF)
E: Location of the maximum fuel centerline temperature from inlet (in)
F: Maximum clad outside temperature (O)
-- G: Location of the maximum clad outside temperat re from inlet (in)
H: Core pressure drop (psi)
T: Hot channel pressure drop (psi)
J: Number of iterations to obtain the flow solution
K: Computation time - CPU time - (sec)
NOTE: All the values of the MQNBR are related to fuel rod No. 4 facing
the subchannel No. 1. All the temperatures (fuel centerline and
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4.6.3 Conclusions Given by the Sensitivity Study
A general remark can be made concerning the outlet
conditions for each assembly:
- the assembly outlet conditions (axial flow, temperature)
are not very sensitive to either the different parameters
used for the computation, or the inlet flow distribution.
In particular the cross flow resistance factor has
very little effect on the flow distribution at the outlet,
but of course the cross flow pattern inside of the core
depends on this cross flow resistance factor.
As stated it would be probably unwise to generalize
these results to all the PWR, but it should be mentioned
that very similar results have been obtained from a
sensitivity study done with COBRA III C on the Yankee Rowe
Reactor
From Figure 25 and 26 it appears that the inlet flow
distribution does not effect the outlet conditions and
the coolant seems to perform a self-redistribution leading
to achievement of an equilibrium distribution after 2 to
4 feet from the core inlet.
HQwever this study shows that the use of the values
of a measured inlet flow distribution (18) is not very
advantageous, since it tends to introduce a flow instability
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in the computation increasing the computation time without
any increase in the accuracy of the results. This inlet
flow distribution is related to measurements taken on a
seventh scale model and correspond to isothermal conditions.
The best inlet distribution suitable for this model
is probably the distribution given by the use of the
pressure gradient option, since it represents a reduction
of the axial flow in the hot channel and an increase of
the axial flow in the neighboring channels, as opposed to
the uniform mass flux case where the axial flow is re-
duced in all the channels in the hot zone.
4.7 Validity of the Model
It was implicitly assumed that the Connecticut Yankee
Reactor is highly subcooled when the options in COBRA III C
were chosen. It is possible to check where the subcooled
boiling occurs by predicting the location of incipient
nucleation from available correlation. Three correlations
were investigated: Bergles-Rohsenow (20) Jens and Lottes(15)
and Thom ( .5). It is anticipated, based on review of the
formulation of the correlations, that the Bergles-Rohsenow
correlation predicts the earliest onset of subcooled
boiling.
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Figure 27 gives a plot of the incipient boiling
criteria for the Connecticut Yankee case, assuming that
the inlet flow distribution is obtained by using the
pressure gradient option in COBRA III C. The results
show that subcooled boiling may occur in two spots
located on fuel rods No. 3 and 4 at 96.5 in. from the
core inlet according to Bergles-Rohsenow. It
should be noticed that Westinghouse uses the THOM correla-
(21)tion to predict the onset of subcooled boiling...
According to this correlation, no subcooled boiling occurs
in the Connecticut Yankee reactor as it can be seen in
Fig. 27. Therefore the assumption of very little sub-
cooled voids in the core seems valid.
Furthermore the equilibrium exit quality in each flow
region corroborates this conclusion, Fig. 28 gives the
assembly outlet distribution of the steam quality, and
the highest equilibrium quality is -0.088 in the hot
channel.
The comparison between the measured temperature rise
of the coolant through a given channel and the expected
rise obtained from COBRA III C might also give an indica-
tion on the validity of the model. To do this comparison,
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1; Assembly outlet temperature (from COBRA III C)
(*F)
2, Assembly outlet enthalpy (Btu/lb)
3: Assembly exit quality
4:
























must be obtained as discussed in 2.3.3. The study developed
(9)for the San Onofre Reactor uses:
tcorretd tm- 0.5 + 3.62 (*F) (4.9)
This relation is based on the assumption of ref. (9)
that an error of + 3.0 *F is due to the imperfect flow
mixing or due to the fact that the hot function location
is not in a plane where the coolant temperature is uni-
form. The hot junction of the thermocouple is located
7 inches above the top of the fuel rods. As it is shown
on Fig. 29, the top part of the fuel assembly is fitted
with a kind of channel constituting a closed geometry
which limits the cross flow exchange with the neighboring
fuel assemblies. The only process which takes place in
the coolant when it leaves the top of the fuel rods, is
thermal mixing. How good is this thermal mixing, is a
difficult question to answer.
In a very conservative assumption we may admit that
the temperature profile of the coolant leaving the top
of the fuel rods is the same when the coolant crosses the
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As an example COBRA III C has been used to treat
the case of the hot assembly and obtain the temperature
profile of the coolant at the top of the fuel rods.
Figure 30 gives the power distribution used in COBRA III C,
and Fig. 31 gives the temperature distribution of the
coolant at the top of the fuel rods.
Figure 29 shows that the top of the fuel assembly
is engineered with a square opening of 6.50 x 6.50 inches.
Therefore the coolant in the peripheral channels is diverted
toward the bundle center altering the radial coolant
temperature distribution. Figure 31 presents the calcu-
lated temperature distribution at the core exit before
the flow contraction. It is very difficult to estimate
the actual radial coolant temperature profile as a function
of axial position. It can be said that the coolant tempera-
ture may vary from 595.26*F down to 582.164F at least.
Since the hot assembly in this case is not instrumented
with an outlet thermocouple it is difficult to see how
exactly the measured temperature compares with the pre-
dicted temperature profile.
Thus there is not a good method for evaluation of
the thermal mixing in a duct when temperature streaming
exists at the duct inlet. One might suggest a possible
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solution, using COBRA III C for an assembly equipped with
a control rod cluster, in which case a possible set of
flow regions could be defined above the top of the fuel
rods. But the study would be less detailed in this case,
since one flow region wolld have to correspond to several
subchannels. This type of analysis would still only lead
to average results.
Figure 32 is a plot of the measured temperature rise
of the coolant versus the predicted temperature rise. The
uncertainty associated with the temperature measurement
is also plotted (Eq. 4.9). The least square fit analysis
of the data on Fig. 32 leads to:
tcorrected =o .854 tmeasured + 7.43 + 4.27 (*F), (4.10)
It is important to recognize that the power distribu-
tion in the fuel assembly is time dependent for a given
assembly and at a given time varies from assembly to assem-
bly. Therefore the temperature profiles that may be ob-
tained from the different power distributions would con-
siderably vary.
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It may be concluded that the treatment of the core
octant by COBRA III C is valid and gives satisfactory
information. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that
the actual MDNBR, the maximum clad surface temperature,
the maximum fuel centerline temperature are within the
limits of the PSAR (2) as it can be seen below:
Calculated value Reference
(from COBRA III C) (from PSAR)
(for a two sigma
confidence level)
MDNBR 3.891 + 0.243 2.03
Max clad surface temp. (*F) 637.1 + 5.1 652
Max fuel centerline 2,724.9 + 109.9 3,920
temp (*F)
These extra margins for the steady state operation
of the Connecticut vankee Reactor can be exnl.ined by
the fact that the core is slightly subcooled, the actual
average temperature of the coolant in the core is about
550*P instead of the 575*P design value (2) This con-
servative oneration is very favorable for the fuel and
clad operation since it tends to limit the number of
clad failures.
The COBRA results indicate also that the cross flow
exchange has very little effect on the assembly exit con-
ditions, and therefore will not be possible to obtain
cross flow exchange information between assemblies from
the assembly exit thermocouples readings. Wurthermore,
the inlet flow distribution at the bottom of the core
does not greatly influence the assembly exit conditions,
is due to the fact that the core is sli htly subcooled
with very little subcooled boiling taking place.
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CHAPTER 5
FINAL ANALYSIS OF THE CONNECTICUT YANKEE DATA
5.1 Introduction
From the results developed in Chapters 3 and 4 a
method of evaluation of the uncertainty associated with
the peaking factors can be established.
The flow calculations done with COBRA TII C give
the results for the assembly exit conditions that have
been shown to be independent of several parameters or
inlet flow distribution used for the computation. This
indicates that the flow pattern is relatively stable and
the core is operated under highly subcooled conditions.
Also it is found to be difficult to predict the cross
flow pattern from the information given by the thermo-
couples and the power distribution.
In this chapter a new version or "LOThA 1 and 2 is
Piven which allows the use of uncertainties associated
with each measurement that may vary from assembly to
assembly.
5.2 Determination of the Uncertainty of the Peakinr, "actors
From the results of the sensitivitv analysis done on
the code "INCORE" (see Chapter 3), the uncertainties
associated with:
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- the same. type of information (for example all the
flux detector readings used in the calculation of
the peaking factors in a given assembly) are com-
bined according to Eq. 28 of Ref. 22:
n1
n=l (PnX
where: p x the probable error on x
Pn x the probable error on x n
N the number of measurements on x
used to compute X,
- the different informations used to compute the
peaking factors in a given assembly are comblned
statistically, since these informations are
independent from each other.
As an example, taking the case of a specif'ic collection
of data at BOC of Core III (run 89):
- the code "INCORE" gives:
- Maxi FAH = 1.5026 for the hottest fuel rod in N 11,
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- Maxi pN 1.8584 for the hottest fuel rod in N 11,
- the peaking factors for the hottest fuel rod in N 11
are calculated from the information given by three flux
thimbles P 10, M 10, M 12.
For one sigma confidence level it may be established:
- Radial distance





N 11 due to





N 11 due to
0.007621
- For 4% increase
- uncertainty
I uncertainty
of the hottest fuel rod: 83.01 pitches
in N 11 or 46.73 inches.
in the flux detector readinrs:
due to P 10 (curve B Fig. 7b) 0.00325
due to M 10 (curve B Pig. 7b) = 0.00325
due to M 12 (curve B Fig. 7b) = 0.00325
for the hottest fuel rod in
flux detectors 0.001876.
in the flux thimble prediction:
due to P 10 (crrve B 'PiP. 9b) = 0.01320
due to 10 (curve B riF. 9b) = 0.01320
due to 12 (curve B Qir. 9b) = 0.01320
for the hottest fuel rod in
flux thimble prediction uncertainties
in /the power prediction:
due to P 10 (see 3.4.3) 0.04000
due to 10 (see 3.4.3) = 0.04000
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- uncertainty due to M 12 (see 3.4.3) = 0.04000
- uncertainty due to the power prediction
uncertainties = 0.023094
- For 1 sigma confidence level the relative uncertainty
in N 11 is given by:
uncertainty due to flux detector readings 0.001876
- uncertainty due to flux thimble prediction= 0.007621
- uncertainty due to power prediction = 0.023094
- relative uncertainty for the hottest fuel rod
in N 11 = 0.024391
Absolute uncertainty on FAH for two sigma confidence
level:
0.02439 x 2 x 1.5026 = 0.0733.
The maximum P for a two sigma confidence level is givenAll
by;
N 1.5026 + 0.0733.
All
Similarly the uncertainty on for two sigma confidence
q
level is given by the statistical combination of:
- relative uncertainty associated with H
- relative uncertainty associated with the local peaking




FN 1.8584 + 0.0980
q-
Since FE = 04'. (2)
F a 1.04 x 1.8584 + 0.0980 = 1.9327 + 0.1019
The maximum linear heat generation rate is then:
MLHGR = F kW 1x Wx total heated lenizth(ft)'
x thermal power (MWt )
.(19327 + 0.1019) x 0.003096 x 1825
10.920 + 0.576 kW/ft
This value is related to a two si ma confidence level.
The thermal power is taken as the rated power in a
conservative manner even if the real power was below this
value while the flux map was recorded. Tf the thermal
power is taken as 1813.5 MI-Tth power at which the data were
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collected, the MLGHR is then: 10.851 + 0.529 kW/ft.
This gives a method for evaluating the uncertainty
associated with the peaking factors. This same method
may also be used to evaluate the uncertainties in the
power distribution by taking each fuel assembly individually.
This method shows that the uncertainty becomes smaller when
the number of thimbles used for the calculation of the
peaking factor in a piven assembly, is increased.
The uncertainty evaluation is based on the assumption
that the uncertainty due to the power prediction is esti-
mated to be + 4 and + 4% for the flux thimble prediction,
for one sigma confidence level. This should be confirmed
by further work, by doing a sensitivity analysis on the
main parameters of the PDQ code.
5.3 Second Sensitivity Analysis on the Effective Flow
Factors
Using the method developed in 5.2, the uncertainty
on the power prediction can be evaluated for each assembly.
The uncertainty on the coolant assembly exit temperature
has been evaluated in a global manner by Eq. 4.10, however
one may provide in the future a more detailed analysis
of the temperature uncertainty.
The two versions of the code developed in Thapter 2
FLOFA 1 and 2, have been remodeled to allow the use of
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the uncertainties on the power distribution and the exit
temperature of the coolant for each assembly. This
differs from the versions in Chapter 2, where only a
unique value of the accuracy for each quantity was used
for all the assemblies.
PLOPA 3 and FLOPA 4 are the new versions o the codes
used for the evaluation of the uncertainties In the effec-
tive flow factors. They give very similar information to
the one given by the original versions. (See Appendix B
for the codes listings and sample inout and output.)
The results for the two types of calculations are
compared with the original versions on Fig. 33 and 34.
The remarks and the conclusions remain unchanped from
those obtained in Chapter 2. However the main interest
with the new versions of FLOFA is constituted by the fact
that individual inaccuracies can be selected.
5.4 Other Remarks on the Connecticut Yankee Data
5.4.1 Core Symmetry
The dissymmetric effect which appears in the power
distribution is due to the fact that the only symmetry
which can be maintained in the core is a cuadrant symmetry.
This is due to the fact that the changes in isotopic
copnpositionq for fuel elements in geometrtcal symmetrical
positions in the core, are not the same in these fuel
122
15 14 13 12 11 10 9
Hottest assemb1i N 1 -
All the uncertain-
ties are related
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0.8971 1.0453 - 1.0434 - 1.0460 1.0041 1.0336
6.3659 4.8551 - 5.0050 - 5.1422 5.7859 5.4813
7.5710 4.3514 - 4.2899 - 4.4078 4.9486 5.7327
5.745 2.655 - 2.331 - 2.332 2.311 4.029
0.9340 1.0319 1.2905 0.9864 1.0402 0.9639 1.0121 0 .9c242
6.1476 5.7510 5.7514 5.4887 5.1542 5.9587 5.3741 6.0560
7.4375 5.3184 5.2328 5.0049 4.7066 5.3553 4.8918 6.1244






1: Effective flow factor: EFF
2: Relative uncertainty on EW (f), assuming: relrt;iv'. ' tain-
ty=2.75%, outlet temp. uncertainty= 2.50 F, inlet t- . ce t
3: Relative uncertainty on EFF (f), assuming: rel.-i' e un rtain-
ty= value given in 4:, outlet temp. uncertaint = 2.1: , inlet temp-
uncertainty= 0.1 0 F
4z Relative power uncertainty () used to compute 3:
Fig. 3 Comparison of the uncertainties associatot ith o efec.tive
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0.7321 1.0612 0.9892 0.9748 0.9953 0.9821 1.0423
5.8381 5.2163 5.1427 5.8151 5.7099 5.7042 5.5607
6.6439 4.9072 4.4345 4.8974 4.9719 4.8882 5.7750















0.90 2 1.0329 1.0349 - 1.0410 1.0098 1.0347
6.6259 5.1331 - 5.2785 - 5.4122 6.0518 5.7477
7.7325 4.5791 - 4.5235 - 4.6384 5.1760 5.9206
5.745 2.655 - 2.331 - 2.332 2.311 4.029
0.9436 1.0374 1.2971 0.9875 1.0355 0.9718 1.0114 %c,328
6.4111 6.0258 6.0172 5.7551 5.4239 6.2252 5.64-11 6.3213
7.5986 5.5298 5.4472 5.2193 4.9235 5.5726 5.1071 6.3175





1:Effective flow factor: EFF
2: Relative uncertainty on EFF (W), assuming: relotive power uncertpin-
ty=2.75%, outlet temp. uncertainty=2.50F, inlet te;p. uncerf.=C.i 0 F
3: Relative uncertainty on EFF (%), assuming: relitive uoe. r uncertain-
ty= value given in 4:, outlet temp. uncertainty=2.14 0F-, inlet temp.
uncertainty=0.10F
4: Relative power uncertainty (%) used to compute 3:
Fig. 34 Comparison of the uncertainties associted rith the effective










elements. Tn fact the coolant temperature at the core
inlet is not uniform, and the correspondinr variation
is about + 2.5 *F, as it can be seen on data collected
at the plant.
Furthermore, as it is shown iy Fig. 35 the relative
disposition of the inlet nozzles and outlet nozzles tends
to favor asymmetry in the inlet temperature distribution
and therefore in the power distribution. Tf the inlet
nozzles were located at 9.0 from each other, instead of
45* and 1350, the inlet temperature of the coolant would
probably be more symmetric.
5.4.2 Effective Flow Pactors Variations
An arbitrary increase of the power in assembly 9
by 10% has been done to compare the variations of:
the flow distribution at the assembly exit, using
COBRA III C,
- the coolant temperature distribution at the assembly
exit,
- the effective flow factor distribution, assuming that
the measured coolant temperature rise in assembly N 9
stays constant,
between the "reference case" (power in N 9 unchanged) and
a "new core" (power in N 9 increased by 10%).
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REACTOR CORE CROSS SECTION
coolant for the assemblies on the edge of the core is
lower than the measured temperature. But the computation
of the temperature is based on the power distribution ob-
tained from INCORE.
It is noticeable that the calculated value of the
power for the assemblies on the edge of the core isin
most of the cases, greater than the predicted value ob-
tained from the PDQ calculation. Combining this remark
with the fact that the COBRA calculations would lead to
higher coolant temperatures at the exit of the peripheral
assemblies if higher power distribution were used, would
seem to indicate that the power distribution of the
assemblies at the edge of the core may be underestimated.
There is no absolute evidence to sunport this argument,
however it is also difficult to explain the low values
of the effective flow factors. More than a flow distri-
bustion, the effective flow factors seems to give an indi
cation of the quality of the match between the core physics
analysis and the thermal hydraulic analysis. An effective
flow factor of one would tell that both analysis agree with
each other.
5.4.3 Round Off Errors
Since all the information is treated by the computer,
one may worry about the round off problem. The problem is
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When the power in N 9 is increased by 10%:
Fig. 36 shows that the coolant temperature distribution
at the assembly exit is unchanged, except in assembly N 9,
Table 6 indicates a relative increase of 9.47% for the
calculated coolant temperature rise,
- ig. 37 shows that the normalized flow distribution at
the assembly exit is increased by a constant quantity =
0.0002 in each assembly, except in N 9 where it is reduced
by a constant quantity = 0.0035,
- Fig. 37 indicates a decrease of the effective flow
factor by about 0.003, except in N 9 where it is increased
by 0.0994.
It is important to recognize that, the effective flow
factor and the coolant flow distribution at the assembly
exit varies in opposite directions f'or a local variation of
power (as in this case in one assembly).
The values of the effective flow factors for the
assembly on the edge of the core are always lower than
the values for assembly well within the core. This would
mean that either the estimated coolant temperature rise
is too large or the calculated relative power is too small
for the fuel assemblies on the edge of the core. The
study developed in Chapter 4, using COBRA III C seems to
indicate that the calculated exit temrerature of the
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2: Coolant temperature at the assembly outlet
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3: Coolant termperature at the assembly outlet
( measured value by outlet thermocouple
4: Relptive power of the assembly
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Fig. 36 Coolant temperature distribution at the
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1; Normalized flow distribution at assembly outle
(reference case)
2; Normalized flow distribution at assembly outlel
(power in N 9 increased by 10 %)
3; Effective flow factor (C =ct)
(reference case)
4: Effective flow factor (C .ct)
(power in N 9 increased by 10 %)
Fig. 37 Normalized flow distribution rt the
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Relative Variation of the Effective Flow Factor




not very difficult to treat but rather long. It may be
recognized that most of the results in the computations
are presented according to a normalized distribution which
tends to limit the round off error problem. Varying the
last figure of the temperature rise or of the power pre-
diction in the calculation of the effective flow factor
influenced the values of the effective flow factors by
less than a percent, because of the normalization of the
results. As far as the uncertainty problem is concerned,
the round off problem is of a second order as compared
to the other sources of inaccuracy.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PUTURF WORK
The study which has been developed here can be divided
in different areas:
- sensitivity studies on the codes INCORF and
COBRA III C,






- modification of COBRA III C to accommodate the size
of the Connecticut Yankee problem,
- analysis of operating data from Connecticut Yankee.
6.1 Sensitivity Studies
6.1.1 Sensitivity Study on the Code "INCORE"
The study has been performed to evaluate the uncer-
tainty associated with:
- peaking factors F4"H P z F (results of the TNCORE
calculation) for assembly averaged values and hot fuel rod
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in each assembly from the knowledge of the inputs of the
code INCORE:
flux detector readings (measured values),
- flux thimble prediction, obtained from the code
- power distribution prediction
This sensitivity study leads to the following results:
-- flux measurements uncertainty (flux detector reading)
- FN and P are affected, their change behavior is
corrolated by Fig. 7a and 7b for 1% chanpe in the flux
detector readinq,
- z is unaffected,
-- flux prediction uncertainty (flux thimble orediction)
N -N
- F H and F are affected, their change behavior is
corrolated by Fig. 9a and 9b for 1% change in the flux
thimble prediction,
- Fz is unarected,
-- power distribution prediction
N dN
F and F are affected, they undergo 1% change for
1% change in the power prediction,
-F is unaffected.
These results allow the evaluation of the uncertainty
associated with the peaking factors.
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6.1.2 Sersitivity Study on the Code
C7OR A III CT"
The study has been done to determine the most ade-
quate value of the parameters to be selected for the
calculations. The narameters used in the stud are:
- axial node length,
- flow covergence factor,
- S/L parameter defining the control volume,
- turbulent momentum factor,
- cross flow resistance factor,
- type of coolant flow distribution at the core inlet.
The results of this study leads to the conclusions:
- as a general conclusion the coolant conditions (axial
flow, temperature, enthalpy) are weak functions of these
parameters and do not vary greatly as can he seen in
Charter 4
- the following values of the parameters provide the
best accuracy of the results that can be achieved without
any unnecessary increase of the cormutinR time:
axial node lenrth = 6 in,
flow convergence factor 0.01,
- S/L parameter defining the control volume = 0.25,
- turbulent momentum factor 0.5,
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- cross flow resistance factor = 0.5,
- type of coolant distribution at core inlet
equal pressure gradient at core inlet.
Por the operation point of view, it may be concluded
that because of the insensitivity of the coolant con-
ditions at the core exit a cross flow pattern change cannot
be directly observed from the outlet thermocouples. Howover.
further work in this area by simulation of flow blockage
at the core inlet for one assembly, then for one subchannel,
using COBRA III C should be useful and provide a check of
the previous conclusion.
6.2 Evaluation of Uncertainties
6.2.1 Temperature Measurement
Very little data exists now on the uncertainty assoc -
ated with temperature measurement in a reactor. However
(9)by using the results develoned for the San Onofre Reactor
and by comparing the measured values and calculated values
(using "COBRA TIT C") of the coolant temperatures at the
core exit, the uncertainty on the temnerature measurement
of the coolant at core exit can be evaluated by En. 4 .10.
t - 0.854 t + 7.43 + 0.27 (OF)corrected measured.-
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This uncertainty on the temnerature is to be used
in the evaluation of the uncertainty associated with the
effective flow factor.
6.2.2 Peaking Factors
By using the results of the sensitivity analysis done
on the code "INCORE", the uncertainty associated with
the peaking factors is calculated according to the procedure
described in Chapter 5. As an example, using data taken
on the Connecticut Yankee Reactor at BOC of Core TII
(run 89), for the hottest assembly N 11 it has been found:
FNH = 1.5026 0.0733
?N 1.8584 + 0.0980
= 1.9327 + 0.1019
for a two sigma confidence level, or 4.87%and 5.27% of
relative uncertainty on FN and F respectively.
'AH
The evaluation of these uncertainties associated with
the peaking factors, allows the evaluation of the uncer-
tainty associated with the maximum linear Peneration, in
this particular case it has been found:
MLHGR = 10.920 + 0.576 kW/ft
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for a two sigma confidence level.
The evaluation of the uncertainty associated with
each peaking factor is based on the assumption that the
uncertainty associated with the flux thimble prediction
and the power distribution prediction is 4% for one sigma
confidence level. Purther work on the code PDO should
be done to evaluate the uncertainty associated with flux
thimble and power distribution predictions, due to the
uncertainty asifociated with the fuel enrichment or other
quantties (such as mesh spacing) used as inputs in the
code "PDQ". Further work can be done also to check the
time independence of the curves in Fig. 7 and 9 from one
core to another.
6.2.3 Effective Flow Factors
The uncertainty associated with the effective flow
factors has been evaluated from the knowledge of the
uncertaintt,**-associated with temperature measurements
and power distribution calculations.
For one sigma confidence an average 6% uncertainty
has been found for the effective flow factor. A large
fraction (about 70%) is due to the uncertainty on the
coolant temperature measurement at the assembly outlet.
This uncertainty is rather large compared to the possible
variatons of the coolant flow distribution from one
assedly to another.
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6.3 Modification of the Code "COBRA III C"
The original version of the code "CORA TIT C" was
too small to accommodate the size of the Connecticut
yankee problem. The changes have been made on:
- flow channels number increase from 15 to 30,
- flow channels comlnirtions number increase from 30 to 47,
- fuel rods number increase from 15 to 35,
- fuel types number increase from 2 to 3,
- axial node number decrease from 60 to 30,
- axial heat flux nodes number increase from 30 to 39.
Appendix C of this work presents a method to handle
easily further changes in the code and should be useful
for a future user of the code "COBRA ITIT C".
6.4 Analysis of Operating Data From Connecticut Yankee
The analysis of the operating data from Connecticut
Yankee gave an opportunity to evaluate uncertainties associ-
ated with the information obtained from the core instru-
mentation or quantities derived from the core instrumenta-
tion.
The sensitivity study done on the code "COBRA III C",
applied to the Connecticut Yankee case shows the weak
dependence of the assembly exit conditions of the coolant.
This is due to the fact that the core is operated w.th a
fair degree of subcooling. Hence, the actual values of
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some critical parameters like DNBRI, MLHGR., maximum clad
outside temperature, maximum fuel centerline temperature
are conservatively within the limits of the technical
specifications.
The effective flow factor concept in fact gives more
information on the quality of the agreement between the
reactor physics analysis and the thermal hydraulic analysis
of the core, than on the coolant distribution through the
core. A good agreement between reactor physics and thermal
hydraulic analysis in a given assembly would lead to an
effective flow factor near 1.0 for that assembly. The
low values of the effective flow factors for the assemblies
located on the core edge, seem to indicate underprediction
of the average assembly power. Further work on the power
distribution calculation for the peripheral assemblies,
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APPENDIX B
The following section contains the codes listings,
samples inputs and outputs of the codes used in this
work.
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C PROGRAM FLOFA 1
C CASE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H90-2)
REAL *8 LEFT, RIGHT, ASPEC, FSPEC* BLANKS
REAL*8 LEFTA, RIGHTA, ASPECA, FSPECABLANKA
DIMENSION PESULI(8,894), RESUL2(8,895). RESUL3(8,8,8),
ISIRTIN(8*8)9 0(898), TOUT(8,8). Y(898)9 X(8#8), SIRTVU(8,8), SPO(8
2,8), STO(898). STI(898), 512Y(898), SI2RFL(8,8),
3SIFLO(8.8v5), FLOFA(898.5). SI2FLO(898,5)9 SIPFLO(8~,95),
4CONOR(8,8,8), COPO1(8.898), COTO1(8.898), COTIl(8,8,8), COPO2(8,8t
58). COTO2(8.8o8)9 COTI2(898#8)9
6SIRPO(l0), SITOUT(l0), SITIN(10), SUMY(l) 9 FANOR(1) 9 SPOSUM(10),
7STOSUM(10), STISUM(10), S2YSUM(10), A(10), COLUMN(4),





READ(S9O) NUM, TIN, NUM2
10 FORMAT(127XF10.0O4X*I3)
PEAD(511) LEFTA, RIGHTAt ASPECA, FSPECA# BLANKA
11 FORMAT(5A8)
READ (5,12) LEFTRIGHT. ASPEC, FSPECt BLANKS
12 FORMAT(SA8)
READ (5.13) (COLUMI(I), 1=1,8)
13 FOPMAT(SA6)
READ (5,18) (COLUMK(K), K=195)
8 FORMAT(5A8)
READ (5919) (COLUMM(M), M=198)
19 FORMAT(8A8)















DO 16 IN = 1* NUM2





READ (5,17) (SIRPO,(L). SITOUT(L)t SITINIL). L = 1, NUM)
17 FORMAT(3F10.)O
SUMY(1)=0.0
DO 20 1 = 198
DO 20 J = 1,0
IF(TOUT(IoJ).EQ.0.0) GO TO 20











DO 30 I =1,8
DO 30 J =198







00 30 M = 1,8
RESUL3(IJM) = 0.0
30 CONTINUE
DO 5011 = 1,8
DO 50 J = 1.8
IF(TOUT(IJ).EQ.0.0) GO TO 50
SIRTOU(IJ) = (SITOUT(L)/X(1eJ))*(SITOUT(L)/X(IJ))
SIRTIN(I,J) = (SITIN(L)/X(IJ))*(SITIN(L)/X(I.J))
SPO(oiJ) = Y(I.J)*SIRPO(L)* Y(IJ)* SIRPO(L
STO(I.J) = Y(I.J)* Y(I.J)* SIRTOU(I.J)
STI(IJ) = Y(I.J)* Y(I,J)* SIRTIN(feJ)
SI2Y(I.J) = SPO(I-.J) + STO(I.J) *STI(I*J)
SPOSUM(L) = SPOSUM(L) + SPO(IJ)
STOSUM(t) = STOSUM(L) + STO(IJ)
STISUM(L) = STISUM(L) + STI(IJ)






IF(TOUT(IJ).EO.0.0) GO TO 52





S12FLO(I*J#K) = (Y(I*J)* FANOR(1))**2*A(L)+(FANOR(1)*Y(IJ)
1 SIRPO(L))**2 + (FANOR(I)* Y(IJ)/X(IJ)* SITOUT(L))



























IF(TOUT(IJ).EO.0.0) GO TO 55
M = 1
CONOR(IJM) = A(L)/Sl2RFL(IJ)* 100.
M = 2
COPO1(IJ.M)=SIRPO(L) * SIRPO(L)/ SI2RFL(IJ)* 100.
M = 3
COTO1(IJM) = SIRTOU(IJ)/SI2RFL(IJ)* 100.
M = 4








RESUL3(I9JM) = CONOR(I.JM) + COPO1(I.J.M) + COTO1(I.J,tM)





60 FOPMAT(1H1,35X,'EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION #P,2XA8,15X*R
lUN # ',A8..PAGE 1,////)
WRITE(6,61)
61 FORMAT(1X,'FFF = CONSTANT * RELATIVE POWER / TEMPERATURE DIFFERENC
LE ACROSS THE FUEL ASSEMALY*.////)
WPITE(6,62) SIRPO(L), SITOUT(L), SITIN(L)
62 FORMAT(UXIPARAMETERS : RELATIVE POWER STD.',5X,'=',F10.49/14XsOU
ITLET TEMPEPATUPE STO. =',F8.292X,*DEG. F. 09/14X,*INLET TEMPERATUR
2E STO. =9,F8.2,2XSDEG. F.,////)
WRITE(6,63) SUIMY(1) . FANOR(I). S2YSUM(L). SPOSUM(L), STOSUM(L),
ISTISUM(L)
63 FORMAT(lX,.PESULTS: SUM OF THE RATIOS'.6X.'='*2XF14.10,/1oX,.NORM
IALIZATION FACTOR =#,2XF14.10,/10X,*SUM OF THE STO. SQUARE =1,2X
2,F14.1O,/10X, CONTRIBUTION OF POWER =*,2XF14.10,/l0X, CONTRIRUTI
30N OF T. OUT =0,2XF14.10,/10X.*CONTRIBUTION OF T. INL =0,2XF14.1
40,///)
WPITE(6.640) POWER
640 FORMAT(1H ,'THERMAL POWER =1,AA.' MWTHI)
WPITF(6.64) PUN(1)
64 FORMAT(IM1, 100XlRUN #*?X.A8,2X,*PAGE 2*,/)
WRITE (6, 65) SIRPO(L). SITOUT(L), SITIN(L)
65 FORYAT(lH .*RELATIVE POWER STD.*,SX,'=',F10.4,/lH 9'CUTLET TEMPERA








DO 100 I = 198
DO 95 K 1,5
00 90 J=1,8
IF (RESUL2(IJK).EO.O.0) GOTO 85
FORM(J+1) = FSPEC
GO TO 90












120 FORMAT(//,1X'TABLE # 1: THE FOLLOWING VALUES INCLUDED ARE:',/9
lIX901 EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR NORMALIZED TO 1 OVER THE ASSEMBLIES W
2ITH OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES',/1X.'2* SOUARE OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION
3 OF THE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR',/lX,*3* STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE E
4FFECTIVE FLOW FACTORP9/lX,*4* RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE E
5FeECTIVE FLOW FACTOR')
WRITE(6,140) RUN(1)
140 FORMAT(lH1, 10OX91RUN #',2XA892X,'PAGE 309/)
WRITE (6,141) SIRPO(L). SITOUT(L). SITIN(L)
141 FORMAT(lH .RELATIVE POWER STD.',5K,='eF10.4,/lH ,'OUTLET TEMPERA
ITURE STD. =.F8.292X,'DEG. F.',/lH 99INLET TEMPERATURE STD. =9.F8
2.2.2X.'DEG. F.',///)
WRITE(6.142)




DO 200 I = 1,5
DO 190 M = 1,8
DO 180 J=198
IF (RESUL3(IJM).EO0.0) GO TO 170
FORM(J+l) = FSPEC
GO TO 180













210 FORMAT(IH19 100X91RUN #',2X9A8v2X9'PAGE 499/)
WRITE (6.211) SIRPO(L), SITOUT(L), SITIN(L)
211 FORMAT(H .RELATIVE POWER STD.*e5X,'=',F10.4,/lH ,*0UTLET TEMPERA







00 300 1 = 69 8
00 285 M = 1,8
00 270 J =1. 8
IF (RESUL3(IJM).EQ.O.0) 60 TO 255
FORM(J+1) = FSPEC.
GO TO 270












400 FORMAT(//9lX,'TABLE # 2 THE SOUARE OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION IS MA
IDE UP OF: fs//lXv.l* CONTRIRUTION OF NORMALIZATION FACTOR'
2,/1X..2* CONTRIBUTION OF POWER'$/1X.*3* CONTRIBUTION OF OUTLET TEM
3PERATURE',/1Xe'4* CONTRIRUTION OF INLET TEMPERATURE~e/lX#05* TOTAL
4 CONTRIBUTION OF POWER$*/1X,.6* TOTAL CONTRIBUTION OF OUTLET TEMPE










































530 FORMAT(////1H ,'THE ABOVE DATA ARE: 1* OUTLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. F.
1.)e,/H ,20Xe2* TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE ACROSS THE FUEL ASSEMBLY
20EG. F.)',/1H ,20X,3* RELATIVE POWER OF THE ASSEMBLY*,///)
WRITE(6,535) TIN














































































































































































EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION * 089 RUN # 089 PAGE 1
EFF a r/4iSTANIT * PFLtATIVE PnkF9 / TFMPERPATIJPE OTFFFRENCE ACROSS THE FUEL ASSEMBLY
PAQAMETERS :-RLATIVF POWED STO. =
OUTLET TEMOEVIATURE STO. =
INLET TEMPFRATURE STD. a
FSULTS: SLM mF THr RATIOS
N1e4ALIZATICN FACTOR
SUM OF THF STO. SOUARE
CONTRISUTION OF POWER
CfNTOInTION CF T. OUT
CONTRISUTIh CF T. INL
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TfPL F v 1: THr Frt rwTNG Val OFS 1FACLliODfl ARE:
1* EPF8CT JVP rLOW FACTnp Nrl4MAL1 ZFD TO I OVFR THE ASSERLIFS WITH OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES
2 SO1IA0F rel T TAKCAQD rFVIATTrIN OF THE EFFFCTIVE FLOW FACTOR
3* STAja~oo DFVI6TION CF THE EFFFCTIVE FLEW FACTOP



























































































































































































































































































































































RELATIVE FrwO STO. =
'JITLFT T-edQEoAT'Ql STC. =










































































































































TABLE V 2 T64E 5QUARE OF THE STANOARO fFVATICN IS MADE UP OF:
It Cr1':ToIQUTTrf4 flF N-PuAL1ZATICN FACTOr
2* CONTRISITICA CF PCWPR
3* CO:TRIBUTTnN OF OLTLFT TEMPERATURE
4* COnTR 1AUTlON 0 OF INLCT TFMPERATtPE
5* TOTAL CONTOIBUTICN CF P0WER
6' TnTaL CN'TQIJTION OF OJTLFT TEMPERATURE































EcFCCTIVE FLOW PACTOR OTSTOIBUTIN1 089
T-FST VALUES AQF THE INPUT DATA USED FOR THE COMPUTATION




























































THE ROVF CATA ARE: 1* OUTLET TEMPERaTURF (DEG. F..)
2* TFMPERATIIRE DIFFFRFNCE ACROSS THE FUEL
3* OFLATTVF POWrR On THF ASSEMILY
ASSEMRLY (DFG. F.)






































































C PROGRAM FLOFA 2
C.********* ***
C CASE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION
IMPLICIT RFAL*8 (A-HoO-Z)
REAL *8 LEFT, RIGHT, ASPEC, FSPEC, BLANKS
REAL*8 LEFTA, RIGHTA, ASPECA, FSPECA9BLANKA
DIMENSION PESLILI(8,8,5), PESUL2(8,8,5), RESUL3(8,8,8),
ISIRHIN(8,8), Q(8,8), TOUT(8*8), Y(8.8), X(8,8), SIRHOU(8,8), SPO(8
2,8), STO(8.8), STI(8.8), 512Y(8,8), SI2RFL(8,8),
3SIFLO(8,8,5), FLOFA(8.8.5). S12FLO(8,8,5), SIRFLO(8,8,S',
4CONOR(8,8,8), COP01(898,8), COT01(8,8,8), COTIl(8,8,8), COPO2(8,8,
58). COTO2(8,8,8), COT12(8,8,8), DEPHIN(I),
6SIPPO(10), SITOUT(10), SITIN(10),SPOSUM(10), SUMY(1), FANOR(1),
7STOSUM(1O), STISUM(10), S2YSUM(10), A(10). COLUMN(5),
8FORM(10), RUN(3), FORMA(10), COLUMI(8), COLUMK(5), COLUMM(8),





READ(S,10) NUM, TIN, NUM2
10 FOPMAT(12,7X,F10.0,4Xs13)
READ(5,11) LEFTA, RIGHTA, ASPECA, FSPECA, BLANKA
11 FORMAT(SA8)
READ (5,12) LEFTRIGHT, ASPEC, FSPEC, BLANKS
12 FORMAT(5A8)
READ (5,13) (COLUMI(I), 11,)
13 FORMAT(8A8)
READ (5,18) (COLUMK(K), K=195)
18 FORMAT!5A8)
READ (5,19) (COLUMM(M), M=l,8)
19 FORMAT(8A8)

















00 16 IN = I# NUM2






READ (5,17) (SIRPO(L)I SITOUT(L), SITIN(L), L = 1, NUM)
17 FORMAT(3F10.0)
C CARDS DEFINING ENTHALPY OF H20 AS A FUNCTION OF TEMP ( P=2,000 PSIA
157
00 21 11=1.11





IF(TOUT(IJ).EQ.0.0) GO TO 23
IF(TOUT(I,J).LT.TEMP(1)) STOP
JJ=2
24 IF(TOUT(IJ) - TEMP(JJ)) 289 279 26
26 JJ=JJ+1

















00 2011 = 1,8
00 20 J = 1.8












DO 30 1 =1,8
DO 30 J =1,8







DO 30 M = 198
RESUL3(IJtM) = 0.0
30 CONTINUE
D0 5011 = 1.8
00 50 J = 198




SPO(ItJ) =Y(1,J)*SIRPO(L)* Y(Ioj)* SIRPO(L
STO(1,J) = Y(I*J)* Y(I*J)* SIRHOU(IJ1
STI(I*J) = Y(1.J)* Y(IPJ)* SIQHIN(liJ)
SI2Y(I.J) = SPO(I.J) + STO(IJ) *STI(I*J)
SPOSUM(L = SPOSUMML + SPO(19J)
STOSUM(L) =STOSUM(L + STO(I.J)
STISUM(L = STISUMML * STI(IJ)






lF(TO0T(I9J).EQ.0.0) GO TO 52











SIRFLO(IJK) = SIFLO(IJ93)/FLOFA(ItJt1)* 100.
00 522K=194









Copol (I .JM) 00
COTO (I .JtM) =0.0
COTII (I*J*M)0.0O
COPO2 (I JgM) =0.0
COTO? (I ,JM) =0.0
COT 12(1 .JgM) =0.0




IF(TOUT(IJ),EQ,0.0) GO TO 55
M =
CONOR(IJM) = A(L)/SI2PFL(IeJ)* 100.
M =2
COPOI(IJgM)=SIRPO(L) * SIRPO(L/ SI2RFL(IJ)* 1)0o
M =3
COTOltIJ*M) = SIRHOU(IJ)/Sl2RFL(I*J)* 100o
M =4
COtIl1.J*M = SIRHIN(IJ)/SI2RFL(IJ)* 100.







RESUL3(I.J.M) = CONOR(IJ.M) + COPOI(19J.M) + COTO1(IJvM)





60 FORMAT(1HI,35X,'EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION #',2XA8,15X,'R
1UN # 1,A8,1PAGE 1tt////)
WRITE(6,61)
61 FOPMAT(1X,'EFF = CONSTANT * RELATIVE POWER / ENTHALPY DIFFERENCE A
ICROSS THE FUEL ASSEMBLY*,////)
WRITE(6,62) SIRPO(L), SITOUT(L), SITIN(L)
62 FORMAT(lX,'PARAMETERS : RELATIVE POWER STD.',5X,'=',F10.4,/14X,,OU
ITLET TEMPERATURE STD. =',F8.292X9*DEG. F. *,/14X,'IN:.ET TEMPERATUR
2E STD. =',F8.2v2X,'DEG. F.',////)
WRITE(6,63) SUMY(i), FANOR(i), S2YSUM(L), SPOSUM(L), STOSUM(L),
ISTISUM(L)
63 FORMAT(1X,'RESULTS: SUM OF THE RATIOS',6X,'=',2XF14.10,/10X,'NORM
1ALIZATION FACTOR =9,2XF14.10,/10X.SUM OF THE STD. SQUARE =0,2X
2,F14.109/10X,*CONTRIBUTION OF POWER =1,2X,F14.10,/1OX,'CONTRIRUTI
30N OF T. OUT =0,2XF14.10,/10X,'CONTRIBUTION OF T. INL =,2X*F14.1
40,///)
WRITE(6,640) POWER
640- FORMAT(IH ,'THERMAL POWER =19A891 MWTHI)
WRITE(6,64) RUN(1)
64 FORMAT(IH1, I00Xs'RUN #e.2XvA8,2Xv9PAGE 21,/)
WRITE (6, 65) SIRPO(L). SITOUT(L), SITIN(L)
65 FORMAT(IH ,'RELATIVE POWER STD.S,5X~,3=SF10o.4/1H ,9OUTLET TEMPERA







DO 100 1 1,8
DO 95 K 1,5
DO 90 J=1,8
IF (RESUL2(IJK).EQ.0.0) GOTO 85
FORM(J+1) = FSPEC
GO TO 90












120 FORMAT(//,lXsTABLE # 1: THE FOLLOWING VALUES INCLUDED ARE:',////
1lX,91* EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR NORMALIZED TO I OVER THE ASSEM8LIES W
160
2ITH OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES',/IX*92* SQUARE OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION
3 OF THE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR*,/1X,*3* STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE E
4FFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR*,/1X,'4* RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE E
5FFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR')
WPITE(6,140) RUN(1)
140 FORMAT(IH1, 100X,'RUN #'.2XA8,2X,'PAGE 309/)
WRITE (6,141) SIRPO(L), SITOUT(L), SITIN(L)
141 FORMAT(1H .'RELATIVE POWER STD.,s5X,=0,F10.4,/1H ,'OUTLET TEMPERA
iTURE STD. =',F8.292Xs*DEG. F.*e/IH ,'INLET TEMPERATURE STD. ='9F8
2.2,2X,'DEG. F.',///)
WRITE16,142)




00 200 I = 1.5
Do 190 M = 1,8
DO 180 J=1,8
IF (RESUL3(I.JM).EQ.0.0) GO TO 170
FORM(J+1) = FSPEC
GO TO 180












210 FORMAT(IH1, 10OX,'RUN #',2XA8,2XvPAGE 4',/)
WRITE (69211) SIRPO(L), SITOUT(L), SITIN(L)
211 FORMAT(1H .'RELATIVE POWER STD.*e5X,='3'F10.4,/IH ,'OUTLET TEMPERA







DO 300 I = 69 8
DO 285 M = 1.8
DO 270 J =1, 8
IF (RESUL3(IJM).EQ.0.0) 60 TO 255
FORM(J+1) = FSPEC
GO TO 270












400 FORMAT(//91X.*TABLE # 2 THE SOUARE OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION IS MA
IDE UP OF: *.//lXo'l* CONTRIBUTION OF NORMALIZATION FACTOR'
2,/1X,*2* CONTRIBUTION OF POWER',/1X.3* CONTRIBUTION OF OUTLET TEM
3PERATURE*,/lX9'4* CONTRIBUTION OF INLET TEMPERATURE',/1X,'5* TOTAL
4 CONTRIBUTION OF POWEP,/IX9e6* TOTAL CONTRIBUTION OF (UTLET TEMPE




















500 FOPMAT(lH1,35X,'EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION # '.A8,//IH .
1'TKESE VALUES ARE THE INPUT DATA USED FOR THE COMPUTATION,//H ,






















530 FOOMAT( /1H 0'THE ABOVE DATA ARE: 1*OUTLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. F.
1) 0./1H .20x,'2* OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB)',/1H ,20X#*3* ENTHALPY D
2IFFERENCE ACROSS THE FUEL ASSEMBLY (BTU/L8)',/1H 920X904* RELATIVE
3 POWER OF THE FUEL ASSEMBLY$)
WPITE(6,535) TIN , HIN(1)

























































































































































































EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION 4 0S9 RUN * 089 PAGE 1
EFF a CONSTANr * qELATIVE PJ4ER / ENTHALPY OIFFERENCE ACROSS THE FUEL ASSEMBLY
RELATIVE D'WER STD. 0.0275
3UTLET TEM4PERATURE STI. = Z.53 DfG. F.
INLET TFE4ERATURE ST. * 0.10 DEG. F.
RESULTS: SUM OF THE RATIOS
4ORMALIZATION FACTOR
SUM OF THE STn. SOUARE
C3NTRIBUTION IF PIWER
C)NTRI8UTIJN OF T. 3UT

















RUN # 089 PAGE 2
RELATIVF >JWER STD. 0.0275
20TLFT TE14PERATURE STD. = 2.50 4)EG. F.
INLET TEMPERATU2E STD. = 0.10 OEG. F.































































































































TALE 9 L: THE F)LLOGINtG VALUES INCLUDED ARE:
1* EFFTZTIVE FLOW FACT'- NOMALIZED TO 1 OVER THE ASSEMRLIES WITH aUTLET THERMOCOUPLES
2* SlUAaE OF THE STAN3ARD DEVIATI2N OF THE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR
3* STANr'A7D DEVIATION 0F THE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR
4* REL-TIVE STA'JOARD DEVIATION OF THE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR





























































RUN 4 089 PAGE 3
RFLATIVE P'1We CTD. =
UTLET rEWVERATUE STO. =




















































































































































































RJN 9 089 PAGE 4
RELrTIvi P2.-P STD. =
JUTLT T ~Ai ATJ'E .TD. 











































































































































TA4LE 0 2 THE SQUARE OF THE STANn4Aa0 OEVIATION IS MADE UP OF1
I* COn9T*I3uTIONJ OF riORMAI.IZATICN FACTOR
2* Cc0TPf0UTI2N1 3F F3WFR
3* CLNTP UljTION JF JUTLET TEMPEPATURE
4* CONTRI19JT!lN IF INLET TEMPERATURE
5* TJTAL CNTRl:'UTION 06 POWER
6* T TI. C PNTP FIJTIj Jr OUTLET TEMPFPATURE


























EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION 4 089
THESE VALUES ARE THE INoUT DATA USED FVrR THE COMPUTATION


















































































THE ABOVE DATA ARE
IMLET TEMERAtRE
1*OUTLET TEMPERATURE IMEG. F,)
2* JUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB)
1* CNTHALPY DIFFERENCF ACR3SS THE
4* RELATIVE P3WER 'F THE FUEL ASS




















































































































r rikc;F rrrFrTTVF VIOW FArTnD mTcTQTP1jTT"
LFFT, PTAHT, AcoFre FqOFC* RLANKC
PCAI-*Q LFFTAo DrHTA, A-PrCA* FqPFrA*F;LANKA
riT%*FNeT0N MF';111 I(P*A*7), QF4;1Jj->(PqA*c%)q
;pQ)9 -qtnfqvP)o 1qTT(Fk*P)* IIZTPY(A*A)o 1%TPQFL(A*P)9
4rnmn*fa*p*o)* rnom.0900st).9 roTf)j(1 *SoA)9 CfTT1(A*A-vA),m C(%PM2(A-PS*
C;A)o rnyn?(,QsA*A)*
,7qTnqlfm C I I STTSIIM(I. I CYlq()M (I ) 9 AM * rnL#IMN(7)9
arnom(In), 01IN(I)o FnPk4A(1M)9 rnLI1441(R)o CnL(fMK(S)9* Cf.11-tIMM(A)
QvAn (qQ) Otom
DrAM(r,*11) hlt)*AP* T.TW
Qronmell) IFFTA9 OTr-HTA* ASPFrAs FSPFCA* RLANWA
Orlin (CZ91ps LFrTePTAWTo AqPECi FSPEC* PLA*JK4t
oFar, (moll) (rnLIIMT (T) * T&194)
11% FnPMAT(AAA)
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EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION. 9 _ RUN 089 PAfF 1
EFF * CONSTANT * RELATIVE POWER / TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE ACOSS THE FUEL ASSEMRLY
RESULTS: SUS OF THE- RATIOS 0.7021423057
NORMALIZATION FACTOR = 54.1200831974
SUM OF THE STD. SQUARE -O.0035856
CONTRIBUTION OF POWER - 0.0000145797
- - NCONTRIBT0LWN OF. To QUT(f = 0..000Z07B06
CONTRIBUTION OF T. INL = 0.0000000451
THERMAL POWER =1813.5 MWTH
RUN a 089 PAGF ?





-- 0.808617713tA.15S38236 0.989353092 -- - -* __
0.0032637682 0.0049938764 0,002D655028 2* P
.05 O 7129396 .066736 _ 094544R6832 3*
7.0650688935 6.R91393050n 4.6)9A426283 4*
0.8562686510 0.9001375047 1.0159771147 1.16451%r'w7 1*
0.003138260 . .___ 0.0019786378 0,0022674092 0.0030634273 2* N
0.0560163013 0.0444818819 0.0476173199 1.3553487369 3*












0.7303634085 1.0716470320 1.0008404118 0.9728289955 0.9935630368 0.517163158
0.0472874986 0.0503016561 0.0420231755 0.0453917268 0,0471409111 0:0'457534260
.6.4745163850~ .4 938441729__A.19876888344. 4.6659512582 4,7446321339 436359U118
.0339895583 0.9468373032 __.2320526964 0.993J16358_ _,1435%813
0.0043585580 0.0023419024 0.0036085610 0.0021929602 0,0029938619
0,0660193758. ,.004839320A61. .,060071299 ., 0468.2Z_5-2. , - 547161939
6.3849170717 5.1002634330 4.8757085913 4.7144147218 4.786R446014
0.8973925355 1.0452521529 1.04 4033687 1.0460454856 1.0043956518
0.0046129682 0.0020687360 0,0020035306 _9,0021256896 090024689506
0.0679188355 0.0454833600 0.0447608157 0.,)461073700 0.0496885364





































Q.963901218 012134382O0 9241R678?4 L~*
0.v02664559 8 0.0024512043 3.f02376851 2* M
0.D05161937'3 0.0495096381 0. 5461152 3* _
5.3552555803 4.8917521722 6.1244227102 4*
TABLE 8 1 THE FOLLOWING VALUES INCLUDED APE:
1* EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR NOPMALIZED TO 1 OVER THEASSEP4ALIES WITH OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES
2* SQUARE OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR
3* STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE EFFECTIVEFLW FACTOR

















-~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 1 9 - -______- ___ __ 5iZQ-1 674-k 6* _____
0.nO26892396 7*
1.4338867997 j.5077 57r)4S 3.369)262657 1*
60.735905558 64_60?29457.2 46- 9445L247 2*
37.7486049108 33.8466A18395 49.6731716103 3*
0a0824277337 0,0738 4 1999O _O0083569998 4* P
61.3275498539 65.2251136949 48.2920936816 5*
38.588189099L34.6991174226 51.5Q5253M87 _ 6*
0.0016333134 0,0019268835 0,0343-162308 7*
1.6723951494 2,93060165R1 3,25R2585132 2 6474T47780 1*
_55.2585862299 37.5682535113 25.3548984615 34.568l567Q0 2*
42.9751781562 59.3714116050 71,2113025805 62 64767?3847 3*
0.09'4404674 i.1296432?%6 0.1555404454 0.1367972592_ 4*
55.9496050610 38.7791892t07 ?6.TO134S68 35.6616R95'q 5*
_ 43.9544162155 61,0174204171 73,13911t1T14 64 1q74qq35 6*
0.0021)82611 0.0037470714 0.004165RA60 0.0031849604 7*
3.1288164907 3.9279621)895 3.00856n4715 3.9229768074 1*
41, 8748948692 29. 2595393475_3 ,3589107187 29 27819149?53 2*
54.8764605752 66.6669248778 62.4963626061 66.1536611923 3*
01t9800648 _Ot1557368S20 0_1364662036 0,1444463750 4* W
43.1676940709 30.0825364171 35.6020212007 31.402AS41206 5*
56.7084774780 66.9668655464.25766596426._476837
3 48 6*
0.0040003863 0.0050221436 0,103R466315 0,0053157696 7*
1.7073910494 3.2485281356 4.0597529089 5.28i5114455 i1793816f94 3,252614676 2 022f2?P45 1*
56.5696527406 43.2526003674 32.1836611471 21.094243)966 24.2414448275 25.0379963675 51.4948768318 2*
39.6364062793 53.3823060631 63.6176706007 75.4534854669 72.4220336308 71-51059'1675 46 1982193P?4 3*
0.0865499307 0.1165654338 0.1389153433 0. 1647599910 0.1581405224 0_1561507973 0.10'%6817613 4* L
59.2751315668 44.5948633582 33.8611150135 22.4526136449. 25.5541368435 26.3995696826 52.446"
1
'262h9 5*
40.636135496' 55.2844177630 63.9947789969 77.3784230765_ 4.2836575979_7444Vn66A213 47 4501849646 6*
0.0021830055 0.0041534451 0.00519064*3 0.0042032876 0.0040550362 0.0042131q91 0.r'129307443 7*
















1.7556467911 2.7514552400 3.0107326121 3.2202686226 3.1235539486
55.2981877456 34.4372304572 23.0529944280-24.363360O870S2333501566 *
42.8525926782 62.6744585544 73.7751777163 72.2585868863 73.3479335802 3*
-.. 09 3 5 7 2785L0.13685574E4 0.610952435 i.15778362u6 0.1631623146 4* V
56.0236054160 35.5741C73396 2422970024192 25.6939472813 24.6589749225 5*
43.8805770953 64.285519C055 75.5380529286 . 74.1441517846 -75.1768691051 6*
0.0022447035 0.0035179065 0.0038494087 0.0041173135 0.(039936578 7*
3.7799384765 338891633719 3.6839023301 2,9227183312 2.1778271486 1*
-37.2276920786 29.525212465 - 2Z7999434z94 21.8090455372 49.393155?242 2*
58.8638345629 66.4405450991 68.176285101) 75.1l419q1411 48.323"96?679 3*
0.1285348823 0.1450793630 0.1488695194 0.1639472905- .')5181594 4* J38.7895291052 31.1321801258 29.513098797 23.01673?5529 59.2934171515 561.0771031266- -68.7177679745 70.3333215898 76.8155332928 49,5928,,1995 6*
0.0048328862 0.0049725366 0.0047100980 0.0137369638 0.0o0o7q44976 7*
2.5303581762 2.6138426023 2.8573356832 3.23043439A9 2.4956706019 2.4910162730
33.082 1164187 31el38440923-3.3664328325-36435349Q' 3-, 28.04470068 - 34 .63134319-2
64.2472353462 66.1033302835 63.6372733366 60.2022587329 69.3082075225 62.80R8003111
0.1402900588 0.1443430218 0.1389581477 - 0.1 3 14574608 - 0.1513411816 - .t37149)q67
34.1276379569 32.2185C06543 34.5470585742 37.7703428222 29.0759696315 35.798895694
.6547288367641_A7.3381A3436 65.3103299969 62.0940687666 70.7694933170 64,5601310091
0.0032352201 0.0033419602 0.003653Z812 0.004131954 .0031908699 0..in38242A1I







TABLE * 2 THE SQUARE OF THE STANDARD E IATION IS MADE UP OF-
1* CONTRIBUTiON OF NORPALIZATiCN FACTOR
2* CONTRIBUTION OF POWER
3* CONTRIBUTION OF OUTLET TEMPERATURE
4* CONTRIVUTION OF INLET TEMPERATURE-
5* TOTAL CONTRIBUTION OF POWER
6* TOTAL CONTRIBUT.IC1 OF OUTLET _TEMPER TRt
7* TOTAL CONTRIBUTION OF INLET TEMPER4TURE
15 14-_ I71 11 n- A& am 11
PArr
EFFECTIVE FLCW FACTOR DISTRIBUTION 1 089 P 5
TKESE.VALuES ARE THE INPUTS USED FOR TIE COMLPUTAT I3N
15 14 13 12 11 to 9 A
5714 rw0_ 1*_'I*
51.500'0 2*




571.60000 575.73000 58q.20030 1*
-_-__-49,30100 A19A.4r0 65,90010 2*
0.73660 * 1.01180 1.20050 3* P
- - -000,05536 0.5539 %.03157 4*
2.14000 2,14000 2114000 5*
-- -- -- __ .10Ai. 1000 __ , 10000 6*
-7,20000 57M 50000 576.40010 574,340(^0 1*
49.93000 56.20000 54.10n 57.47' 2*
- . 0.7695 0.93470 ,01560 1,2290 3*
0.04863 .0.03029 0.07360 0.03057 4*
--- 224000 2 14000 _ 2 14000 2:14000 5*
0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 fl.133n 6*
- I2.70030 5.3.70000 577.6000n 583.9000
- - 40,40000 61.40000 .55 0000 1 -6f000 2*
1.06190 1.17840 1.15790 1.15703 3*
0: 03095 0.02309 0.02859 0.02331 **
2.14000 2.14030 2.14000 2.14000 5*
- *- -. 0,__QQ4~Q Q ,Joe 0,._000 o.iL o 6*
574.80000 584.70000 586.20301) 55.l00 5?5.33'C0 576.6000 578.7(0. 1*
52.50000 62.40000 63,90000 52.60000 53.00000 54 3"000 56 401130 2*
0.70850 1.23560 116170 D .94910___ 0, 973 i .98500 1.f8P0 3*
0.04955 0.03087 0,02382 0.02143 0.02336 1.02332 0.)4"1t 4*
. 2.14000 2.140~00 2140Q2. 14i00 2,914000 2,14000 2.14000 5*
0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0. 10000 0.10030 0, 1"twnn 6*
I-j
15 4t -
- __- __ RN * 089
1 1 1 0 9
CTE
NOl
573.50000 575.30000 573.40000 575.79300 574.50000
51.20000 53a 00000 - 51.a_.10O00 5340000 52.-20000 Q__ -- _- _ _
0.97820 0.92920 1.16330 0.98010 1.10250 3* 1
.0.04748 0.0299. .034327 o.2314 Q.*2.
2.14000 2.14000 2.14000 2.14000 2,14000 S*
0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 *
566.40000 Sft.40000 --- 583.50000 - - 1.00 52 .03 576. 0000 1* __
44.10000 64.10000 61220000 58.830c0 49290010 5370000 2*
0.73100 1.23800 i.j7990 1.13650 (.Q?2580 1026560 3* J
0.05745 0.02655 0,02331 0.02332 0.02311 0.j4r,29 4*
2.14000 - 2.14000 - 2.14000 .2.1000.10 2..400 A-4 0 S*
0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.1WC0 '.1mo (.1 '0 6*
568.40000 572.50000 572.6000 575.90000 580.90000 570.30000 577.5") 569'^^. 1*
46.10n00 50,20000 5010000 S3.60n sQn Sa. 0n 4t..00000 55.20000 e7.00000 2*
0.79560 0.95720 1.19940 0.97690 1.12630 0.85490 1.03231 .'26" 3* H
0.05745 0.03059 - 0.02920.... _0.02691 ' 0.0 S412 025) 04142__ 4*
2.14000 2.14000 Z.14300 2.14000 2.14000 2.14000 2.14300 2. 140C 0 5*
0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0t10000--. 0.10000 100Q.0r10000 _'XL 6*
OVE DATA ARE: I* OUTLET TEMPERATURE (0EG. F.)
IW TEMPERATUIRE PNFFERENMCEACROSS THE FUEL.ASSEMBLY (DEG. -e I
3* AELATIVE 9OEeR nF THE ASSEMBLY
--.. 4*EL.ATlYE POWER UNCEPT AISTY
5* OUTLET TEMPERATURE UNCERTAINTY (DEG. f.
6* INLET TEMPERATUREUNCERTAINTY (DEG. F.I
Es THE UNCERTAINTIES ARE RELATED TO-A QNE.SIGMA C0NIECLEVIte -
INLET TEMPERATUrE "422.30DEG. F.
PArIF: 6 ----
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EFFECTIVE FLCW FACTOR OITRIBUTION 4 089 RUN 0 089 PAGE 1
EFF= CONSTANT * RELATIVE POWER / ENTI-ALPY DIFRERENCE ACRCSS THE FUEL AS$EMBLY
RESULTS: SUM OF THE RATI9S = 0.5593390775
NORMALIZATICN FACTOR = 67.9373231565
SUM OF THE STC. SQUARE 0.00002424C1
CONTRIBUTION OF POWER = 0.0CCC(2tE2
CONTRIBUTION OF T. OUT - 0.00149260_
CONTRIBUTILNOFT.1INL = .CCtC00250
THEMAL POWER *1813.5 MWTH
I-i
RUN # 089 PAGE 2
13 12 11 10 9 8
_______ 0.8110250705 _ * __









C.8610913180 J.8985823359 1.0165325379 1.0676730085 1*
0.003 440438 0.0021440007 0.24034 033TE6TD3 2*N
0.0578277077 0.0463033548 0.049951J102 0.0577633991 3*
6.7156300999 5.1529340C77 4.9138624085 5.410214425 74*F
.9447453458 1.0299148654 1.1280185150 1.007659456
.0022262796 U.002151u311 0.0033001689 0.002U612260
.047183 46 78~04637920 93~~ .55~74470%6 ~o54-54567271
.9943054u15 4.5032083673 5.0927441494 4.5055625477
0.7321332729 1.0612039801 C.9892127C48 C.9748029205 C.9953474676 0.9d20557946
U.3u23658542 0.002711E316 C.CCL92 4 3045 0.0022791374 0.0024490035 0.0023044588
0.0486.00468 0.052C]52489 0.0438668558 0.0477399977 0.0494874073 0.0480047792



























1.0348737161 1.0409972826 1.0097509084 1.0346512517 1*
0.C321914741 0.00233178 -- U 002731673-D.0037525272 2* J
G.C468131825 0.0482853377 0.0522653543 0.0612578743 3*
4.5235647350 - 4.6383730775 5 1760641069-- 5.920630179554 - -
C.4355319 19T 16 . 1*
0.00514u7295 0.0032965496 0.00499202C6 C.026562625 0.0025991425 u.0C29330497 0.0326682953 0.0034729339 2* H
0.0716988809 0.573u33125 0.0706!42-30 C.C515389413 0.05C481785S - %.0541576379-0.05165554490 8.C58931633 3 *-
7.5986234303 5.5297756505 5.4471652678 5.2192879759 4.9234944955 5.57264125t4 5.1070945126 6.3175323774 4*
TABL.E # 1; THE FOLLOWING VALUES INCLUDEC ARE:
1* EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTGR NORMALIZEC TO 1 OVER THE ASSEMBLIES WITH OUTLET THERMOCCUPLES
2* 54JAWE ~3F~THE-5 TAN A D~DEVT-TID -CFf -E ~EFFECTIVE~FLUW FAt1R
3* STANDARU DEVIATICN CF THE EFFECTIVE FLCW FACTCR
4* RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATICN OF THE EFFECTIVE FLOW FACTOR -- - --
is 14
RUN 4 089 PAGE 3









58.02C1949056 61.7340315979 42.8187350913 2*
4 2 4042531F36.6434316-625~- T662 5337  3*
0.0716284525 9.0635390187 0.0863761252 4* P
58.5883790834 62.3314027913 44.0941956588 5*
41.3384127654 37.6033973438 55.8158821064 6*
0.0015796987 0.0016608462 0.0035461097 -7
I.7175406C20 q 2.91131667T 3075055456 2.46190472 1*
52.4242204108 34.54247405C5 23.0576995296 31.9165927093 2*
45.7773847777 62.4338253554 73.6075679893 - 65.3231839549 -3f
0.C808542095 0.1066869264 0.1271669325 0.1141052887 4* N
53.0823415007 35.6602049571 24.2867630709 32.9305227969 5*_
46.8349745433 64.2300005360 75.5826528826 66.9525529270 6*
0.0018297465 0.60317580 5.03T T l U- a256984 74
3.1053419930 3.8193760798 2.9863240789 3.8 153957287 -
38.3925638948 26.2818976094 31.5051590228 26.7571938825 2*
58.4C48203951 69.7822717535~ 65.3963592860 L9.312q849638 - * -
0.0972687170 0.1154545573 0.1121576123 0.1145254250 4* M
-39. 5824627782~27. 7453925308~32. 644480458 21916356271- 5*--- -
60.3169602925 72.135U84U182 67.2352129229 71.6622462945 6*
0.0033082122 0.0040688937 - 0.0031814189 0.0040646534-
1.1548735JS3 3.2166140793 3.9386732865 3.2290537192 3.1331288980 -3.2413390764 2.3225730359~*
55,6C95735165 39.5629481473 28.8436290207 19.1399774292 22.0668513001 22.7508688258 48.2030539591 2*
42.5614027342 57. 12542794i~67.1084741327~ 7T.49612625-eT~T4-.-6T270.9619 73.~8~028T5T35 49-3900630574 34
0.074501914 0.0938949793 0.1092235601 U.1348005975- 0.1297488401 0.1275045843 0.0843099475 4* L
56.2819997463 40.79A41E724-3C.352835E207 20.3712900582- 23.2673924107-T3.99573!e872~E94C93009Z217~~ S'~~ -
43.6419805439 59.1071993947 69.5337446345 79.4844692957 76.5995203747 15.8764687346 50.8202065252 6*
0.001 8695184 0.0034267536 -_ 0.0041959846- 0-.003443046-- -.00337R4-0O T5091.9~-004747054 ~ -
13 12 11 10
RUN # 089 PAGE 4
8
L.8)02644069 2.7445517899 2.9746878471 3.1711659471 3.0801980720 
52.3810433939 31.7322811403 21.0407228525 22.1629805416 21.2873589448 2*
45.7384596795 65.4C95S5S485 75.8514635892 74.5366C84394 75.5CC6985~135 -*
~.08u2325197 C.1136571214. C1331257113 0.1292450719 0.1317444669 4* K
53.J7822966 32.783927189 22~.1805531456 23.3780966133 22.4676182702 5*
46.8469873C90 67.C9949L30E0 77.6831521206 76.4892799784 77.3973558373 6*








3.6939179719 3.7850804925 3.5999785074 2.907322062 8T 9705d 1 1*
33.6072307L58 26.5445945322 25.2681490175 19.9263239279 46.2961915702 2*
62.597i32824 69.5550962118 T 1.0123466665 77.0468400468 51.4J51079160 3*
0.10174803,8 C.1152287635 0.1195258086 0.1360838190 (.0889954337 4* J
35.'022f53,j363 27.9949481926 26.6475759586 21.0339920612 47.14289846813*
64.8716636844 71.8857906863 73.229063C697 78.8268445163 52.7657520339 6*
3.0039152395 0.0)40323576 0.00383516O 0.003796034 0.O0235^4638 7i
1.341561732 2.532S0285E6 6d282284552233 3.1952118363 2.49401938955 2.9695594546 1.940691142 T*
57.1498466029 30.5910171456 28.7257023396 3C.61CU4527C 33.2ESe283011 25.8897437067 31.2406944571 40.1168681929 2*
41.4338904746 66.7583551729 68.5432006668 66.3707781721 63.4120786600 71.4886963627 5.676'930e555 S7.A38697135-~~I~
U.07461o74Y3 0.11772i8229 0.1208C84114 C.114965C776 0.1068752026 0.1275460351 0.1128152328 0.1037435615 4* H
57.66391j8139 31.5615658406 29.7259034205 31.76U471786L 34.51C1604900 26.8453910673 32.3785596712 40.8604953119 5*
42.2599832055 68.318C1C96C6 70.1505C735C9 68.1)15341361 65.3795603478 73.0244059512 67.5054615369 59.C336936513 6*
U.00u1'.292312 .U 0.002697 0. Z81720.0329000 0 92 43 591 .02%74754- 7*
TABLE 0 2 THE SQUARE OF THE STANDARD CEVIATICN IS MACE UP OF:
1* CONTAIBLTIJ1 OF NORAIZAaThFCY Ci
2* CONTRIBUTION OF POWER
3* CCNTRIBUTIdN OF OUTLET TEMPERATURE
4* CCNTRI13UTION OF INLET TEMPERATURE
5* TOTAL CONTRIBUTICN OF FOWER
6* TOTAL CCNTRIBUTICN CF OUTLET TEMPEPATURE
7* TOT AL CJNTR IBUT ION F ~INLET TEMPERATIjRE - __
15 14
EFFECTIVE FLC4 FACTOR DISTRIBUTION 4 089 PAGE 5
THESE VALUES ARE THE INPLTS USED FOR TFE CCPPUJTATION





- - - -- - - - - - - -~0,04001 5*
214D000- 6*0.10000 7*
571.60000 575.70000 588.-20030 1*
-7 574.92800 638100 597.633400-
61.49100 66.94400 83.89730 3*
0. 73660 1.01180 -1 20050 4* -
0.05506 0.05539 0.03157 5*
2. 014uu0 e2140O0021006
0.10000 0.10000 0. 10000 7*
572.20000 578.50000 576.40000 574.3C000 1*
-75.726,0 584.10500 5M.31200 - 578.51900 -2*-
62.2e900 70.66800 67.87500 65.08200 3*
0.78950 0.93470 1.01560 - 1.02280- 4* N
0.04863 0.03029 0.02360 0.03057 5*
2. 14000 .400 A2 400 . 14U00 6*
1i 0.1000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 7*
582.7C000 583.700O0 577.80000 583.90000 1* -
58S.79900 591.16900 583.17400- 51.44300 2*
76.36200 77.73200 69.73700 78.00600 3*
~ ~~ 1.0690 - 101740 151'901 05 4*
0.03095 0.02309 0.02859 0.02331 5*
2.14J0G 2.1400 2140c0~T0 6*
0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10030 7*
574.80000 584.7COOO 586.20000 575.10000 575.30000 576.60000 578.70000 1*
79.1840 592.5390)0 394.59400 579.5830 tI.~~490U 581.5/BJU 584.3f100 2*
65.74700 79.10200 81.15700 66.14600 66.41200 68.14100 70.93400 3*
C.70850 1.23-60 1.18170 C.94910 C.97300 0.98500~- -1.0880 *~
0.04955 0.030F7 0.02382 0.02143 0.02336 0.02332 0.04010 5*
2.14000 2.14000 - 2.14000 ~ 2.14000 240 2.140 U2.1~400u 6*
0.1CcCO 0.10060 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 7*
1 4 12 1 1
RUN 5 089 PAGE 6
10l 9 8
573.50(.00 575.30300 573.40000 57570J00 54.50060 6
577,455(3 575.64900 577.32Z00 580.381ii 578.78500 2*
6 4. C18. J 66.4120u 63.88503 66.94400 65.34800 3*
0.978?0 C.52520 1.16330 C.98u10 1.125C 4* K
0.04748 0.02S93 0.02341 0.232 7 .2314 50
2.14CU0 2.14C00 2.14000 2.14000 2.14000 6*
o.icoc0 0.10c0 0.i0o 0.1O00 0.0 -oo -*- ~
466.400 356.4000 O 58300000 572.00 76.00000 1*
568.12300 594.q6800 550.89500 587.60700 575.72600 580.78000 2*
54*83(,0 814S3i0 77.45800.4.1500 62.2690 67.34306 30
0.73100 - 1.23800 1.17990 _1.13650 0.92580 1.02560 4* J
0.05745 0.02655 O.02331 .02312 0 1F0.0 029 5*
2_ 14000 2.14000 2.1400 2.14000 2.14000 2.14000 6*






572.504 -0 572.60000 575.90000 510.9000u 570.30000 577.50000 569.30000 1*576.12500 _ 576.25800 580.64700 567.13300 573.19900 562.77500 571.89000 2*
62.68800 2.~8210 ~ 6?.21C00 73.f96oO 976.100 69.3380 5.~50O 3
0.95720 - 1.1940 0.97690 1,12630 0.85490 1.03230 0.80260 4* H
0.03059 - 0.C2Q20 0.02891 0.2841 0.62836 0.02055
2.14300 2.14Ct 0 2.14000 2.1400 2.142.4000 214000 2.14000 6*
0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 7
THE ABOVE DATA ARE: 1* UUTLET TEMPERATUPE £DEG. F.I -
ii OUTLET ENTHALPY 68TU/L0J
3* ENTH4LPY DIFFERENCE ACROSS THE FUEL ASSEPBLV ISTU/Lg
4* RELAT NV3iRFT7RE TUEL ASSIEMLY5* RELATIVE POWER UNCERTAINTY
- -- 6COUTLET TEMPEATUR6 UNCEkRTAfNTY (DE0G.
7* INLET TEMPERATURE UN:EATAINTY (0DG. Fl
NOTEs THE UNCERTAINTIES ARE RELATED TC A ONE SISKA CONFIDENCS LEVEL.
INLET TEMPERATURE O522.300EG. F. _ ILET ETHALPY. 513.4370C9TU/L6
15 13
C PROGRAM VARY
C*** * **** *** ** **
REAL *8 LEFT, RIGHT, ASPEC, FSPEC, BLANK* FORM
REAL FONO, FDHNO, FON, FOHN
INTEGER *2 AM* AN
DIMENSION FONO(204)9 FOHNO(204)9 FON(204), FDHN(204)9 CASE(10),
1AM(2014)o AN(204), COLUM(15),TITLEA(3,6), TITLEB(3,6)
DIMENSION OUT(46,16), GRAPH(46.32), OUTI(24,16)
COMMON LEFT, RIGHT* ASPEC. FSPEC, BLANK, FORM(18)








READ (5.5) ( (GRAPH(IYIX) ,IX=1,15) , IY=1.23)
5 FOPMAT(15A4)














































OUT l (ICo, I X) = ( (FON (I) /FONO (I) ) -l .) *20 0.









A FORMAT(lHl,' VARIATION OF FON AND FDHN FOR A VARIATION OF 10 E-03
1IN CASE #',2XA3,/)
WRITE(6,9)
9 FORMAT(IH ,9X, 15',5X, 14',5Xe13,SX,'12'.5Xell',SX,'10' ,6A,'9'
























REAL *8 LEFT, RIGHT, ASPEC, FSPEC, BLANK, FORM
DIMENSION APPAY(IYl ,lXi)














SAMPLE INPUT FOR VARY
* *) A7. F7.3.
8 2 9 210 2 6 5 7 5 8 5 9 510 511 512 5 5 8 6 8 7 8 8 8 9 8i0 811 812 8
13 8 411 511 611 711 811 91110111111121113111411 314 414 514 614 714 814
914101411141214131414141514 317 417 517 617 717 817 9171017111712171317
14171517 220 320 420 520 620 720 820 9201020112012201320142015201620 223
323 423 523 623 723 823 9231023112312231323142315231623 226 326 426 526
626 726 826 9261026112612261326142615261626 329 429 529 629 729 829 929
102911291229132914291529 332 432 532 632 732 832 93210321132123213321432
1532 435 535 635 735 835 93510351135123513351435 538 638 738 838 9381038
113812381338 641 741 841 941104111411241 844 9441044 8 2 9 2 6 5 7 5 8 5
9 5 5 8 6 8 7 8 8 8 9 8 411 511 611 711 811 911 314 414 514 614 714 814
914 317 417 517 617 717 817 917 220 320 420 520 620 720 820 920 223 323
423 523 623 723 823 923
.6931 .8761 .7690 .9270 .6537 .7880 .7366 .93111.01181.27391.20051.4907
.87881.05931.15811.3960 .95431.1503 .6842 .8408 .7895 .97031.24241.5414
.93471.15591.01561.24651.02281.2383 .99951.2193 .91161.09891.20571.4817
.7895 .9703 .7986 .99741.06191.32381.17841.44631.15791.40331.15701.4116
.92811.14821.15401.41681.15061.41401.16791.43531.05221.231 .7916 .9728
.7095 .87021.23561.52751.18171.4594 .94911.1622 .97301.1821 .98501.2022
1.08831.3525 .97761.2149 .96971.1917 .93981.15501.16431.43091.21061.4878
.6891 .8468 .97821.2014 .92921.14061.16331.4247 .98011.19371.10251.3328
1.11731.3429 .84471.01111.09971.36671.10671.3601 .98131.20591.15291.4168
.93781.1235 .98331.1780 .7313 .93771.23821.53021.03561.25801.17991.4381
1.00841.21771.13651.3640 .92581.10901.02561.2276 .92831.11111.13111.3900
1.01391.24601.22251.46461.04521.25221.19981.4374 .6776 .8118 .79521.0196
.9c,721.i8641.19941.4399 .97691.18011.12631.3612 .8549A.03181.03231.2413
.8026 .96071.03591.2399 .87651.05001.16451.3951 .98801.18361.18121.4151




1.10601.34921.09931.3410 .97471.18901.14511.3969 .93781.1235 .98331.1780
.6Q26 .84371.21681.48221.17021.4255 .94461.1506 .97461.197? .99481.2118
1.11031.3?27 .98311.1993 .96311.1749 .93351.13881.15651.41C81.20251.4669
.6844 .8350 .7956 .96911.05761.28831.17391.43001.15641.40871.16441.3872
.94291.12341.16441.38721.14291.39421.16011.41521.04521.2750 .7862 .9592
.7935 .96661.21181.4762 .90461.07771.00261.19451.01901.21401.00261.1945
.90461.07771.19761.4609 .7842 .9566 .6876 .8376 .94691.12811.14921.3691







1.I1991. 36291 .29061 .54841 .04281.25001.17621.40791.07981. 38451.04871.2809
1.31641.5a351.03061.24531.24421.5040 .91091.09871.14161.3712 .8330 .9971








I ENTIRE ASSEMBLY I
I HOTTEST RO ONLY
VARIATION OF
IN ASSEMBLY
VARIATION OF FON .
VARIATION OF FDHN.. ..
UNITS = 1.0 E-03
008-
DETECTORS READINGS
.6Q22 .8T50 .7680 .9257 .6529.*7869 .7356 .92991.01041.27721.19891.4887
200
.87761.05791.15661.3941 .95301.1487 .6832 .8397 .7884 .96891.26101.5644
.93341.15431.01421.24481.02141.2367 .99821.2176 .91041.09741.20411.4797
.7884 .9689 .83751.04551.10831.38111.19651.46861.15641.40141.15551.4097
.92681.14661 .15241.41491.14911.41211.16641.43341.05081.2914 .7905 .9715
.7076 .86911.25801.55521.20231.4849 .95181.1656 .97171.1805 .98371.2006
1.08681.3506 .97631.2133 .96841.1901 .93851.15341.16271.42891.20901.4858
.6882 .8457 .97691.1998 .92791.13901.16171.4228 .97881.19211.10101.3311
1.11581.3411 .84361.00971.09831.36491.10531.3583 .98001.20431.15131.4149
.93651.1220 .98201.1764 .7303 .93641.23651.52811.03421.25631.17831.4362
1.00701.21611.13501.3622 .92461.10751.02421.2260 .92701.10971.12961.3882
1.01251.24441.22081.46261.04381.25051.19821.4354 .6767 .8107 .79411.0182
.95591.18481.19781.4380 .97561.17851.12481.3594 .85381.03051.03091.2397
.8015 .95941.03451.2383 .87531.04861.16301.3933 .98671.18201.17961.4132




1.10451.34741.09781.3392 .97341.18741.14361.3951 .93651.1220 .98201.1764
.6916 .84251.21511.48021.16861.4236 .94331.1491 .97331.1856 .99341.2102
1.10881.3210 .98181.1977 .96181.1734 .93221.13721.15491.40891.20091.4649
.6835 .8338 .7945 .96781.05621.28661.17231.42801.15491.40681.16281.3854
.94171.12191.16281.38541.14131.39231.15851.41331.04381.2733 .7852 .9579
.7924 .96531.21021.4742 .90341.07631.00131.19291.01761.21241.00131.1929
.)0341.07631.19601.4590 .7831 .9554 .6867 .8365 .94561.12661.14771.3673








1.31461.58141.02931.24361.24261.5019 .90971.09721.14001.3693 .8319 .9957
201
VF.T FCi% 4.C FiD'4. FI RA VA; ~~ T r., C-F IC E-0 3 IN~ CASEu e
15 14 13 12 11 1C c E 7 3 2
.-u.~~,I-r~*C-O.7~'VARIATICN OF CETECTLOP
*-Co260 I-0.2L01-0.245*
P Vfi;;ATI1 % -F FC * *-C.2I-C.2t-C.26I-O.2t4-0.2721-0.278I-J.2.2 IN ASSEORLY P12
VA41A.T10tN LF FLH4.e o '-C.2721-C.271-C.2661-0.2731-O.255j1-0.27'2I-0.24:2*
------- - ---- - ------ *+-----
N UN.ITS a 1.0 E-'03 0-092egl 2.S4-C.271-C.2731-C258.,-.2791-02,31-C271-.289*
------ 7 ---- -0.2731 Z.5541-0.27eI-C .27e I-C.2741-C.26Cl-O.2631-O,2651Ho.27S*
---------------- -+ - -- - - -- - --- *4
9 .6451 8.6571 3.0e41-C.2711-C.269 I-O.2791-O.Z68l-0.2691-0.2651-O.26 '31-O.267*
9 .74.21 8. 72S1 3..121-C.2c,91-C.2591-C.2ECI-C.277I-O0.2611-0.2511-0.2661-O.278*
------------- ~*~ #- - -- - - - - - -+- - -- * ---- - *- -- -- -- ***4*4*4
L *-C.253l 3.6271 3.4q41 0.585l-C.23l l-C.2661-C.?P11-C.2E31-0.2651-O.2771-0.Z8ol-O.2691-C.260*
-0.2Y41 3-6261 1.4Wt C.5eSI-C.2c7l-C.264t-0.?71-C6.266el-o268l-0.2771-u).2751-0.264I-O.261*
K *- k.26tl-L.281LI-0.2e71 0* l8-0.2!55-C.2681-0.2771-C.263l-O.Z65I-O 2Z&5I-0*2681-0*2671-0.272*
*-0.2661-C.2801-O.2751-C.2t51 -L.272 I-C.265 I-C.26u1-O.2551-O.253 ,1-0.2651-0.277t-O.2771 -0.264*




*---*-------------4 ---- 4 - - *------ * - *-------------------f--------------*
G, 4-'.277-.2t9-.265-.267-.2e-.2Uel-C.265I-0.261 I-O.252I-0.2631-0.277I-O.273I-O.2721-0.z781-0.2?1*
'-,j.2731 -L.2huI-,'.231 I-C*27VI-i;.2741-C.21Il-C.2e'CI-C.271-C.2e0I-Ca.671-O. 27I-0*27eI-o.268I-o.267I-0.2z6*
-- ---------- f------------------ ----------------- * -- ----------
F *-0.2651-C.261 I-0.2e9I-O.2eEI-O.2etl-O.2b61-0.Z71-0.Z671-0.Z681-0o.265I-O.258I-Oe2671-0.27Z*
*-0.2641-0.2711-0).25qI-C.ze4g-C.271-C.2671-C.2621-.2711-0.2731-0.261-02621-02771-0*z64*
---------------- * --- ------- - *----4----- -------- * - - ------
*-f .2d)9I-'W.2791-U.271I-0.Z751-0.2611-3.28il-C27.I-C.2641-0.2?7ul-o.2751-0.27I-o2661-0z63*
*-0.Z771-C.2651-C.27?I-C.255-C.2',l-C.Z5-C.Z751-0.201-0.276-.26fiI-.24*
*-*77-o~-10 f51C29 C2 151O.2591-O.2651-O.2674 0.2810 ENTIRE
0-O.2631-C.a.461 C.2631-Q.23OI-C.2i31-').Z66t-0.z6 5*








v~ iJ T r i i: v 4AP'TI T r , P F-C? IN CASE a CC8
V I r' v 3 12 caCg e1 14 13 12 11 1 c 7 6 5 3
*4********* ****
--C.2681-C.2731 VARTATTCN CF OFTECTOR
*-C.?':31I-c. 271
44e***4*4.*,*------+------------************
VA1 f . . . -P.2 I-C.2b.I-C.2lJ1-C.it4 * IN ASSEMBLY 012
A;,TI .CT A. . *-IA.21FI-C.271I'-C.267-C.2 I *
---------------- ------------ 4-- ------
UNTTS = 1-0 E-03 * q.6371 2.S161-C.2621-C.2741-C.2611 *
--- ------ * S.7521 2.S151-(.221-C.2651-C.2C21 I I
*****-------- + -------------------- -------------------- **
* 9.631 7.15SI 2.e6rI-u.2t7I-C.264f-C.2661 *
S.7421 7.2151 2.E3CI-c.?771-c.2611-c.2e6Il *
---------- +------+------+ 4------+------+-----+------+-------+------+-----*****
-C.2t5 3.4,961 3.1241 1.EAI-0.272t-C.2Le1-c.267I 
-
-0.2711 3.&41 3.1271 1.ecIl-0.2751-C.2721-C.25I *
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------- 4- 4----4--- - -
*-o.26tI-c24-.6025-.61C2-c.I023-.eILz1C24Ic.27I I I *
*-O.2641-C.2631-0.2761-C.2731-0.2731-C.2661-0 2671 I
-------------- +-------4---------------------+------- ------ ------ +----------------------------****
*-0.26->-0.2751I-.26El-0.2721-C.27'I-C.2711-.2561-.270 *
*-'..Z ,I-(.2711I-.2571-.27w-C.2681-0.2631-C.2691-C.2721 *I I
*--e-~~- --------- +---------+------+---- ------ -+ ---------+----------+---------- -----+------------- +-------+ --------+-------*
-------------- 4---- 4------------------------------- -
*-'.241 -C.26e.I-C.2651-C..2731-C.2751-C.2731-C.2771-C.2811 *
*- --- - -------+----+ ---- - --------------+--------+---------+---------+----------+------------+---------+---------+------------ *
** *** - -------- +--------------------------+----- ------ ----------+--- -----+-------+---------- +--------- +---------- * * **- - - - -- ----- - - -------- - -- - -- - -- - - -- - -
*- - *I-- --- ---
* 4*--- ---  - + - - ----  +  -- +- ----- - ----- - + - - -  ----------- - ********
* I*
**r-****------+--- --------- +-----+----+-------+--------------------****
4 1 'II*I * .I smma
* *1I I I I IOTTE








T RCO CNLY I
PPOGRam CORA3C (INPUT.OUTPUTTAPFS3tNPUT.TAPE6=01TPU1)
C THIS PROCFDUPE CONTAINS THE COMM ON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEMAIN3060
C MAJOR SUNP3UTINES OF C08A-TIIC. MAIN3070
COMMON KIJ, FIM, ABETA, 88ETA, AFLUX9 2. THET4. Pi, NAX. FLO. MAIN30R0
1 GC, 139 1?. NChANL. NK. TERROR, KfDEBUG9 NAXL, NGAPS, NGXL9 MAXN3090
? NAFACT. NODES, NSCHC. N9C, J1. J2. J39 J49 J5. J69 J7. - MAIN3100
3 ATOTAL, OX. T. G. NV# NF* AV(7), AF(7). GAX, FSPLIT(30) MAIN3110
4 , FLEV, NOX. SL, FEROPe ITERAT, NRAMP9 NVISCW9 NARAMP MAIN3120
COMMON PP(30). TT(30). VVF(30)e VVG(30)o HHF(30)9 HHG(30) e MAIN3I30
1 UUF(30). KF(30). SSIGMA(30), NPR)P, PREF, TF, VF9 VG9 hFE HG, MAIN3140
2 UF. KF, SIGMA, HFG, VFG. RHOF. RHOG MAIN3150
COMMON V.(30)*. VP(30). VISC(30)9 VISCW(30)e HFILM(30)9 CON(30), MAIN316'0
I CP(30), FCP(30), FMULT(30)o U(30)9 UH (30), ALPHA(30),v QUAL(30)9 MAIN3170
2 RHO(30,31), VPA(30), T(30), HINLET(30)9 FINLET(30) MAIN3180
COMMON COND(47), WP(47)e 6A(47)e FACTOR(47)9 IK(47). MAIN3190
1 JK(47), GAPN(47), LENGTH(47), USTAR(47)9 W(47#31) MAIN3200
COfIMON A(30), AN(30), OHYD(30)o DHYDN(30)t DFDX(30)9 MAIN3210
1 DHnX(30), OPDX(30), OPRIM(30), PERIM(30). MAIN3220
2 HPEPIM(30), NTYPE(30) MAIN3230
COMMON P(30.31). H(30.31), F(30931), X(31) MAIN3240
COMMON WO.0(47931)e RHOOLD(30.31)o FOLD(30931). HOLD(30931) MAIN3250
COMMON AXIAL(39), Y(39)s IDAREA(30), IDGAP(47), AA( 4)9 BB( 4). MAIN3260
1 CC( 4)9 AFACT(10*10),* NCH(10), AXL(1O). GAPXL(1O)o GFACT( 9,10),p MAIN3270
2 NGAP( 9), PX(30), XOUAL(30) MAIN3280
COMMON NGPID, NGRIDT. GRIDXL(10), IGRID(1O)o CD(30 e 5). MAIN3290
1 FXFLOW(41 5). NGTYPE9 GRID, FOIV(47) MAIN3300
LOGICAL FDTVe GRID MAIN3310
REAL KIJ, LENGTH. KF, KKF MAIN3320
DIMENSION OUTPLT (I0) MAIN3330
DIMENSION TEXT(17),LC(30,4) ,GAPS(30,4),AC(30).PW(30). MAIN3400
2 PH(30), DP(35)9 DC(30), DIST(30.4), IM( 9)9 JM( 9) MAIN3410
DIMENSION PPINT(12) e PRINTC(30). SIGNAL(18) MAIN3420
DIMENCION TDUMY(10), PRINTN(10)9 PRINTR(35) MAIN3430
DIMENSION DATE(2). TIME(?) MA IN3440
DIMENSION TINLET(30) MAIN3441
DIMENSION YP(30), FP(30)9 YH(30)9 FH(30)9 YG(30) e FG(30)o MAIJ3450
1 FO(30), Y(30) MAIN3460
DIMENSION CROSS(6). NWRAPS(30) MAIN3470
DIMENSION CHFCOR(5) MAIN3471
COMMON /FUEL/ KFUEL( 3), KCLAD( 3), RFUEL( 3)9 RCLAD( 3), MAIN3472
1 CFJEL. ( 3) , CCL AD ( 3) . TCLAD ( 3) , TFLUID . MAIN3473
2 FLUX(35.31)9 HGAP( 3). TROD(10,35,31) . LR(3596), MA IN3474
3 PWRF,(30,35), PHI(35,6). PADIAL(35), D(35), MAIN3475
4 POWEP, NO)FSF, NPOO0 DFUEL( 3). IDFUEL(35). HSURF MAIN3476
COMMON /HWP AP/ XCROSS(47,6),DUR(47),DIATHICKNWRAP(47)PITCH MAIN3480
COMMON /-SP/ SP(47,31) MAIN3490
COMMN/HCHV/ CHFR(35,31). CCHANL(35931), MCHFR(31)9 MCHFRC(31)o MAIN3491
I MCHFPP(31).NCHF MAIN3492
REAl MCHFR MAIN3493
REAL KFUEL. KCLAO MAIN3494
LOGICAL PRTNT MAIN3500
INTF('EP P INTC MAIN3510
INTF;EL:R "INTN, PRINTR MAIN3520
JNTFCGFP CCHANL MAIN3521
DATa CHFC00 /4HPIAW2,4HW-3 94H 44H ,4H MAIN3522
DATA H1,e.'H3,H4%H5 / 1H'( IM,. IH), 4H W(o 4H)WP( / MAIN3530
DATA H6, Hi, H8 /laW, 1HXq ?HT( / MAIN3540






3 FORMAT(ISH1INPUT FOR CASE 16.5X,16A4vA2#
19H DATE 2A6.7H TIME 2A6
4 FORMAT (E5.2,F5.l.7F10.0)
5 FORMAT (12F5.3)
6 FORMAT (23HOHEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION /23H X/L
1(F7.3.F12.3))
7 FORMAT(1.4,3E5.2,4(15,2ES.2))




12 FOPMAT(22H0SUHCHANNEL INPUT DATA /
1OqH CHANNEL TYPE AREA WETTED HEATED H
2ACENT CHANNEL NO. SPACING, CENTROID DISTANCE)
3 55H NO. (SO-IN) PERIM. PERIM. D
4 25X# 30H (IN) (IN)
5 (I5,17,4F10.6.4X,4(1H(13.lHFS.31HFS.31lH))))
13 FORMAT(22HOFLUID PROPERTY TABLE /
1 60H P T VF VG HF
1 30H VISC. KF SIGMA
I (FP.1.FIO.?F8.5,F12.S2F10.2,3F1o.5))
14 FORMAT(4E5.2215,E5.2,I5,4E5.2)
15 FORMAT(15HORO INPUT DATA / 96H ROD. TYPE DI






































l8 FORMAT (23HOCALCULATION PARAMETERS /
2 28H CROSSFLOW RESISTANCEKIJ F8.3/
4 2eH MOMFNTUM TURBULENT FACTORF8.4
3 2PH PARAMETER, (S/L) FR.3/
4 2hH CHANNEL LENGTH F8.2'8H INCHES
4 ?H CHANNEL ORIENTATION F8.18H DEGREES/
5 28H NUM9ER OF AXIAL NODES 18/
6 2AH NODE LENGTH- F8.3.7H INCHES /
7 2LH NUMRFR OF TIME STEPS 18/
8 28H TOTAL TPANSIENT TIME F8.398H SECONDS/
x 2MH TIME STEP F8.4,8H SECONDS/
I ?IH ALLOWABLE ITERATIONS. 18/
2 2AH FLOW CONVERGENCE FACTOR E10.5/)
I9 FORMAT (S00 X/L AREA VARIATION FACTORS FOR SURCHANNEL (1) /
I 7X.10(3XvAlel2,A1,1X))
20 FORMAT (69H4 X/L GAP SPACING VARIATION FACTORS FO ADJACENT St
1CHANNFLS (I.J) / 7X,10(lX.AlI2,Al9,2,Al))
21 FORMAT (2?HOOPERATING CONDITIONS /
I ?H SYSTEM PRESSURE .FR.1.SH PSIA
2 25H INLET ENTHALPY .F8.17H BTU/LB /
3 ?SH AVG. MASS VFLOCITY = *F8.3921H MILLION LB/(Hk-SQFT) /
2 25N INLFT TEMPERATURE =F8.1.10H DEGREES F /
4 2rH AVG. HEAT FLUX =,F8.622H MILLION 8TU/(HR-SOFT)
22 F)RMAT (23HOFAILURE INTEGRATION INe14917H ITERATIONS AT X=
IFH.4#? Il0)
25 FORMAT(17HlCHANNEL RESULTS



































?4 FORMAT (/29H FRICTION FACTOR CORRELATION ) MAIN4160
29 FORMAT ( 1AH CHANNEL TYPE 13#11H FRICT = F5.3t6H*RE**(F5.3, MAIN4170
14H) F6.4 MAIN4180
30 FORMAT (F7.1,P10F0.5) MA IN4190
-31 FjRMAT (6AH1DIVERSION CROSSFLOW BETWEEN ADJACENT CHANNELS* W(IJ)9MAIN4200
I (LB/SEC-FT). MAIN4210
1 // 5H CASEIS 9 5X9 17A4, MAIN4220
291 DATE 2A6.7H TIME 2A6 /// MAIN4230
3 5cXAl2Xln(2xAlAIe12,AII2Al)) MAIN4240
.12 FOPMAT(31H SUt3COOLFO MIXING, 8ETA = F6.4) MAIN4250
33 FOPMAT(31H SUBCOOLE) MIXING, BETA = F6.496H*RE**(F6.4lH)) MAIN4260
34 FORMAT(31H SUBCOOL)ED MIXING, BETA = F6.4 12H*(D/S)*RC**(F6.4.MAIN4270
1 IH)) MAIN42qO
35 FOkMAT20H0MIXING COPRFLATIONS ) MAIN4290
36 FORMAT(54H OILING MIXING, BETA IS ASSUMMED SAME AS SURCOOLED) MAIN4300
37 FOPMAT(55H BOILING MIXING, BETA IS A FUNCTION OF STEAM QUALITY/MAIN4310
I 25H X BFTA(X) / (F12.3,F13.6)) MAIN4320
38 FO(4MAT (F6.3910F8.3) MAIN4330
39 FOPMAT(31H SUBCOOLED MIXING, 8ETA F6.4I12H4(D/L)*RE**(F6.4,MAIN4340
1 IH)) MAIN4350
40 FOPMAT( F7.39F10.3,2F10.2.4F10.4) MAIN4360
41 FOPMAT (15,7E10.5) MAIN4370
42 FORMATP(E10.5) MAIN4380
43 FOPMAT(215.6F5.4) MAIN439044 FORMAT( / ?8H TWO-PHASE FLOW CORRELATIONS MA IN4400
45 FOPMAT( 33H NO SU4COOLED VOID CORRELATION MAIN4410
46 FORMAT( 35H LEVY SURCOOLED VOID CORRELATION) MAIN4420
47 FORMAT( 31H HOMOGFNEOUS BULK VOID MODEL) MAIN443048 FOPMAT( 41H MODIFIED ARMAND BULK VOID CORRELATION MAIN4440
49 FORMAT( 50H HOMOGENEOUS BULK VOW0 MODEL WITH SLIP RATIO OF. MAIN4450
1 F6.2 ) MAIN4460
50 FOWMAT(20I5) MAIN4470
5l FORMAT (hE I?.3') MAIN4480
52 FORMAT (1596E12.6) MAIN4490
53 FOOMAT (I5.3E12.6) MA IN450054 FOPMAT(//f INPUT DATA ERROR, THIS RUN STOPPED9 CHECK INPUTI) MAIN4510
55 FORMAT (10H ERROR IN A6940H * CALCULATION FOR THIS CASE STOPPEMAIN4520
I0. ) MAIfd4530
S6 FOPMAT(IH ERROR IN A6,65H ** INITIAL CONDITION NOT ESTALISHEDMAIN4540
19 CALCULATION STOPPED ) MAIN4550
)7 FORMAT( 33H RULK VOID FRACTION GIVEN AS A 12.56H TERM POLYNOMAIN4560
IMIAL FUNCTION OF QUALITY WITH COFFICIENTS OF/ 1OX.7E10.4) MAIN4570SA FOR4AT( 41H HOMOGENEOUS MOOEL FRICTION MULTIPLIER I MAIN458059 FOWMAT( 30H ARMANr) FRICTION MULTIPLIER) MAIN459060 -FOPMAT( 34H FRICTION MULTIPLIER GIVEN AS A 12957H TERM POLYNMAIN4600
IOMIAL FUNCTION OF QUALITY WITH COEFFICIENTS OF/ 1OX9 7EI0.4) MAIN4610
61 FCRMAT(65H WALL VISCOCITY CORRECTION TO'FRICTION FACTOR IS NOT MAIN4620
11NCLUDED MAIN463062 FORMAT(65H WALL VISCOSITY CORRECTION TO FRICTION FACTOR IS INCLMAIN4640
IUrED ) MA IN4650
FOPMA T (15.9 1OES.2) MAIN466065 FW'MAT(4_H CONDUCTION MIXING# GEOMETRY FACTOR F6.4) MAIN467066 FOPMAT (6( E5.2.15)) MAIN4686
b7 FORMAT (IS.F5.2.15,E5.2) MAIN4690
6H F )MAT (101L) MAIN470069 FPPMAT ( /k2H WIRE WRAP SPACER DATA FOR FORCED DIVERSION CROSSrLOWMAIN4710
I MIXING //20H WRAP PITCH = F6.197H INCHES / MAIN4720
2 20H WRAO THICKNESS = F6.497H INCHES / MAIN4730
3 20H PIN DIAMETER = F6.497H INCHES //) MAIN4740
206
70 FORMAT (23H WRAP CROSSING DATA / MAIN4750
1 40H GAP SUHCHANNEL MIXING RELATIVE LOCATION MAIN4760
2 / 60H NO. PAIR NO. PARAMETER OF WRAP CROSSINGS MAIN4770
3 /(1l0.4X.Al l2IAlI?2,AlFI1.4.6F10.4)) MAIN4.780
71 FC(IUAT( /1?H SPACER DATA / 20H SPACER TYPE NO. 91016) MAIN4790
72 FO'AT( 21H LOCATION (X/L) ,10F6.3) MAIN4800
73 FO'>"AT (15HO SPACER TYPE 12 / MAIN4810
1 6?H CHANNEL DRAG CHANNEL DRAG CHANNEL DRAG CHANNEL DRAGMAIN4820
2/64H NO. COEFF. NO. COEFF. NO. COEFF. NO. COEFMAIN4830
3F. /(3X #4 (16.F9. 3) MAIN4840
74 FORMaT (46H INITIAL WRAP INVENTORY FOR EACH SUSCHANNE. /(1015))MAIN4850
75 F0QMAT (// 14H ITERATIONS = 14) MA IN4860
76 FOMAT (43H0 FLOW DIVERSION FACTORS FOR SPACER TYPE 12/ MAIN4870
1 5X 46HGAP CHANNEL FRACTION GAP CHANNEL FRACTION / MAIN4880
25X 46HNO. PAIR DIVERTED NO. PAIR DIVERTED / MAIN4890
3 (2(5X.I3.1X.A1.12,AI.12,AlF9.4)) MAIN4900
77 FORMAT(39H THERMAL PROPERTIES FOR FUEL MATERIAL MAIN4910
1 IA,18H RADIAL FUEL NODES / MAIN4920
I 37H FUEL PROPERTIES 25X15HCLAD PROPERTIES / MAIN4930
2 50H TYPE COND. SP. HEAT DENSITY DIA. MAIN4940
3 508 COND. SP. HEAT DENSITY THICK. GAP COND. / MAIN4950
4 49H NO. (B/HR-Ft-F) (B/LB-F) (Lg/FT3) (IN.) MAIN4960
5 52H(B/HR-Ft-F) (8/LB-F) (LB/FT3) (IN.) (8/HR-FT2-F))MAIN4970
78 FORMAT(17,2XF7.2,FI1.4.F1l.1,F9.4,2XF7.2,Fil.4,Fil.1,F9.4.2X MAIN4980
I F9.2) MA IN4990
79 FORMAT ( 9F5.2) MAIN5000
80 FORMAT(AH TIME F8.5. 9H SECONDS MAIN5010
1 20H DATA FOR CHANNEL 13/) MAIN5020
Al FORMAT(F6.leF12.2.92FI2.2eFl0.2.p2F9q.FIl.4eF12.4) MAIN5;030
8? FORMAT (I DISTANCE DELTA-P ENTHALPY TEMPERATURE DENSITY MAINS040
1EQUIL VOID FLOW MASS FLUX'/ * (IN.) (PSI) (MAINS050






















1 P TIME =
















FUNCTION FOR INLET ENTHALPY/
INLET ENTHALPY /
FACTOR / (F10.4,F13.4))
FUNCTION FOR INLET FLOW /
INLET FLOW
FACTOR / (F1O.49F13.4))





INDIVIDUAl, SU8CHANNEL ENTHALPY SPECIFIED
INDIVIDUAL SUBCHANNEL TEMPERATURE SPECIFIED
UNTFOPM INLET MASS VELOCITY
FLOWS SPLIT TO GIVE EOUAL PRESSURE GRADIENT
INDIVIDUAL SU3CHANNEL FLOWS SPECIFIED
ASEIS,5X17A4.9H DATE 2A697H TIME 2A61/
FQ.5.9H SECONDS
.6 TEMPERATURE DATA FOR ROD 13.
I e4 FIEL TYOE 12//
'ISTANCF FLUX ONR CHANNEL
??. (IN.) (m8TU/HR-FT2) 13X.0(4XsA2.I2,Al))











































96 FORMAT(5HlCASEIS.5X17A4.9H DATE 2A697H TIME 2A6//
I RH TIME F8.5.9H SECONDS //
2A7. I CqITICAL HEAT FLUX SUMMARY*/
3 I DISTANCE FLUX MON8R ROD CHANNEL)
47 F O0A T(fFki.1*2F9.3.218)
49 F0QMAT(*1C.CHNNL EXIT SUMMARY RFSULTSI/
1 S- CASE IS,5X17A4, 9H DATE 2A6,7H TIME 2A611
2' MASS RALANCE - - 17X9
410X'ENERGY RALANCE - - */
.3' MASS FLOW IN I F12.5.* La/SEC'
410X' FLOW ENERGY IN 'E12.5.' BTU/SEC$/
3' MASS FLOW OUT I E12.5.' LB/SEC'
410X ENEkGY AODED *E12.5, BTU/SEC$/
3' MASS FLOW ERROR I E12.5t* LR/SEC9
410X' FLOw ENERGY OUT 'E12.5.* BTU/SEC'/
449Y' ENERGY ERROR 'E12.5.l BTU/SEC'//
7' CHANNEL ENTHALPY TEMPERATURE DENSITY EQUIL VOID FLA VA SS. FLUX t/
9' (N0.) (fTU/L9) (DEG-F) (LB/FT3) QUALITY FRACTION (L8/
1 (MLF-/FR-Ft?) ')
100 FOI- hAT(16,2F10.2,FI0.2,2F9.3,F1O.4,F12.4)
101 FOPMAT(9 RUNDLE AVERAGED RESULTS'/)
102 FOPMAT(///* - - - ABNORMAL EXIT THROUG MAXIMUM TIME - - -
THF UNIVAC 110R SETS THE CORE TO ZERO AT THE START OF EACH JOB
THE INITIALIZATION BELOW IS TO INITIALIZED FOR OTHER MACHINES






















J C = 0
NJ ", 0
N 0 l, 0NGjOD = 0 4
NF ,L T = 0



































































IG i 0 MAIN5680
ISAVE 0 MAINS685
Im = 0 MAIN5690
GRq1 .FAL E. MAIS700
DO 90l I =1 MC MAINS710
HVILET(1) = 0. MAIN5720
F INLETI (I) 0. MAINS730
900O OPPIM(I) =Of MAIN5740
DO 905 K=1 *MG MAINS750
9n5 FDIV (K) .FAL1;E. MA-IN5760
DO 93' J I , FX MAIN5770
DO 910 11.MC MAINS780
P(IfJ) 0. MAIN5790
H(I.J) 0 MAIN5800
F(I.J) = 0. MAINS1O
RHO(I.J) 0. MAIN5920
HOLO(I.J) 0. MAINS830
FOLD(I.J) = 0. MAIN5840
910 RHrlOLD(I.J) = 0 MAINS850
00 915 K=1.MG MAIN5860
W(1 .J) =. 0MAINS870
W0LO (< J) = 0. MAIN5880
915 50(iJ) = 0. MAIN5890
00 920 N=1,MR MAINS900
FLUX(N.J) = 0. MAINS910
CCHA14L(NJ) 0 MAIN5915
00 918 L=leMN MAIN5920
918 TrOO(LN9J) = 0. MAIN5930
920 CONTINUE MAINS940
930 CONTINUE MAIN5950
RFAD (12.52) MAXT MAINS960
IF(MAXT.LT.I) MAXT 1000 MAIN5970
C MA INS980
C PEAD CASE CONTROL CARD MAIN5990
990 READ(122) KASE.Jl**TEXT MAIN6000
IFC;,P0P =MAIN6010
ISAVE. 0 MA1N6015
DO 991 = 1.11 MA IN020
PPINT (I) = .FALSE. MAIN6030
IF(JI.FO.1) PRINT(I) = .TRUE. MAIN60404l CO4T!NUE MAIN6050
C CHECK FC4) CONTINUATION OF CALCULATIONS MAIN6060
IcIAE.LT.I) STOP MAIN6070
CALL DOY(DATE) MAIN6080
CALL TOD(TIME) MAIN6090WRITE(J3. 3) KASETEXT.AATETIME MAIN6100
C MAIN6110C PEAD GqOUP CONTROL CARD MAIN6120
99.5 RF-AI?. 1) NGPOUP9NlN2.N3,N49N5*N6 MAIN6130
IFi (TUP.1 T.1) GO TO 240 MAIN61S0
IFfY>NOUP.GT.12) GO TO 240 MAIN6160
IF(N-OUP.LT. () GO TO 240 MAIN617060 T3 (110.120.130.140,150,160.170.180,190,200,2109220 eNGROUP MAIN6180
C MA-IN6190
C INPUT r CARO GROUP 1t PROPERTY TABLE MAIN6200
110 WE. (12.4) (PP(I .TT(I).VVF(I).vvG(I).HHF(I)HG(I)LUUF(I).KKF(I)MAIN6210
1 .S~ 59 4 ( 1). e =1.eN) MAIN6220
N N q I MAIN6230
IF (Ji.LE.1) PRINT (1) :.TRUE. MAIN6240
209
GO TO 995 MAIN6250
C MAIN6260
C I'PUJT FO CARD GROUP 2. FRICTION FACTOR AND TWO-PHASE FLOW CORRELATIOMAIN6270
12() READ (12.5) (AA(I).BH(I),CC(I).1=1,4 MA1N6280
J2 = MA IN6290
J3 = N2 MA IN6300
J4 = 03 MAIN6310
NVISCW N4 MAIN6320
IF(J3.CT.4) READ(12.41) NV.AV MAIN6330
IF(J'.CT.4) READ(12.41) NFAF MAIN6340
IF (JI.LF.1) PRINT(2) = .TRUE. MAIN6350
G)G TO 995 MA IN6360
C MAIN6370
C INPUT FOR CARD GROUP 3. AXIAL HEAT FLUX TABLE MAIN6380
130 REaD( 12.5) (Y( I) .AXIAL (I) o=1N) MA1N6390
NAX = NI MAIN6400
IF(JI.LE.1) PRINT(3) = .TPUE. MAIN640O
GO TO 995 MAIN6420
C MAIN6430
C INPUT FOR CARD GROUP 4, CHANNEL LAYOUT AND DIMENSIONS MATN6440
140 D 141 J=1.N1 MA IN6450
kEA0(1297) Ne lAC(I.).Pw(I),PH(1).(LC(ILt)#GAPS(IetL eDIST(1eL)q MATN6460
1 L21,4) MAIN6470
NTYPE(1) = MAIN6480





NCHANL = N? MiN6540
DO 147 1=1..NCHANL MAIN6550
D 14b L=1.4 MAIN6560
IF(LC(I9L)) 144,146,143 MAIN6570
143 J=LC(IL) MAIN6580
IF(J.LE.I) GO TO 146 MAIN6590
K=K 1 MAIN6600
F ACTOQ (K) =. MA I46610
60 TO 145 MAIN6620
144 J=-LC(IeL) MAIN6630
IF I J.LE. I) GO TO 146 MAIN6640'
K=K+1 MA IN6650
F ACTOJ(K) .5 MA IN6660145 JK(K) = MAIN6670
IK(K) = I MAIN6680
GAON(K) = GAPS(IL)/12. MAIN6690
GAP(K GAPN(K) MAIN6700
LENGTH DIST(I*L)/129 MAIN6710146 CONT INUE MAIN6720
PWMI/12. MAIN6730
HPFfIM(I) PH(I)/12e MAIN6740
AMI) = AC(t)/144. MAIN6750
AM) ANCI) MAIN6760
DCI = 4.*4C(I)/PW(I) MAIN6770
Dv (1) DC ( I) 112. MAIN6780
0r'h(I i) OHYD(I) MA IN6790
P T = PHTOT # HPERIM(I MAIN680047 ATOTAL :4 ATOTAL +AN(J) MAIN6810




C INPUT FOW CARD GROUP 5, CHANNEL AREA VARIATION TABLE
O50 0 151 I=1.NCHANL














C INPUT FOP CARD GROUP 69 GAP SIZE VARIATIONS TABLE
1#O DO 161 K=1NK
16 1 IOGAP(K) = Al
NGXL = N2







READ (12, 5) (GFACT(LLL),L=lNGXL)
162 CONT IUE
IF(JI.LE.I) PRINT(6) = .TRUE.
GO TO 995
C
C INPUT F0o CARD GROUP 7, SPACER DESIGN





IF(JM.EQ.0) GO TO Q95
IF(J' .E.1) GO TO 171
IF(Jt.FO.?) GO TO 176
CO TO 995
71 P C' - P,12.421 PITCH.,DIAoTHICK
PITC" = PITCH/12.







1 72 XC?0SS (K.L) = CROSS(L)
REA,111?,6A) (NWAP (I) vI=1NCHANL)
0 173 I=1-NCH ANL
173 NA (!) = NwPAD(I)









































































177 FXFLr>i(K.f) = 0.
00 178I1=1.NCHANL
178 READ(12,67) CD(JI),K,FXFLOW(K,
IF(J.L E.1) PPINT(7) .TQUE.
GO TO 995
C
C INPUT FOP CARD GROUP 8, ROD LAYOUT, DIMENSIONS, AND POWER FACTORS
1 O NPOD N2
DO 1P1 J=1.N1
READ li.e NIeD-PR(I),RADIAL(1),(LR(IL)tPHI~Let) el 1#6)
10FUEL(I) = N








18 K = LP(I.L)
PWQF (K 9 I ) =PHI (I ,L)
184 CONTINUE





IF(NO()ESF.Fo.0) GO TO 995
PEAF 79, (KFUEL(I). CFUEL(I), PFUEL(I). DFUFL(I),
I KCLAO(I), CCLAD(I), RCLAD(I)o TCLAD(I), HGAP( I)9=19NFUELT)
D Hl I = 1.NFUELT
KFN'-L ( I = KFUELM()/3600.
KCL f0 ( I) = KCLAD(I)/3600.
lUELL (I) = DFIEL(I)/12.
TCLA40(I) = TCLAD(I)/12.




C INPUT FOR CARD GROUP 9. CALCULATION VARIABLES
190 REA2 14. KfJFTMZTHETA.NDX.NDTTTIMENTRIESFERRORSL
IF(EL.LT.1.F-5) SL = .5
ELEV COS(THETA*PI/1P0.)
































































IV(NSKIPT.LT.1) NSKIPT = MAIN7895
IF(NS# IPX.LT.) NSKIPX = I MAIN7900
ZZ Z MAIN7910
Z Z/12. MAIN7920
IF(7.LF.0.) GO TO 240 MAIN7930
IF(NDX.L T.I) 60 TO 24.0 MAIN7940
DX = Z/FLOAT(NnX) MA 1N7950
DT = 0. MAIN7960
IF(NDT .GT.0 *AND. TTIME.LE.0.) NOT 0 MAIN7970
IF(NDT.GT.0) DT TTIME/FLOAT(NDT) MAIN7980
SAVEDT DT MAIN7990
DXX = DX*12. MAIN8000
IF(J1.LE.i) PRINT(9) .TRUE. MAIN8010
GO TO 995 MAIN8020
C NAIN8030
C INPUT FOR CARD GROUP 10, MIXING PARAMETERS MAIN8040
200 NqCeC = NI MAIN8050
REAO(12,5) ABETA*8BETA MAIN8060
N9bC =N2 MAIN8070
J5 = N3 MA IN8080
IF(N2.GE.2) RFAD(I245) (X0UAL(I)BX(I)#I11N2) MAIN8090
IF(J5.EQ.0) GK 0. MAIN8100
IF(J5.EQ.1) READ(12,5) GK MAIN8110
IF (J1.LE.1) PRINT(10) .TRUE. MA IN8120
GO TO 995 MAIN8130
C MAIN8140
C INPUT FOR CARD GPOUP 11. OPERATING CONDITIONS AND TRANSIENT FOCING FMAIN8150
210 RFAD(12,9) PEXITHINGINAFLUX MAINS160
PREF = PEXIT MAIN8170
CALL OP0(j,1) MAIN8180
IF(IERROR.GT.l) GO TO 240 MAIN8190
IH4 = NI MAIN8200
C FOR NI=0. HIN IS THE INLET H. FOR Niil HIN IS THE INLET T. MAIN8210
C FOR 41:2. READ IN CHANNEL H. FOR N1=39 READ IN CHANNEL T. MAIN8220
IF(N1.GE.2) GO TO 214 MAIN8230
IF(N1.EO.1) GO TO 211 MAIN8240
TIN = TF MAIN8250
IF(HIN.LT.HF) CALL CURVE(TIN.HINTTHHFNPROPIERRORI MAIN8260
IF(IERROR.GT.1) GO TO 240 MA IN8270
GO TO 212 MAINS280
211 TIN = HIN MAIN8290
CALL CURVE (HIN.TINHHFTT .NPROPIERROR1) MAIN8300
IF(IERPOR.GT.I) GO TO 240 MAINS310
212 00 213 I=1.NCHANL MAIN8320
213 HINLET(I) = HIN MAIN8330
GO TO 216 MAIN4340
214 kFA"(12,10) (HINLETI (I 9=INCHANL) MAIN8350
IF(N1.LE.2) GO TO 216 MAIN8360
00 21S I=1NCHANL MAIN8370
CALL CURVE (HINLET(I),HINLET(I),HHFTTNPROPIERPOR9i) MAIN8380
IF(IERR.OR.rTvT.1) GO TO ?40 MAIN8390
?15 CONTINUE MAIN8400
e16 GO 2160 I=1.NCHANL MAINS410
TIJLE T(I) ; TF MAIN8412
IF ("INLET () .LT.HF) MAIN8414
I CAtL CUPVE(TINLET(I).HINLET(I).TTHHFNPROPIERROR91) MAIN8416
r(It.RRR.GT.1) GO TO 240 MAIN8417
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OUTPUT OF INPUT DATA
261 IF(.NOT.PRINT(1)) GO TO 265
WRITFU3*13) (PP(I).TT(I) VVF(I) *VVG(I),HHF(I) ,HHG(I) *UJF(I
IKKF (I) .SSlI99A(1),I=1,NP40P)
265 IF(.NOT.P9INT(2)) GO TO 270
WPITE (13.2)
DO 266 J=194









IF(J3.F0Q.5) VR'ITE( 13 949). AV(l)
IF (J3.FQ.6) WRITE(13,57) NV9(AV(I),=19NV)
IF(J4,EO.0 W) 'ITE (1358)
[F(J4.EO.1) WRITE(13,59)
IF(J4.EQ.5) wRITE(13,60) NF,(AF(I), =12NF)
270 IF(.NOT.PRINT(3)) GO TO 275
WPITE(1396) (Y(I) 9AXIAL(I)9e=1NAX)
?75 IF(.NOT.PRINT.(4)) GO TO 280
WRITE(13912) ( I.NTYPE(I).AC(I)tPW(I,),PH(JI .DC(I),(LC(IL),
I GAPS(1,L)fIST(ILt),L=14)I:1,NC4ANL)
280 IF(NAXL -LT.1) GO TO 285





WR ITE (1I3*19) ( (M1 NCH (J) H3)9eJ=NvNN
DO 283 I=1.NAXL
283 WkITE([3,3M) AXL(1) (AFACT(JI)tJ=N#NN)
N=N+ 1 0(
NN=NN- 10
IF(N.GF.NAFACT) GO TO 2R5
2. CONTINUE
2R5 IF(NG(L .LT.1) GO TO 290
IF(.NOT.PQIJT(6)) 60 TO 290
N = I
NN= 10





2?5 JMIM) = JK(K)
WITE (13,20) ((H1.IMfMi)H2JM(M)9H3)9M=NNN)
DO 287 L=1.NGXL































































IF(N.GE.NGAPS) GO TO 290 MAIN9610
289 CONT INUE MAIN9620
290 IF(.NOT.PRINT(7)) GO TO 300 MAIN9630
IF(J6.E-.0) GO TO 300 MAIN9640
IFU(J6.GT.1) GO TO 296 MA IN9650
OITCH = PITCH*12. MAIN9660
DIA =.OIA*12. MAIN9670
THICK = THICK*12. MAIN9680
PdINT 69, PITCH, THICKDIA MAIN9690
PITCH = PITCH/12. MAIN9700
OIA = OIA/12. MAIN9710
THICK THICK/12. MAIN9720
PWIINT 70 .. (KHIIK(K),H2.JK(K)eH3.OUR(K),(XCPOSS(KeL),L1l6), MAIN9730
1 K=l 9 NK) MAIN9740
PRINT 74, (NWPAP(I),I=1,NCHANL) MA IN9750
GO TO 300 MAIN9760
296 PRINT 71, (IGpID(I) ,I=1.NGRID) MAIN9770
PqINT 72, (GRIDXL( I)1=1 NGQIO) MAIN9780
00 297 L=1.NGRIDT MAIN9790
297 PRINT 73. L.(I.CD(l.L) ,I=ljNCHANL) MAIN9800
DO 299 1=1,NGRIDT MA1N9810
II 0 MA IN9320
DO 29P K=1,NK MA IN9330
IF(A8S(FXFLOW(KI)).GT.0) 11=1 MA IN9i40
29% CONTINUE MAIN9850
IF(II.FQ.0) GO TO 299 MA IN9860
P14INT 76, I,(KKH1,IK(KK) ,H2,JK(KK),H3,FXFLOW(KKI),KK=IlNK) MAIN9870
299 CONTINUE MA IN9880
300 IF(*NO T.PRINT(q)) GO TO 305 MAIN9890
PR INT 1S, ( I,10FUEL (I) DR (I) eRADIAL (I) (PHI (Iet) LR(IeLt MAIN9900
1 LI=16),I=1,NPO0) MAIN9910
IF(NODESF.LT.1) GO TO 305 MA IN9920
DO 301 I 1,NFUELT 14AIN9921
K FUEL (1) KFUEL ( I)*3600. MA IN9922
KCLAD(J) = KCLAD(I)*3600. MAIN9923
D0UEL ( D FEL(I) *12. MAIN9924
TCLA(I) = TCLAnf )*12. MAIN9925
HrAP(I) HGAP(I)*3600. MAIN9926
301 CONTINUE MAIN9927
PqINT 77, N0DESF MAIN9930
PRINT 79# (,J.KFUEL(J) CFUEL(J),RFUEL(J )OFUEL(J),KCLAD(J),CCLAO(J)MAINQ94O
1.'CLAD(J).TCLA(J)HGAP(J)J=1NFUELT) MAIN9950
00 302 1 1NFIJELT MAIN9960
KFUFL(!) KFUEL L(I)/3600. MAIN9970
ICLAO(I) KCLAO(I)/3600. MAIN9980
OFIUEL(I) DFUEL(I)/12. MAIN9990
TCLAD(M) = TCLA0(1)/12. MAINOOOO
HGAP(I) = HrAP(I)/3600. MAIN0010
302 CONTINUF MAIN0020
305 IFf.NOT.PRINT(9)) GO TO 310 MAIN0030
POINT :18 KIJ.FTMSLZZ.THETA.NOXDXXNDTTTIMEOTNTRIFS FRPP MAIN0040
310 IF(.NOT.PRINT(10))GO TO 315 MAIN0050
w ITE (1393%) MAINO04
IF(NSCC.LTI.1) w4ITE(13. 32) ARETA MAIN0070
IF(NSCiC.E0.1) WQITE(J3. 33) ARETAo B8ETA MAIN0080
IF (NSCiC.Fu.2) w4ITE(13. 34) ARETA, BBETA MAINO090
IF(NSCSC.E0.3) WRITE(I3,39) ARETA* 8BETA MAIN0100
IF ('C- 1) .311311,312 MAIN0110
311 w4ITE (13.36) MAIN0120
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GO TO 314 MAIN0130
312 W'PITE (13,37) (XQUAL(I).8 ( I),I=1,NB8C) MAIN0140
314 IF(JS.FO.1) PRINT 65, GK MAINOSO
315 IF(.NOT.PRINT(l)l) GO TO 318 MAINO160
w--lTE(I3.21) PFXITHttI, (INT INAFLUX MAINO17O
IF(IH.Fo.O) WRITE(13987) MAIN0180
[F I4.t0. 1) WRITE(13,88) MAIN0190
IF(IM.FO.2) WRITE(13,89) MAINO200
IF (IH.EO.3) WRITE (13,90) MAINO210
IF (IG.FO.0) WRITE(13,91) MA IN0220
Iv(1G.E0.1) WQITE(13,92) MAIN0230
IF(16.EQ.2) WRITE(13,93) MAINO240
IF(NP.GT.1) PRINT 83, (YP(I),FP(I),:I=1.NP) MAINO250
IF(NH.GT.1). PRINT 84, (YH(I),FH(I)*1=,NNH) MAINO260
IF(NG.GT.1) PRINT 85. (YG(I)qFG(I).I=lvNG) MAINO270
IF(NQ.GT.1) PRINT 86. (YQ(I)FO(I),1=1N) MAINO280
31P IF(I<DEAPUG) 400.400,319 MA IN0290
319 WI TE'(13.50) ((LC(IL),I=1,NCHANL)9L=14) MAINO300
wR1 TE (13,50) (IK(K),pJK(K)9K=l NK) MAINO310
WL)ITE (13.5l) (FACTOR (K ),=1.NK) MAINO320
WPITE (13,50) ((LR(NRL),NR=1,NROD),L=196) MAINO330
WRITE (13,51) ((PWRF(INR),NR=19NROD )o.l=1NCHANL) MAINO340
WRITE (13,51) (D(NR).NR=1.NROO),(RADIAL(NR),NR=1,NROD) MAINO350
C MAINO360
C START SUHCHANNEL FLOW AND ENTHALPY CALCULATIONS. MAIN0370
400 KT = IMSKIPT MAIN1280
DT SAVEDT MAIN1290
DO 401 J=1.NOXP1 MAIN1300
401 X(J) DX'*FLOAT(J-1) MAIN1302
NOTPL = NDT.l MAIN1304
00 500 NT=1,NDTPI MAIN1306
IEPQOR = 0 MAIN1310
OT = SAVEDT MAIN1314
IF(NT.E0.1) OT = 1.E+10 MAIN1315
ETIME = DT*FLOAT(NT-1) MAIN1320
C ESTALISH CHANNEL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND FORCING FUNCTION VALUES. MAIN1330
oUmy = I. MAIN1340
IF (NP.GT. 1) MAIN1350
ICALL CURVE (DUMY.ETIME#FPYPNPIERRORI) MAIN1360
IF(IERROk.GT.1) GO TO 505 MAIN1370
P4EF = DUMY*PEXIT MAIN1380
CAll PROP(1.1) MAIN1390
IF(IERROP.GT.1) GO TO 505 MAIN1400
D(IMY = 1. MATN1410
IF (NH.GT. 1) MAIN1420
ICALL CURVE (DUMYETIME.FHYHNHeIERROR,1) MAIN1430
IF( IEROP.GT.1) GO TO 505 MAIN1440
00 402 I=1,NCHANL MAIN1450
H IL, M'(l l) = H(I,1) MAINI40
H(I.1) = HINLET(I)*DUMY MAIN1470
IF( H.F.1 .OR. IH.EO.3) MAIN1472
I CALL CURVF(H(I,1),TINLET(I)*DUMYHHFTTeNPROP.IERROR.1) MAIN1476
C02 C NT I NUE MAIN1478
D00MY 1. MAIN1480
IF (NG.CT.1) MAIN1490
I CALL CUIRVF(DUMYETIME.FG,.YGNGIERROR,1) 1MAINI500
lF(IE POR.GT.1) GO TO 505 MAIN1510
00 4,13 I=1.NCHANL MAIN1520
FOLD( 1.1) = F(1,1) MAIN1530
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403 F(.1) = FINLET(I)*DUh4Y MATN1540
OLDAY = 1 MAINISSO
IF (Nj. GT* 1) MAIN1560
ICALL CURVE (DUMYETIMF.FQY2NOIERRORe) MAIN1570
IF(E pROR. Gr.1 GO TO 505 MAIN1580
POWER DJMY MAIN1590
C MA1N1600
C REGIN ITERATION TO OBTAIN SOLUTION. MAIN1605
DO 430 NN=1.NTPIES MAIN1610
DO 410 I=1,NCHANL MAIN1620
410 N1RAP(I) = NWRAPS(I) MAIN1630
ITERAT = NN MAIN1640
CALL SCHEMF ( JUMP) MAIN1650
IF(IERROR.GT.1) GO TO 440 MAIN1660
CALL FLAP(MTIME) MAIN1662
IF(MTIME.LT.MAXT) GO TO 429 MAIN1664
PPINT 102 MAIN1666
GO TO 440 MAIN1668
429 IF(JUMP*LT.1 .OR. JUMP.GT.3) GO TO 505 MAIN1670
GO TO (430*440.440),JUMP MAIN1680
430 CONTINUE MAIN1690
PPINT 22. NTRIES MAIN1700
IEPOR = MAIN1710
C SET CONDITIONS FOR NEXT TIME STEP MAIN1720
440 IF(JUMP.E.3) GO TO 441 MAIN1730
IF (NJUMP.GT.O) JUMP 3 MAIN1731
IF(NJUMP.NF.2) GO TO 441 MAIN1732
REWIND 18 MAIN1733
WPITE(18) W,P,)HOF MAIN1734
ENO FILE 1 MAIN1735
REWIND 18 MAIN1736
441 DO 445 J=1.NDXPI MAIN1737
DO 443 K=1.NK MAIN1740
WOLD(KJ) = W(KJ) MAIN1750
44 3 CONT INUE MAIN1760
DO 444 I=1.NCHANL MAIN1770
VOLO(IJ) = F(IJ) MAIN1780
H-LD(IJ) = H(IJ) MAI41790
RHOOLD(I.J) = RHO(IqJ) MAIN1800
444 CONTINUE MAIN1810
44! CONTINUE MAIN1820ISAVE IEPPOR MAIN1822
IEROP 0 MAIN1824
F(NCHF.GT.0 .AND. ISAVE.EU.O) CALL CHF(3,NDXPI) MAIN1826
KT = KT+1 MAIN1830
IF(KT.LT.N'IPT) GO TO 500 MAINI840
CALL TOD(TIME) MAIN1850
C MAIN1A56
C PRINT RESL TS MAIN1857
IF(ET I'E.GT.O.) GO TO 457 MAIN1858
C COmPUTE MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE MAIN1859




NOKPI = NOl MAIN1864
(),) 444 I=1.NCHANL MAIN1845
FLOIN FLOIN + F([,1) MAIN1846
FLOOU T FL0OUT + F(I.NOXPI) MAINI867
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ENGIN = ENGIN * F(I.) *H(II) MAIN1868
44A ENGOUT E rOUT + F(I.NOXP1)*H(INOXPI) MAIN1869
FLOEPC= FLOOUT - FLOIN MAIN1870
ENGA00 = AFL.UX*Z*PHTOT/,0036 MAINi871
GF FNGOUT - ENGIN - ENGAOD MAIN1872
POINT Qs. .aS. ,TEXT ,0ATET IMEFLOINENGINFLOOUT.ENGAnODFIoERPP MAIN1873
1ENGOUT.ENGEPR MAIN1874
C UREPARF CHANNFL EXIT SUMMARY MAIN1875
J =Nr)XPl MAIN1876
DO 45n I=1.NCHANL MAIN1877
OUTPUTt() TF MAIN1878
IF(H(IvJ).LT.HF)CALL CUPVF(OUTPUT(1) .H(IJ),TTHHF,NPPOPIEQROP,1)MAIN1879
OUTPUT(?) = ((I ,J)-HF)/HFG MAIN1880
IF(OUTPUT(?).LT.O.) 00TPUT(2) = 0. MAIN1881
OUTPUT(3) = (RHOF-RHO(IJ))/(PHOF-RHOG) MAIN1882
IF(OUTPUT(3).L T.O.) OUTPUT(3) = 0.. MA IN1883
OUTPUT( 4) F(. J)/AN(I) *.0036 MAIN1884
POINT 100, I.H(IJ),0UTPUT(l),RHO(IJ),OUTPUT(2),OUTPUT(3). MAIN1885
I F ( I ,J), OU T PUT (4) MAIN1886
450 CONTINUE MAIN1887
IF(IFrPOR.GT.I) GO TO 50 MAIN1888
C COMPUTE RUNOLE AVERAGED PESULTS MAIN1889
452 PRINT 25. WASE.TEXT*DATETIME MAIN1890
PRINT 101 MAIN1891
PRINT R2 MAINI892
DO 456 J=I.NDXPlNSKIPX MAIN1893
SAVEI = 0. MAIN1894
SAVE2 = 0. MAIN1895
SAVF3 = 0. MAIN1896
SAVE4, = 0. MAIN1897
00 454 I=1.NCHANL MAIN1898
SAVEl SAVFl + P(I.J)*AN(I) MAIN1899
SAVE2 SAVF2 * 9(I,J)*F(IJ) MAIN1900
SAVF3 SAVE3 + F(IJJ) MAIN1901
454 SAVE" SAVF4 + RHO(I9J)*AN(I) MAIN1902




IF(OUTPIJT(3).LT.HF) CALL CURVE(OUTPUT(4),OUTPUT(3),TTeHHF.NPROP* MAIN1907
1 IFPROP.,) MAIN1908
IF(IEPPOR.,GT.1) GO TO 505 MA!N1909
OUTPUT(S) = SAVE4/ATOTAL MAIN1910
OUTPUT(6) 0. MAIN1911
IF(0UTPUT(3).GT.HF) OUTPUT(6) (OUTPUT(3)-HF)/HFG MAIN1912
CUTPUT(7) = 0. MAIN1913
IF(OUTPUT (S).LT.RHOF) OUTPUT (7)= (RHOF-OUTPUT(S))/(RHOF-RHOG) MAIN1914
OUTPUT(8) = SAVE3 MAIN1915
OUTPUT(9) = SAVE3/ATOTAL*.0036 MAIN1916
PPIN T o ll (OUTPUT (1I )9,11=1,9) MAIN1917
4So CONTINUE MAIN1918
IF(IElROR.GT.1) GO TO 509 MAIN1919
C PqINT CHANNEL AND ROD RESULTS AS DEFINED BY OUTPUT OPTIONS MAIN192O
457 00 4t0 JJ=.NPCM'AN MAIN1921
I = PpoINTC JJ) MAIN1922
P)INT 2'5, wASFE TEXT. DATE, TIME MAIN1923
PPINT O*ETIME.1 MAIN1924
PRINT M2 MAIN1925
DC 458 J=1.NDXPleNSKIPX MAIN1926
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OUTPUT(1) = X(J)*l2. MAIN1927
OUTPUT(3) = H1(.J) MAIN1930
OUTPUT() = P(I.J)/144. MAIN1940
OUTPUT (4) = TF MAIN1950
IV (I-t(!.J) .LT.HF)CALL CURVF (OUTPUT(4 H (lJ)4TT eHFNPROP.IERROR.1 MA IN1960
1F(IERR0R.GT.l) GO TO 505 MAIN196S
OUTPUT(5) = PHO(IJ) MAIN1970
O)TPUT(6) 0 . MA1N1980
IF(H(IJ).GT-HF) OUTPUTc(6) (H(I,J)-HF)/MFG MAIN1990
OUTPUT (7)= MAIN2000
IF(RHO (IJ,.LT.RHOF) OUTPLIT(7) = (RHOF-RHO(IJ))/fRHOF-RHOG) MAIN2010
OUTPUT (8 F(TgJ) MAIN2020
OUTPUT(9) = F(IJ)/AN(I *.0036 MAIN2030
P4INT Al, (OUTPUT(II)tt=1,9) MAIN2040
4 c 3 CONT IN UE MA IN2050
460 CONTINUE MA IN2060IF(NOUT.LT.1) GO TO 499 MAIN2070
IF(NOUT.FO.2) GO TO 470 MAIN2080
DO 465 M=1,NK,10 MAIN2090
MM M+4 MAIN2100
IF(NK.LE.MM) MM=NK MAIN2110
PWINT 319 VASE, TEXT. DATE, TIME, H7, (H6,HleIK(K)#H2.JK(K), MAIN2120
1 H3,K=MtMM) MAIN213G
DO 465 J=1,NDXP,NSKIPX MAIN2140
XnijMY = X(J)*12. MAIN2150
PRINT 30. XDUMY, (W(K.J),K=4,MM) MAIN2160
46S CONTINUE MAIN2170
IF (NOUT.E0.1) GO TO 499 MAIN2180
4/0 IF(NPROD.Lr.1) GO TO 4990 MAIN2185
DO 4h5 NN=1.NPROD MAIN2190
N = PRINTR(NN) MAIN2200
NOMY = IDF'IEL(N) MAIN2210
PPINT 94. KASE, TEXT. DATE, TIME, ETIME, N. NDUMY. MAIN2220
I (HA.PINTN(I).3,I=1,NPNOO) MA IN2230
CO 4H3 J=1tNOXP1.NSKIPX MAIN2240
xfl0JMY '= x(J)*12. MA IN225000 48P II=1.NPNODE MAIN2260
I = PkINTN(TI) MAIN?270
480 TUMY(TIll = TROD(IN.J) MAIN2280
DFLllJ = FLUX(N.J)*.0036 MAIN2290
IF(CCHANL(N.J).EQ.0) CHIFR(NtJ) 0. MA IN?292
IF(NODESF.GT .f PRINT 95, XDUMY.DFLUXeCHFR (N, J).eCCHANL(NOJ), MAIN?294(TUMY().11.NPNODE) MAIN2296iC(NODESF.LT.1) PRINT 95. XDUMYDFLUXCHFR(NJ).CCHANL(NJ) MAIN2300
- -N T I%-UE MAIN2310
CmN TMu MA IN2320
IF(KCHF.LT.1) GO TO 499 MAIN2321
PPINT 96. $ASE.TEXTDATFTIMEETIME.CHFCOR(NCHF) MAIN2322CO 4905 J=1.NDXPI .NSKIPX MAIN2323
x0IMY X)= x( J*12. MAIN2324
N = MCHFRR(J) MAIN2325
DFLIIX = 0. MAIN2326IF(N.JE.0) DFLUX =.FLUX(NJ)*.0036 MAIN2327
IF (N. 0) MICHFR (J) 0. MA IN2328
PQINT 97. XOUMYDFLUXeMCHFR(J).MCHFRR(J),MCHFRC(J) MA IN23295 CONT INU MAIN2330
499 PRINT 75. ITFAT MAIN2331
~T = 0 MAIN2340
IF(ISAVE.GT,0) GO TO 505 MAIN234'5
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IF(IERPOR.GT.0) GO TO 505 MAIN2350
500 CONTINUE MA IN2360
C MAIN2370
C END OF PROHLEM# LOOK FOP NEW CASE MAIN2380
GO TO 990 MAIN?390
505 PWItT 55, SIGNAL(IFRROP) MAIN2400
POINT 55. SIGNAL(ISAVE) MAIN2405
GO TO 990 MAIN2410
END MAIN2420
*.ECK SCHFME
SURROUT INE SCHEME (JUMP) SCHM0010
C SCAM0020
C THIS SUBPLOUTINF SETS UP AND PERFORMS THE SOLUTION OF THE FINITE SCHM0030
C OIFFERENCE SCHEME AT EACH SPATIAL LOCATI0N X AT A SELECTED TIME T. SCHM0040
C SCHoo50
C THI'; PROCEDUPF CONTAINS THE COMMON ANO TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THESCHM0060
C MAJOP SUBROUTINES OF COBRA-IIIC. SCHM0070
COMMON KIJ, FTM, ABETA9 RBETA9 AFLUX, Z THETA# PIe NAX, FLO, SCHM0080
1 GC. 139 I7, NCHANL. NK IERROR, KOEBUG9 NAXL. NGAPS9 NIXLt SCHM0090
2 NAFACT, NODES. NSCHC. NRRC, Jl J29 J39 J4 JS9 J60 J70. SCHM0100
3 ATOTAL, Dx, DT# GK, NV, NF, AV(7). AF(7), OAX. FSPLIT(30) ScHMo11o
4 . ELEV9 NOnx SL, FEPPOR. ITEPAT, NRAMP, NVISCW, NARAMP SCHM0120
CO"MON PP(30). TT(30)t VVF( 30). VVG(30), HHF(301,o HHG'30), SC4MOI3O
1 U(F(30). KKF(30), SSTGMA(30), NPROP, PREF, TF, VFi VG. HF, HG, SCHM0140
2 UF, KF, SIGMA HFG, VFG,. RHOF. RHOG SCHMO150
COMMON V(30), VP(30), VISC(30)o VISCW(30)9 HFILM(30)o CON(30) e SCHMO160
I CP(30). FSP(30), FMULT(30). 5(30), UH(30), ALPHA30). oQUAL(30)9 SCHM0170
2 PHO(30.31). VPA(30). T(30) HINLET(30)9 FINLET(30) SCHMO1Ro
COMMON CONf)(47), WP(47). GAP(47), FACTOP(47). IK(47), SC-M0190
1 JK(47), GADN(47), LENGTH(47), USTAR(47), W(47931) SCHM0200
COM.ON A(30). AN(30). DHYD(30), DHYDN(30)9 DFDX(30), SCHM0210
1 DMOX(30)q OPOX(30). OPPIM(30), PERIM(30), SCHM0220
2 HPFRIM(30). NTYPE(30) SCHM0230
COMMON P(30,31), H(30,31)9 F(30931)9 X(31) SCHMO240
COMMON W01IO(47931) e PHOOLD(30,31), FOLD(30,31)9 HOLO (3031) SCHM0250
COMMON AKIAL(39)9 Y(39)o IDAPEA(30),* IDGAP(47), AA( 4) 884 4), SCHM0260
I CC( 4). AFACT(10.10), NCH(1O), AXL(10)9 GAPXL(10). GFACT( 9910) SCHM0270
2 N(AP( q). t.X(30). xKUAL(30) SCHM0280
COWMON NGPID, NGRIDT, GPIDXL(10), 1[GRI(10), CD(30, 5), SCHM0290
1 FXFLoW(47. 5). NGTYPE, GOI, FDIV(47) SCHM0300
LU(ICAL FDIV, GRID SCHM0310
PEAL KIJ, LENGTH, KF, KKF SCHM0320
REAL KFJEL. KCLAD SCHM0330
COMMON /FuF[L/ KFUFL( 3), KCLAD( 3). RFUEL( 3), RCLAD( 3), SCHM0340
1 CFUEL( 3). CCLAO( 3). TCLAD( 3)9 TFLUID, SCHM0350
2 FLIX(35.31). HGAP( 3). TPO0(10.35.31). L4R(35.6) SCHM0360
3 PWR <30.35 qHI(356). RADIAL(35),* 0(35)e SCHM0370
4 POWF, 'NOFSF. NROD. DFUFL( 3). IDFUEL(35), HSURF SCHM0380
DIMFNSION WSAVE(47) SCHM0390
CO"O-10N /'iSP/ SP(47.31) SCHMO400
I F0O4AT(9'1FO.c0w DETECTED IN SUR8OUTINE SCHEME AT NODE'13. SCIM0401
1 * = 'EI0.5.' FEET*/' CALCULATION FOR THIS CASF STOPPEnl) SCHM0402
2 FOIMAT( NODE'I3,' X ='E10.5) SCHM0403
3 FOMOAT(l I H(1,J) F(I,J) P(I.J) H(IJ-1) FSCHM0404
S(I.Jl-1) P(I.J-1) e) SCHM0405
4 FORMArT( I OUAL(I) ALPHA(I) RHO(I.J) VP(I) SCHM0406
I V (I) FMUL T (I)) SCHM0407
S FO' MAT(j K W(KJ-I) W(KiJ) WP(K) USTAR(K) SPSCHM0408
1(.JS-) SP(K.J)l) SCHM0409
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6 FORMAT( I DHOXU() D






IF(JUP.EQ.3) GO TO 400
JLP = 2
C
C aEGIN STEPPING THROUGH CHANNEL
400 00 450 J=1.NDXP1
Jm1 J-1
IF(J.GT.1) GO TO 405
C SE T CONDITIONS AT START OF CHA41NEL
DO 401 1=1,NCHANL
401 0OTM4(I) = -0.
CALL FORCE (1)
IF(IFROR.GT.1) GO TO 440
CALL AREA (1)
IF(IERROR.GT.I GO TO 440
CALL PROP(2,1)
IF(IEPdROP.GT.1) GO TO 440
CALL VOID(1)
IF(IERROR.GT.1) GO TO 440
r0 TO 450
405 IF(JUMP.EQ.3) GO TO 420
IF(NG'lI0.LT.1) GO TO 410
Gv1r) = .FALSE.,
00 408 I=1.NGPID
ZG = PID xL(I)*Z
IF(ZG. GT .X(JM1) .ANO. ZG.LE.X(J
409 CONTINUE
GO TO 410
409 NGTYPE = IGPIO(I)
GwID = .TRF.
C CALCULATE PARAMETERS TO BE SAVED FR
410 00 411 I=1.NCHNL
v';A(I) = vP(I)/A(I
-4 11 C ) T I kj'W
-20 CALL -AT (J)
E T GO TO 440
T7 N E R. GT. 1) GO TO 440
C !tML DIFFE (1.JM1)
IF(IERROR.GT.1) GO TO 440
C
FDX (I)
) GO TO 40
OM PREVIOU
C CALCULATE ENTHALPY AND ESTIMATE FLOW AT X.
00 42. ? I=1.NCHANL
1r(ITFQAT.EQ.1 .AND. JU'Ao.JNE.3) F(I.J) =-F(
H(I.Ji =(H(!,JMl) + DX/DT/UH(I)*HOLD(IJ)
I ( 1..n g/D T /UH(J
4 5 CONT INUE
IFU( P.Eo.3)) GO TO 450
CALL FORCE(J
IF (IE~~OR.GT.1) GO TO 440
CALL APEA(J)






























































lF(IEPROR.GT.1) GO TO 440 SCHM0990
CALL VOIO(J) SCHM1010
IF(IFPROR.GT.) GO TO 440 SCHM1020
CALL DIFFFP(3,) SCHM1030
Ir(I'RPO.T.1l GO TO 440 SCHM1040
DO '26 K=1,NK . SCHM1 0SO
WSAVE(K) = w(K vJ) SCHM1060
CONTINUE SCHM1070
C CALCULATF THE DIVERSION CROSSFLOW AT X. SCHM1080
CALL DIVERT(J) SCHM1090
IF(IERROR.GT.1) GO TO 440. SCHM1100
C CALCULATE THE FLOW AT X AND CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE. SCHMI110
CALL DIFFEP(2, J) SCH"1160
IF(IEPROR.CGT.1) GO TO 440 5CHM1170
DO 4270 I=1,NCHANL SCHM1180
FSAVE F(T9J) SCHM1185
F(I.J) = F(,J'l) + D.X*DFDX(I) - DX/OT*(RHO(IJ)-PHOOLO(yJ))*A(I)SCH41190
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT PROVIDES DAMPING TO ASSIST IN MORE RAPID SCHM1191
C CONVEPGENCE, FSPECIALLY WHEN USING THE SU9COOLED VOID OPTIO '. SCHM1192
C -uSES MAY WISH TO TRY OTHEP CO'MBINATIONS OF CONSTANTS. SCHM1193
F(I.J) .?*FSAVE + .P*F(,J) SCHM1194
IF(ABS(F( I.J)-FSAVE)/FSAVE.GT.FERROR) JUMP I SCH41195
IF(F(I9J).LT.FMIN) F(I.J) = FMIN SCHM1200
4270 CONTINUE SCHM1210
C CALCULATE SP AT X-OX. SCHM1220
CALL DIFFEP(4,J) SCH41230
IF(IERR09.GT.1) GO TO 440 SCHM1240
C THE FACTOP DAMPING WAS ADDED AFTER PUBLICATION. A VALUE OF 7EPO WAS SCHM1241
* USED FOR THE CAMPLE PROBLEMS. A VALUE OF 0.5 HAS BEEN FOUND TO SPEEDSCHM1242
C CONVERCENCE FOR MANY PROBLEMS. USERS MAY WISH TO TRY OTHER VALUES. SCHM1243
DAMPNG = 0. SCHM124.4
DO 430 K=1,NK SCH41250
I = IK(K) SCHM1260
JJ = JK(K) SCHM1270
SP(KJMl) = DA MPNG*SP(KJM1 ) SCHM12RO
I + (1.-DAMPNG)*(SP(KJ)-(DPDX(JI)-OPDX(JJ))*DX) SCHM1285
'30 CONTINUE SCHM1290
00 428 I=1.NCHANL SCHM1300
PU(oJ) = P(IJM1) + OX*DPDX(I) SCHM1310
4?4 CONTINUE SCHM1320
IF(KOEBUG.LT.1) GO TO 450 SCHM1330
GO TO 445 SCHM1340
4.n PQINT 1, J. X(J) SCHMI342
60 TO 446 SCHM1344
45 PPINt 2, J, X(J) SCHM1346
44b PRINT 3 SCHM1348
P4INT 52. (T.H(I.J) .FIJ),P(I.J),H(I.JM1),F(I.JMI),P(I,JM), SCHM13SO
SI=1o.NCHANL) SCHM1360
Pi4NT 4 SCHM1365
PPINT 52, (I.QIJAL(I) ALPHA(I).RHO(I.J), VP(I),V(I) ,F4ULT(I)9 SCHM1370
1 I1,NCHANL) S>HM13MO
PRINT S SCHMl385
PPINT S, (K.W(K.JI1).,(K.J),WP(-K),USTAR(K),SP(KJM).SP(K.j). SCHM1390
SCHM1400
PPINT 6 SCHM1405
POINT S2.C(IDHOX(I),FDAX(I),DPX(j) ,QPRIM(I),FOLD(IJ)RHOOLD( I.JStHM1410
I .I=l*NCH4NL) SCHM1420




C CORRECT SU9CHANNEL PRESSURES TO ZEQO EXIT PRESSURE. SCHM1450
C =9ESSUPE P(I.J) IS THE PhESSURE ABOVE THE EXIT REFERENCE PRESSURE. SCHM1460
001' I='1.NCHANL SCHM1470
PEXIT P(INDXPI) SCHM1440
0O 46n J=1,tNO)XPI SCHM1490
460 P(IJ) P(IJ) - PEXIT SCHM150n
RE TUN SCHM1I 0
END SCHM1IS20
* OcCKiHEAT
SURPOUTINE HEAT(J) H7 AT 0010
C CALCULATE THE HEAT INPUT TO EACH SUBCHANNEL AT POSITION J. HEATO20
C IF NODES GWFATER THAN 7E90, CALCULATE HEAT INPUT USING THEdMAL iHEAT0030
C CONOUCTION. OTHEPWISE HEAT INPUT IS DEFINED BY HEAT GENERATION. HiEAT0040
C POdER = AVERAGE INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION. HRAT0050
C THIS PPOCEDURE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEHEAT0060
C MAJOQ SUHROUTINES OF COBRA-IIIC. HEAT0070
COMMON KIJ, FTM, ABETA. SBETA, AFLUX. Z THETA. Plo NAX, FLO, HEAT0080
1 GC, 13, 1?, NCHANL, NK. IERROR. KDEBUG9 NAXL*.NGAPS, NGXL HEAT0090
? NAFACT. NODES. NSC3C N98Cv Jt J29 J3, J49 JS9 J6V J79 HEATO100
3 ATOTAL. DX, DT, GK, NV, NF9 AV(7). AF(7). QAXe FSPLIT(30) HEAT0110
4 - ELEV. NOX, St. FENQO9, ITERATo NRAMP, NVISCW* NARAMP HEATO120
COMMON PP(30) .TT(30), VVF(30)e VVG(30)9 HHF(30)., HHG(30) I H1A10130
1 UUF(30) , KKF(30). SSTGMA(30)s NPROP, PREF, TFE VF9 VG, IF, HG, H1AT0140
2 UF. KF9, SIGMA, HFr, VFG. RHOF. RHOG HEAT0150
COMMON V(30). VP(30) , VISC(309), VISCW(30). HFILM(30). CON(30). HEAT0160
I CO(3s) , FSCo(30). FMULT(30)t U(30)9 UH(30)s ALPHA(30), OUAL(30). HEAT0170
? PH0(30,31). VPA(3e), T(30). HINLET(30), FINLET(30) HEAT0180
COMMON CONO(47). WP(47)9, GAP(47). FACTOR(47),9 IK(47)9 HEAT0190
I JK(47), GAPN(47). LFNGTH(47)o USTAR(47)9 W(47#31) HEAT0200
COMMON A(30), AN(30). DHYD(30), DHYDN(30), DFOX(30). HE AT0210
I OHDX(30), OPDX(30). OPRIM (30)s PERII(30). Hf AT0220
2 HPEPIM(30). NTYPE(30) HEAT0230
COMMON P(30,31), H(30,31). F(30931)9 X(31) HEAtO240
COMMON WOLD(47,31) , RHOOID(30,31)9 FOLD(30931). HOLDt30,31) HEAT0250
COMMON AXIAL(39), Y(39). IDAPEA(30), IDGAP(47). AA( 4). 88t 4). HFATO260
1 CC( 4). AFACT(10,10), NCH(10)O AXL(10)9 GAPXL(I0). GFACT( 9,10)v HEAT0270
2 N(AP( 9). RX(30). XQ)AL(30) HEAT0280
COIMMON N(GRI, NGRIDT, GRIDXL(10), IGRID(10) CD(309 5), HEAT0290
I FXPLOW(479 5). NGTYPE, GRID, FDIV(47) HE-AT0300
LOGICAL FDIV. GPID HEAT0310
REAL KIJ. LENGTH. KF, KKF HEAT0320
REAL KFUEL. KCLAD HFAT0330
D IMENION TDUMY(10) HEAT0340
COMMCN /FUFL/ KFUEL( 3), KCLAD( 3)9 RFUEL( 3),v RCLAD( 3)9 HEAT0350
1 CFIJEL( 3)9 CCLAD( 3). TCLAD( 3), TFLUID. HEAT0360
2 FLUX(35, 3f), HGAP( 3). TPOD(10,35.31)9 LR(35.6)9 HEAT0370
3 P4<F(30.35), PHI(35,6). RADIAL(35). 0(35), HFAT0380
4 POWEQ9 NO0ESF, NRODs OFUEL( 3)9 IOFUEL(35), HSURF HEAT0390
NPl = NO)SF+1 HEATO400
C tYPAS5 irh' HFAT FLUX CALCULATION IF BEYOND THE FIRST ITERATION AN) HEATO410
C IF FUEL TEM kAATURES ARE NOT TO BE CALCULATED. HEAT0420
IF(ITEAT.cGT.1 .AND. NorESF.LT.1) GO-TO 60 HEAT0430
C f4YPASS TH.4 HEAT FLUX CALCULATION USING THE FUEL TEMPERATURE MODEL HEAT0440
C IF BEYOr THE FIRST ITERATION, AN) IF FUEL TEMPERATUPES HAVE BEEN HEAT0450
C CALCiLA TED' AND) IF A TWANSIENT CALCULATION IS BEING PERPFOMED. HEAT0460
IF(!T4AT.GT.1 *ANO. NO0)ESF.GT.0 .AND. DT.LT.100.) GO TO 60 HFATO470
C5LL CURVFI(JAXe(X(J)-DX/2.)/ZAXIALYNAX.IERROR,1) HEAT04A0
224
C DETEPRMINE THE HEAT FLUX FROM EACH ROD. H:AT0490
00 50 N=1.NOD HEAT0500
C CAI.CULATE FORCED HEAT FLUX FROM EACH ROD. HEAT0510
FLJX(NJ) = AFLUX*RADIAL(N)0*AX*POWER/.0036 HEATO520
IFLNOrE;SF.LT.1) GO TO S0 HEAT0S30
C CORR.CT HEAT FLUX FOR THERMAL CAPACITY USING TRANSIENT FUEL MODEL. HCAT0540
C CALCULATE AVERAGE FLUID TEMDERATURE. HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT. HEATO550
SAVE = 0. HEATOS60
TFLUID, = 0. HHATO570
HSURF 0. HEAT0580
00 15 L=1.6 HEAT0590
IF(LR(NL)) 15,15910 HEAT0600
10 1 = LP(N.L) HEATO610
DUJMY = PHI (NL HcAT0620
SAVE = SAVE + DU4Y HEAT0630
TFLUID =.TFLUID + T(I)*OUMY HEAT0640
HSURF =.HSUPF + DUMY*HCOOL(NI,J-1) HEATO650
IF(EPRROR.GT.1) RETURN HE AT0660
15 CONTINUE HEAT0670




C CALCULATE FtJEL TEMPERATURE H-AT0720
DO 8 !=1,NPI HEAT0730
8 TOUMY(I) TROD(I,NJ) HEAT0740
CALL TFMP(TOUMYDTNJ) HZAT0750
IF(IEPROR.GT.1) RETURN HEAT 0760
00 17 =19PI Hi.At0710
17 T0D(INJ) = TDUMY(I) HcAT0780
20 FLUX(N.J) HSURF*(TROD(NPINJ) - TFLUID) H-AT0790
FLUX(N.J)=AMAXI(0.0,FLUX(N.J)) A L
50 CONT INUE HEAT0800
C CALCULATE HEAT INPUT TO EACH CHANNEL* HEATOR10
60 00 100 I=1.NCHANL H7AT0820
SAVE 0. H AT083O
00 Q0 N=1,NROD HEATOA40
P0tMY = PWRF([.N) HEAT0850
IF(DUVY.GT.0.) SAVE SAVE + DUMY*FLUX(NJ)*PI*DN) HEATO860
90 CONTINUE HE AT08,70
100 %)PRIM(i) = CAVF- H-AT0880
Rw TURN HEAT0890




SUMPOUTINE TEMP (T.DT.N.JJ) TEMP0010
C SU8ROUTINE TEMP CALCULATES THE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE fISTRIRUTION TEMPOO0C IN A CYLINr)FRICAL OR PLATE NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENT WHERE THE LARGEST TEMP0030
C NUPHU- NODF IS T4E CLADDING. FOR TRANSIENT CALCIJLATIONS, FLUI TEMP0040
C Q A TA AT T IS USED TO CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AT T+DT BY USING T74P00s0
C A STALiE IMPLICIT NUMFRICAL TECHNIQUE. TEmp0060
C SIMULTANEOUS FOUATIONC ARE SOLVED USING A COMPACT ELIMINATION TEMP0070
C SCHEML FOR TRI-DIAGONAt. MATRICES. TEIMPOO80
C T -MP0090
C THE VALUE OF T UPON ENTRY IS THE TEMPERATURE AT ORIGINAL TIME. TEMl0100
C AT EXIT T IS THE TEMPERATURE DELTA-T L.ATER IN TIMF. T8M0 Ol10
C TEMPO 20
COMMON /FUEL/ KFUEL( 3). KCLAD( 3), RFUEL( 3), RCLAD( 3), TEMP0130
225
I CFIJEL( 3). CCLAD( 3). TCLAD( 3). TFLUID, rE400140
2 FLUX(35,3f). HGAP( 3). TROD(10.35*31)o LR(35,6), rEmpoiso
3 PWRF(30 .35). PHI (35.6)- RADIAL(35). ,C35)o TEMPO60
4 DOWEQ* NODFSF. NROO. DFUEL( 3). IOFUEL(35). HSURF TEMPO170
OMVFNSION T (10) . A (3.10). t310) TEMPOIAR
PEAL KFuEL. KFOR2. KCLAD TEMPO190
C TEMP0200
C SETUP A MATRIX OF THE FORM A*T=8 WHERE ONLY THE 3 DIAGONALS OF -EMP0210
C A ARE STORED. TEMP0220
NMI = NODESF-1 YEMP0230
NP1 = NOOESF+1 TEMP0240




PCFUEL = RFUEL(J)*CFUEL(J)/0T 1EMP0290
KFOP2 = KFlJEL(J)/DR2 TEMPO300
HGAPI = 1./(l./HGAP(J) + TCLAD(J)/KCLAD(J)) TEMP0310
OCLAD = 0. 1EMP0320
C J IS THE FUEL TYPE CODE. CYLINDERICAL FUEL, J=19 PLATE FUELt J=20 TEMPO330
IF(J.F.2) GO TO 101 IEMP0340
C TEMP0350
C THIS SECTION FOR CYLIDERICAL FUEL RODS TFMP0360
OFUEL = FLUX(NJJ)*4.*O(N)/DFUEL(J)**2 TEMP0370
DO 100 I=1.NP1 TEMPO380
IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 10 TEMP0390
A(?,) = RCFUEL + 4.*KFDR2 TEMP0400
A(3,) =-4.*KFDR2 TEMP0410
GO TO 80 TEMP0420
10 IF (I.GT.N'41) GO TO 20 TEMP0430
A(1,1) = -FDR2*(1.-l./FLOAT(2*I-2)) TEMPO440
A(2.) = RCFUEL + 2.*KFOR2 TEMP045O
A(3.I) = -FDR2*(1.+1./FLOAT(2*-2)) TEMPO460
GO TO A0 TE'MP0470
20 IF(I.EQ.NP1) GO TO 30 TEMPO480
A(1.I) = -?.*KFDR2 TEMP0490
A(?.I) = RCFUEL * 2.*KFOR2 2.*HGAPI/DR + HGAPI/DR/FLOAT(J-1) TEMPOSOO
A(3.I) = -(2.*HGAPI/DR + HGAPJ/DR/FLOAT(I-1)) TEMPOSO
GO TO 10 TEM00520
30 A(.l!) = -HGAPI/TCLAD(J)*DFUEL(J)/D(N) TEMP0530
A(2.I) PCLAD(J)*CCLAD(J)/DT + HGAPI/TCLAD(J)*DFUFL(J)/D (N) T!4MP0540
1 * MSURF/TCLAD(J) TEMPO550
0 IF (I.fE.NP1) GO TO 90 TEMP0560
h(l) = QFUEL + RCFUEL.*T(I) TEMP0570
Go TO 100 TtEMP0580
90 H(I) = OCLAD + RCLAD(J)*CCLAD(J)/DT*T(I) * HSURF/TCLAD(J)*TFLUID TCMP0590
100 CONTINUE TEMP0600
C SOLVE FOR TEMPERATURES TE-MP0610
CAIL tAUSSU(INP9A.. T) TEMP0620
R; TURN TEMP0630
C TEMP0b40
C THIS SFCTION FOP FLAT PLATE FUEL. TEMP0650
101 (FUEL = FLIX(N.JJ)*2./DFUEL(J) TEM0660
DO 200 I=1.NP1 TEM00670
IF(I.GT.1) 60 TO 110 TEMPO68O
A(2.1) = RCFUEL + KFOR2*2. TEMP0690
A(3.I) = -?.*KFDR2 TIMPO 700
(y0 TO 10 Tf.MP0710
10 IF (I.GT.NMI1) GO TO 120 TFMPO720
226
A(1.9) = -KFDR2 VEMP0730
A(291) = RCFUEL + 2.*KFDR2 TFMP0740
A(3,I) = -KFDR2 TEMPO750
GO TO 180 TEMP0760
120 IF!..NPl) GO TO 130 TEMP0770
A(l.1) = -2.*KFDR2 TEMD0780
A(2,1) = RCFUEL + 2.*KFDR? + 2.*HGAP1/DR F-M0790
AI(3.1) = -?.*HGA01/OR TEMPOA00
GO TO 180 TEMP0810
130 A(1,1) = -HGAPl/TCLAD(J) TEMP0820
A(291) = RCLAD(J)4CCLAD(J)/DT + HGAPI/TCLAD(J) + HSURF/TCLAD(J) TEMP0830
180 IFU( EO.NPI) GO TO 190 TEMP0840
8(1) OFUEL + PCFUEL*T(I) TEMPOS50
GO TO 200 TEP0860
190 B(I) = QCLAO + RCLAD(J)*CCLAD(J)/DT*T(I) + HSURF/TCLAD(J)*TFLUID TEMP0870
200 CONTINUE TEMP0880
C SOLVE FOR TEMPERATURES TEMP0890
CALL GAUSS(I NPlAB9T) TEMP0900
RETURN TEM00910





C COMPUTES THE.HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR ROD N FACING SUBCHANNEL I ECOLOO20
C AT AXIAL LOCATION J. COL0030
C THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEHCOL0040
C MAJOQ SU3POUTINES OF CORRA-IIIC. HCOLOOSO
COl."JON KIJ, FTM, ABETA, 86ETA, AFLUX, Zo THETA, PI, NAX, FLO, HCOL0060
1 GC, 13. 12. NCHANL, NK. IEPOR9 KDEBUG. NAXL. NGAPS9 NGXL, HCOLOO70
2 NAFACT, NODES, NSCSC, NBRC, J, J2e J3, J4, J5, J6. Ji. -COLOO80
3 ATOTAL. Dx, DT, GK9, NV, NF, AV(7) 9 AF(7), OAX. FSPLIT(30) HCOLOO90
4 9 ELEV, NAX, SLe FERROR, ITERAT, NRAMP, NVISCW, NARAMP . )COL0100
CO'AMON PP(30). TT(O)e VVF(30)9 VVG(30), HHF(30), HHGI(30)t I-COL0110
I UUFF30), KMF(30)o SSTGMA(30), NPROP, PREF. TF. VF, VG, HF, HG, HCOL0120
2 UF, 'KF, SIGMA, HFG, VFG. RHOF, RHOG COL0130
COMYON V1(3)fl VP(30)9 VISC(30), VISCW(30), HFILM(30). CON(30), lCOLO14Q
1 C)(U30)9 FSP(30)* FMULT(30) U(30)* UH(30), ALPHA(30), OUAL(30)o FCoLO150
2 P-C0 30#31) . VPA(30), T(30)9 HINLET(30)9 FINLET(30) HCOL0160
CO""N COND(47). WP(47) e GAP(47). FACTOR(47), IK(47), HCOL0170
I JK147). GAPN(47)o LENGTH(47)., USTAR(47), W(47,31) HCOL01R0
COlwJN A(30). AN(30)s DHYD(30)9 DHYON(30), DFDX(30). HCOL0190
1 0-Nx(30), PDX(30). 0PRM(30). PERIM(30). HCOL0200
2 H'E;IM(30). NTYOE (30) HCOL0210
C v,"CN P(309311, H(30931). F(30,31), X(31) HCOLO220
COIDN WOLD(47931)9 RHOOLD(30931)9 FOLD(30,31), HOLD(30,31) HCOL0230
COMVON AXIAL(39)9 Y(39), IDAPEA(30), IDGAP(47)s AA( 4), BP( 4)-, HCOLO240
I CC( 4), AFACT(l0,10O) NCH(10). AXL(10), GAPXL(IO), GFACT( 9.10)o HCOL0250
2 )s( 9), 3x(30), XQ 0IAL(30) HCOL0260
CC"2N NGPID, NGRIDT. GPIOXLI10). IGRID(10), CD(30, 5), HCOL0270
I FAFLOw(47, 5), NGTYPE, GRID* FOIV(47) HCOL02RO
LOSICAL FDIV, GRID HCOL0290
PEAL KIJ. LENGTH, KF,. KKF HCOL0300
C THIIS IS ONLY A DIJMY ROUTINE AT THIS TIME PENDING SELECTION OF HCOL0310
C HEAT TqANSFER CORRELATIONS. USERS SHOULD PROVIDE THEIR OWN CORRELATHCOLO320
C HC00L . SRFACE NEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (RTU/SEC-VT2-F). HCOL0330
PEAL lFUEL. KCLAD HCOL0340
CovIuON /FIJFL/ KFUEL( 3). KCLAD( 3)o RFUEL( 3)9 RCLAD( 3), HCOL0350
1 CFL'iL( 3)9 CCLAD( 3), TCLAD( 3), TFLUID. HCOLO360
227
2 FLUX(35,31), HGAP( 3). TROD(10,35,31). LR(35,6). HCOLO370
3 PwF (30935)., PHI (35,6) , PADI AL(35) 0(35) HCOL0380
4 POwE s, NOIFSF, NROD, DFUEL( 3)9 ILFUEL(35). HSURF HCOLO390
IF (.0E SF.LF.0) GO TO 1000 HCOLO400
= 000./36fl0. HCOLO410
W i HCOL0420
10 0. I OPPQR4 16 HCOLO430
RE TUkRN HCOLO440
EN0 HCOL0450
*r)ECK . C F
SURPOUTINE CHF (JST.APTJEND) CHF0010
C CHF SE.ARCES COBRPA-IIIC OUTPUT AT THE END OF EACH TIME STEP FOR CHF0020
C THF OCCUPANCE OF CRITICAL HEAT FLUX. THE SEARCH IS MADE ON EACH ROD CHF0030
C AT A SPECIFIED AXIAL LOCA-TION RANGE BY CONSIDERING EACH ROD AND THF CHF0040
C A4JACENT CHANNELS. CHF0050
C At THOUGH THE F3AW-A AND W-3 CORRELATIONS ARE INCLUDED, USERS SHOULD CHF0060
C PROGRAM OTHFR CORRELATIONS OF THEIR CHOICE AS OPTIONS. CHF0070
COMMON KIJ. FTH, ABETA, 8BETA, AFLUX. Z, THETA, P19 NAXI FLOp CHF00A0
1 GC. 139 1?, NCHANL, NK, IERROP KDE8UG, NAXL, NGAPS, NGXL9 CHF0090
2 NAFACT, NODES. NSCBC. NRRC. Ji' J2, J3. J4e J5, J69 J79 CHF0100
3 ATOTAL9 Ox, DTs GK, NV. NF, AV(7), AF(7), QAX, FSPLIT(30) CHF0110
4 . ELEV, NOXv SL. FEPPOR, ITERAT, NPAMP, NVISCWw NARAMP C4FO120
COMMON PP(30). TT(30)o VVF(30)9 VVG(30)9 HHF(30)9 HHG(30)9 CHF0130
1 UUF(30) , KKF(30). SSIGMA(30), NPPOP, PREF, TF, VF9 VGo HF, HGs CHF0140
2 UF, KF. SIGMA, HFG, VFG9 RHOF, RHOG CHF0150
COM MON V(30). VP(30) ' VISC(30), VISCW(30)9 HFIL14(30)o CON(30)., CHF0160
I CP(30)., FSP(30), FMULT(30), U(30), UH(30)9 ALPHA(30)9 QUAL (30)9 CHF0170
2 HO(30,31). VPA(30). T(30), HINLET(30), FINLET(30) CHF0180
COPON COND(47), WP(47)9 eGAP (47), FACTOR(47), IK(471, CHF0190
I JK(47), GAPN(47), LENGTH(47)o USTAR(47), W(47,31) CHF0200
COM"ON A(30), AN(30). , HYD(30) OHYON(30), DFDX(30), CHF0210
I DHO(30)9 DPDX(30), QPRIM(30), PERIM(30), CHF0220
2 HPFRJM(30). NTYPE(30) CHF0230
COOMON P(30931), H(30.3l), F(30,31), X(31) CHF024Q
COYLON wOLD(47931), PHOOLD(30,31), FOLD(30,31). HOLD(30,31) CHF025O
COMmON AXIAL(39)o Y(39)t IAREA(30), IDGAP(47). AA( 4), AB( 4). CHF0260
1 CC( 4). AFACT(10,10). NCH(10)9 AXL(I0), GAPXL(1O), GFACT( 9,10), CHF0270
2 NGAP( 9) , Hxt30) , XQ(IAL (30) CHF02R0
COMMON NGPID. NGIOT, GRIDXL(10), IGRID(1O). CD(309 5). CHF0290
1 FXFLOw(47 5)9 NGTYPE, GRID. FDIV(47) CHF0300
LOGICAL FDIV. GRID CHF0310
dEAL K[J, LENGTH, KF, KKF CHF0320
COvMON /130IL/ JBOIL(30) CHF0330
C('vONU /FtMvL/ KFUEL( 3). KCLAD( 3).e RFUEL( 3). RCLAD( 3), CHF0340
1 CFUEL( .3). CCLAD( 3). TCLAO ( 3). TFLUID, CHF0350
2 FLUX(359.1), HGAP( 3). TPOD(1n.35,31)9 LR(3596), CHF0360
3 0<3O.35i), PHI (35.). PADIAL(35). 0(35). CHF0370
4 0OWER, NOOFSF. NROD, OFUFL( 3). IDFUEL(35)o HSURF CHF0380






10 I0n J=I,NdXPI CHF0450
Cua(J) 10. CHF0460
Mc WC(J) 0 CHF0470
PCNF (J) 0 CHF0480
00 100 N=1,NROD CHF0490
228
CHFR(N.,J) = 10. CHF0$' 0
CC'ANL (N.J) 0 CHF051 0
I00 CONT IU.tF CHF0520
D Snn J=JSTAQTJEND CHF0530
CHF;09 0 CHF0540
DO 30n N=1.NROD CHFOSSO
XmC -FP 10. CHF0560
IF(FLLX(N. J).LE.0.) GO TO 300 CHF0570
DO 29n L 1* CHF0580
IF (LP (N, )) 20 0.290 9 200 CHFOS90
C CALCULATF CHF RATI0 FOR ROD N FACING CHANNEL I. CHF0600
?00 I L (N.L) CHF0610
XCHF = 0. CHF0620
IF( JCHF.EO.1) XCHF = CHF(N*IsJ) CHF0630
IF(NCwF.E0.?) XCHF = CHF2(Neejd) CHF0640
IF(XCHF.LE.0.) GO TO 1000 CHF06SO
XCHFP = CHF/FLUX(NoJ) CHF0660
C CALCULATE MINIMUM CHF RATIO FOR ROD N FACING CHANNEL I* CHF0670
IF(XC-FR.GT.CHFR(NJ)) GO TO 290 CHF0680
CHFP(N.J) = XCHFR CHFO690
CCHANL(N.J) CHF0700
CHFPOD = N CHF0710
290 CONT INUE CHF0720
C OETEPMINE MINIMUM CHF RATIO AT AXIAL LOCATION J. CHF0730
XMCFO = CHFR(N9J) CHF0740







1000 PRINT 1 CHF0820





C0'*CN KIJ. FTM. ABETA. 8ETA. AFLUX9 Z9 THETA# PI, NAX, FLO, CHF100II
1 GC. 13. 1?, NCMANL, NK, IERROR, KDEBUG. NAXL, NGAPSt NGXL, CHF10012
2 NAFCCT, NODES. NSCBC. NRQC, J19 J29 J39 J49 J5 J69 J7, CHF10013
3 ATCTAL. Dx, DT. GK. NV. NF, AV(7)9 AF(7), QAX. FSPLIT(30) CHF10014
4 * ELF', NOX. SL, FEPPOP, ITEPAT, NPAMP, NVISCW. NARAMP CHFIOO1S
CO'CN PP(30). TT(30). VVF(30)9 VVG(30)9 HHF(30), HhG(30)9 CHF10016
1 UF(30)9 eoF(30), SSTGMA(30). NPROP, PREF, TF. VF, VG HF. HG. CHF10017
2 U. eF. SIGMA. HFG9 VFG9 RtOF. RHOG CHF10018
Co0MO' V(3n)t V'P(30), VI.SC(30)9 VISCW(30)e HFILM(30), CON(30), CHF100I9
I CP (30), FSP(30). FMULT(30), U(30). UH(30)9 ALPHA(30) . QUAL(30). CHF1002O
2 R-0(30.31)o VPA(30)9 T(30)9 HINLFT(30)9 FI.NLET(30) CHFI0021
C094O0N CONI)(47)v WP (47)9 GAP(47), FACTOR(47), IK(47)9 CHF10022
1 JK("7), fAPN(47)9 LENGTH(4T). USTAR147), W(47.31) CHF10023
CO %'0 N A(3)9 AN(30). DwYD(.30), O0HDN(30), OFOX(30)o CHF10024
1 D-.3C). DPDX130), OPPIM(30), PERIM(30), CHF10025
2 HFu1-;(30 ). NTVE0(30) CHF10026
COt I. P(30.31), H(30.31)s F(30.31), X(31) CHF10027
C 0 , 0.v ) 'OLM(47.31), P4000(30.31), F0L030.31) MOLO(30031) CHF10028
CO%)N A XIAL(39). Y(39). IDARFA(3O) ID6AP(47)9 AA( 4) 88 ( 4)9 CHF10029
I CC( 4) OAFACT(10,10)9 NCH(10). AXL(10), GAPXL(10.) GFACT( 9,10)w CHF10030
2 NA (1 9). RX (30) 9 XQAL (30) CHF10031
229
COMMON NGPID, NGRIDT. GRIOXL(10). IGRID(10)9 CD(309 5), CHF10032
1 FXFLOW(47, 5), NGTYPE. GRID. FDIV(47) CHF10033
LOGICAL FDIV, GRID C1F10034
REAL KIJ, LFNGTH, KFE KKF, KD CHF1003S
COMMOW/ROIL/ JF0OIL(30) CHFI0036
COMMON /FUEL/ KFUEL( 3), KCLAD( 3), RFUEL( 3), RCLAD( 3). CHF10037
I CFUELC( 3). CCLAD( 3), TCLAD( 3), TFLUID, CHF1003R
2 FLUx( 35,31), HGAP( 3)9 TPOD(I035,31),p LR(3596), CHF10039
3 PWPF.(30.35)9 PHI(35, 6), PADIAL(35). D(35), CHF10040
4 POWER. NOlE SF, NPOD, DFUEL( 3). IDFUEL(35), HSURF CHF1004I
C HAW-2 CHF CORPELATION CHF10042
DATA A0. t30.AlA2A3A4,AS,A6.A7,A8,A9 / 1.15509, 4.8844. CHF10043
I 0.3702E.A. 2.1289E-3. 0.83040, 0.68479E-39 4.5756E+4. 1.0996E-2, CHF10044
2 0.711P6, 0.20729E-3, 547.49/ CHF10050
DATA A21,A2?2.A23.KD / 2.9840. 7.82293. 0.45758, 1.0?506 / CHF10070
DE = 4.*A(1)/PERIM(I) CHF10980
XX ( H(IJ)-HF)/HFG CHF10090
CHF1 = (A0O-80*DE)*(Al*(A2*F(I.J)/A())**(A3+A4*(PREF-000.)) CHF10100
I - AQ*F(IJ)/A(I)*XX*HFG)/(AS*(A6*F(IJ)/A(I))**(A7+A8*(PREF- CHF10110
2 2000.))) CHF10120
C AXIAL FLUX COPOECTION FACTOR CHF10130
FAXIAL =1. CF10140
IF(J.EO.l) GO TO 10 CHF10150
C = A21*(1.-XX).**A22/(F(I.J)/A()*.0036)A23 CHF10160
SUM 0. CHF10170
JS 2 CHF10180
00 5 JJ=JS.J CHF10190
5 SUM SUM * FLUX(N.JJ)*(EXP(C*X(JJ))-EXP(C*X(JJ-1))) CHF10200
FAXIAL = SU*EXP(-COX(J) )/FLUX(NoJ)/ CHF10210
1 (1.-EXP(-C*(X(J)-X(JS-1))))*KD CHF10220





COMMON KIJ, FTM, ABETA. RfETA, AFLUX. Zo THETA, P1. NAX, FLO# CHF20011
I GC, 13. 1?, NCHANL, NK9 IERROR, KDEBUG, NAXL, NGAPS, NGXL, CHF20012
2 NAFACT, NODES, NSCtBC. NRC. JI. J2. J39 J4. J59 J6. J7, CHF20013
3 ATOTAL. Dx, DT. GK. NV. NF, AV(7)9 AF(7). QAX, FSPLIT(30) CHF20014
4 . ELEV, NDX, SL. FERPOR. ITEPAT. NRAMP, NVISCW, NARAMP CHF20015
COMMON PP(30). TT(30)w VVF(30)9 VVG (30)9 HHF(30), HHG(30) CHF20016
1 UUF (30). KF((30)9 SSIGMA(30)* NPROP, PRFV, TF. VF VG9 HF HG, CHF20017
2 UF, KF. SIGMA, HFG. VFG. RHOF, RHOG CHF20018
COMMON V(30), V1 (30). VISC(30), VISCW(30), HFILM(30)o CON(30). CHF20019
1 CP(3V), FSP(30). FMULT(30), U(30)9 UH(30), ALPHA(301. QUAL(30)0 CHF20020
2 P0 (30,31). VPA(30)9 T(30)9 HINLET(30). FINLET(30) CHF20021
COMMON COND(47), WP(47), GAP(47), FACTOR(41), IK(47)9, CHF20022
1 JK (47), GAPN(47).* LENGTH(47), USTAR(47). W(47.31) CHF20023
COMMON A(IO). AN(30)* DHYD(30). DHYDN(30)9 DFDX(30), CHF20024
1 DHDX(30)* DPDX(30) . QPRIM(30)9 PERIM(30)9 CHF20025
2 HPFRJM(30). NTYPE(30) CHF20926
COMMON P(30.31), H(30,31). F(30,31), X(31) CHF20027
COMMON WOLO(47,31), PHOOLD(30.31)9 FOLD(30.31), HOLD(30.31) CHF20028
COMMON AXIAL-(39). Y(39)9 IDAREA(30), IDGAP(47). AA( 4), A( 4), CHF20029
SCC( 4). AFACT(10910)v NCH(10). AXL(10). GAPXL(10)o GFACT( 9.10)v CHF20030
2 NGAP( 9). X(30), XOIJAL (30) CHF20031
CC-AVON NGPID, NGRTDT, GRIOXL(10). IGRID( O). CD(30, 5). CHF20032
I FXFLOW(47. 5). NGTYPE* GRID. FDIV(47) CHF20033
LOGICAL FDIV. GRID CHF20034
230
RFAL KIJe LENGTH9 KFE KKF
COMMON /HOIL/ JBOIL(30)
CfQ'AON /FUFL/ KFUEL( 3), KCLAD( 3), RFUEL( 3)9 RCLAD( 3),
1 CFUEL( 3), CCLAD( 3), TCLA)( 3). TFLUI,
2 FtuX(35.31). HGAP( 3), TRO(0.35931)t LR(35.6),
3 PwRF(30e3)l. PHI(35,6), PADIAL(35) , 0)(35)9'
4 POWER, NOrESF, NPOD, DFUEL( 3). IDFUEL(35). HSURF
C w-3 CORRELATION INCLUDING, SPACER FACTOR, UNHEATED WALL CORRECTION
C AXIAL. FL.UX FACTOR
C REEFE EtNCF. LS TONG, BOILING CRISIS AND CRYTICAL HEAT FLUX




C W-3 CORRELATION USING EQUILIBRIUM STEAM QUALITY
CHF2 ((2.022 - 0.0004302*PREF) + (0.1722 - 0.0000984*PREF)
1 *EXP((18.2 - 0.004129*PPEF)*XX))
2 ' ((0.1484 - 1.596*XX + 0.1729*XX*ABS (XX))*F(IJ) /A(1)
3 *.0036 + 1.037)
4 *(1.157 - 0.869*XX)
5 *(0.2P4 + 0.8357*EXP(-37.812*DH))
6 *(0.8258 + 0.000794*(HF-HINLFT(I)))/.0036
C UNHEATED WALL COPRECT ION
IF(RU.GT.0.) CHF2 = CHF2*(1. RU*(13.76-1.372*EXP(1.78*XX)
1-4.732/(F(T.J)/A(I)*.0036)*0*.0575-.619*(PREF/1000)*.14
2-102. 1l*DH**. 107))
C SPACFP FACTO CORRECTION
C USER SHOULD SELECT PROPER VALUE OF TDC
TOC .000
IF(NGRI0.GT.0) CHF2 = CHF2
*(1.0 + 0.03*F(IJ)/A(I)*.0036 * (TDC/0o019)**.35)
C AXI AL FLUX PROFILE CORRECTION
FAXIAL = 1.
IF(J.tL.JROTL(I)) GO TO 10
C 1.8*(1.-XX)**4.31/(F(IJ)/A(I)*.0036)**.478
50J' 0.
Jq = J401L (I)#+1
00 5 JJ=JS.J
5 SuM = SUM * FLUX (No JJ) * (EXP (CX (JJ) ) -EXP*(C4X ))
F4XIAL = StjM*XP(-C*X(J))/FLUX(NJ)/
I (1.-FXP(-C*(X(J)-X(JS-1) ) ) )





C SU OUT1NE SOLVES TPIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY GAUSS ELIMINATION




A (2q +1) A (2.K+1)-A( 3.K)*AK
10 d(K+I) P(K*1)-8(K)*AK
T (M) = (M)/A(2.M)


































































C THIS PQOCEDUPF CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY T
C 4AJOP SUHPOUTINES OF COP4-I1C.
COVON KI.J. FTM, AeETA.-88ETA, AFLUX. Z, THETA, P-, NAX, FLO.
1 GC' 139 12, NCHANL. NK- IERPO, KDEBUr,, NAXL NGAPS, NGXL
2 NAFACT, NODES. NSCRC, NBAC9 J19 J2, J3o J4, J5 J6. J.
3 ATOTAL, DX, DT9 GK< NV, NF9 AV(7), AF(7)9 OAX FSPLIT(30)
4 . ELEV. NDX, SL, FERPOP. ITERAT, NRAMP, NVISCW, NARAMP
COmON PP(30), TT(30). VVF(30)o VVG(30), HHF(30). HHG(3C).
1 UUF(30) , KKF(30). SSIGMA(.30). NPROP9 PREF, TF. VF9 VG9 HF, HG,
2 UFe KF9 SIGMA, HFGe VF4e RHOF, RHOG
COMMON, V(30)-, VP(30) P VISC(30)9 VISCW(30), HFILM(30), CON(30),
I CP(30), FSP(30), FMULT(30), U(30)9 UH(30), ALPHA(30), QUAL(30)v
2 R-0(30O,31), VPA(30), T(30)-p HINLET(30), FINLET(30)
COMMON COND(47)9 WP(47). GAP(47), FACTOR(47), IK(47)9,
I JK(47), GAEN(47), LENGTH(4F)-o USTAR(47), W(47931)
COMMON A(30)b AN(30). DMYO (30), DHYDN(30), DFOX(30)9
1 DHOA (0). OPDX(30). QPRIM(30)s PERIM(30),
2 HPFIM(30). NTYPE(30)
CO4MON P(30,31)o H(30.31)9 F(30.31). X(31)
COMMON WOLD(47,31)9 RHOOLD(30.31). FOLD(30931). HOLD(30.31)
COMMON AXIAL(39)-p Y(39)s IDAREA(30)e IOGAP(47)9 AA( 4) RB( 4),
1 CC( 4), AFACT(10.10). NCH(10). AXL(10)*v GAPXL(10). GFACT( 9,10)
2 NGAP( 9). 9X(30)9- XQUAL(30)
COWAON NGR10, NGRIDT, GRIDXL(10)ip IGRID(10)h CD(30 5)v
I FXFLOw(47. 5), NGTYPE, GRID, FDIV(47)
LOGICAL FDIV. GRID





IF(IPAPT.LT.1 .OR. IPAPT.GT.4) GO TO 1000
GO TO (100200,300,400).IPART
C
C PART 1. CALCULATE DH/DX FOP STEADY STATE AT X AND T,
CC IF(J.FQ.1) FLOWSQ = F(1.1)**2





120 1 = IK (K)
JK (K)
STAP = H(7,J)
IF(W(-*.J) .LT.0.) HSTAR = H(JJJ)
DtY SK * ((HfJJ.J)-H(II.J))*WP(K) (H (I.J)-HSTAR)*W(K9J)
+ ( T JJ)-T(If))*C0N0(K))
SAVE = SAVE + DUMY
170 CONTINUE
D-DX(I) = (SAVE + OPRIM(I))/F(IJ)
120 CONTINUE
60 TO 500
C PART 2. CALCULATE OF/DX- FOR STEADY STATE
200 00 290 I=1.NCHAN
siVE : 0.
232


























































00 ?70 K=1.NKK DIFF0570
IF IS (K9 I)) 22092709230 DIFF0580
2O SAVE : SAVF *W(K.J) DIFF0590
GO TO 270 DIFF0600
2 0 SAVr = SAVE - W(KJ) DIFF0610
270 CONTINUE DIFF0620
DFOX(I) = SAVE DIFF0630
290 CONTINUE DIFF0640
GO TO 500 O[FF0650
C DIFF0660
C PART 19 CALCULATE DP/DX WITHOUT W DIFF0670
300 00 3;0 I=.NCHAN DIFF0680
SAVE .5*FSP(I) *FMUL T( I)*V(I)/nhYD(I) DIFF0690
1 (VP(I)/A(I)-VPA(l))*A(I)/X 0IFF0700
IF(.NOTGRTO) GO TO 310 DIFF0710
IF(NPAM'.LF.0) GO TO 1000 D1FF0720
DUMY = FLOAT(JTEPAT)/FLOAT(NRAMP) DIFF0730
IF(0LMY.GT.1.) DUMY 1, DIFF0740
SAVE = SAVE * .5*0UMY*C(I9NJGTYPE)*VP(I)/OX DIFF0750
310 DPK(I) = SAVE/A(I)/A(I) DIFF0760
DUMY 0. DIFF0770
IF(FTM.LE.0.) GO TO 3O OJFF0780
DO 370 K=1.NKK DIFF0790
SKI S(KI) DIFF0800
IF (SKI) 320,3709320 DIFF0810
320 11 IK(K) DIFF0820
JJ JK(K) DIFF0830
DjuY = DUMY + SKI*(( II)-U(JJ))*WP(K) DIFF0840
370 CONTINUE DIFF0850
380 FLOWSO A=AS(F(I*JM1)) *F([JM1) DIFF0860
IF(J.FQo.1) FLOWSQ F(1,1)**2 DIFF0865
DPDX(I) = -DPK(I)*FLOWSO/GC DIFF0870
I - Qt40(IJ)*ELEV - LDMY/A(I)/GC*FTM DfFF0880
IF(nT.GT.100.) GO TO 390 OIFF0900
RHOPO = (QHO(IqJ)-RHOOLD(IJ) )/DT DIFF0910
DPDX(I) DPDX(I) * RHODOT/GC*(2.*U(I)*+DX/DT D0FF0920
1* DPK (t)*AAS(F(I JMl *F(I eJ))*A(I)*OX) DIFF0930
2 * FOLD( IJ-F(IJMI )/A(I)/DT/GC DIFF0940
340 CON TINUE DIFF0950
Go TO 500 DIFF0960
C DIFF0970C PART 4. CALCULATE DP/DX WITH W DIFF0980
400 DA 4940 I=1,NCHAN DIFF0990
DoUY = 0. OIFF1000
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 480 DIFF101000 470 K=I.NKK DIFF1020
1F(S(KpI)) 420.4709430 DIFF1030
420 DUMY DUMY + ((2.*L()-USTAR(K)+DX/DT)/A(I) DIFF1040
1 4 (':'K I)*AS(F(I JMI)+F.(I.J) )*DX)*W(K.J) DIFF1050
GO To 470 DIFF1060
430 011Y = DUMY - 1(2.*U(I)-USTAR(K)+DX/DT)/A() DIFF1070
I+ PK I)*AS( (I.JM1)#F(IJ))*DX)*W(K.J) OIFF1080470 CT INU DIFF1090
4A0 00-'"I) = D)X(j) - DMY/q DIFFil0'0
40 CON T INUE DIFF1110






C THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEOVRT0020
C MAJCR SUPPOUTINES OF COR.A-IIIC. DVRT0030
COvm000 KIJe FTM, ABETA. RBETA, AFLUX 7. THETA, Pl NAX, FLO, DVRT0040
I GC. 13, 12 NCHANL, NK, IERPOP. KOEHUG, NAXL NGAPS, NGYLe DVRT0005
2 NAFACT. NODES. NSC8C. NBRC Jt J2, J3, J4, J5e J69 J79 DVRT0060
3 ATOTAL. DX, DT. GK, NV, NFi AV(7), AF(7), OAX9 FSPLIT(30) DVRT0070
4 . ELEV, NOX, SL, FERPOR, ITEPAT, NPAMP, NVISCW, NARAMP DVRT0080
COMMON PP(30). TT(30). VVF(30)9 VVG(30)9 HHF(30), HHG(30)9 DVRTO090
I UUF(30)9 WKF(30) SSIGMA(30). NPROP, PREF, TF, VF# VG, HF9 HG, DVRT0100
2 UsF. KFt SIGMA, HFG VFG, RHOF, RHOG DVRT0110
COMMON V(30),p VP(30)o VISC(30)* VISCW(30)9 HFILM(30), CON(30) e DVRT0120
I CP(30), FSP(30), FMULT(30)9 U(30)9 UH(30), ALPHA(30), OUAL(30), DVRT0130
2 PHO(30*31), VPA(30), T(30). HINLET(30). FINLET(30) DVRT0140
COMMON COND(47)-, WP(47), GAP(471, FACTOR(47), IK(47)9 DVRT0150
I JK(47), GAPN(47), LFhNGTH(47), USTAR(47), W(47,31) DVRT0160
COMMON A(30), AN(30)s OHYD(30)9 D4YDNA30)9 DFOX(30)9 DVRT0170
1 DHDX(30). DPDX(30)9 OPRIM(30)e PERIM(30), DVRT0180
2 HPEPIM(30), NTYPE(30) DVRT0190
COMMON P(30,31)o H(30,31)e F(30,31)9 X(31) DVRTO200
COMMON WOLD(47,31), PHOOLD(30,31), FOLD(30931)9 HOLD(30931) DVRT0210
COMMON AXAAL(39)-, Y(39), IDAREA(30)9 IDGAP(47), AA( 4), 88( 4)9 OVRTO22O
I CC( 4). AFACT(10,10)9 NCHC(0). AXL (10), GAPXL(10), GFACT( 9.10). OVRT0230
2 NGAP( 9). 8R(30f, XQUAL130) DVRT0240
COMMON NGRID, NGRIDT, GRJDXL(10), IGRID(10), CD(309 5)t DVRT0250
1 FXFLOW(47, 5), NGTYPE, GRIO, FDIV(47) DVRT6260
LOGICAL FDIV. GRID DVRTO?70
REAL KIJv LENGTH, KF* KKF DVRT0280
COMMON /HUI./ AAA(47.47)9 ANSWFR(47)9 8(47)9 IPS(47) DVRT0290
COMMON /BSP/ SP(47.31) DVRT0300
COMMON /DP/ DPK(30) DVRTO310
DIMENSION USAVE(47) DVRTO320
NKK = NK OVRT0330
NCHAN = NCHANL DVRT0340
Jl= J-1 DVRTO350
SLOX SLDX DVRTO360
OTGC = DT*GC DVQT0370
DiGC = bX*GC DVRT0380
C CALCULATE USTAR DVRT0390
00 5 K=1,NKK DVRTO400
1 = IK(K) DVRT0410
JJ = JK(K) DVRT0420
USAVE(K) = USTAR(K) DVRTO430
USTAP(K) = .S(U(II)+U(JJ)) DVRT0440
5 CONTINUE DVRT0450
C SET OP THE SIMULTANEOUS EOUATIONS DVRT0460
00 00 K=1,NKK DVRT047O
D0 t'0 L=1.NKK DVRT0480
SAVE = 0. DVRT0490
DO 50 I=l NCHAN DVRT0500
Ir(S(KI) ) 10,950.20 OVRT0510
10 IF(S(LI)) 30.50940 DVRTOS20
?0 IF(S(Lol)) 40,50.30 DVRT0530
20 SAVE = SAVE * (2.*U(I)-USTAR(L)+DX/DT)/A(I) IVRT0540
I pP(I)*At5S(F(I9JM1)F(I9J))*DX DVRT0550
GO TO so DVRT0560
40 SAVF = SAVE - (2.*U(I)-USTAq(L)+DX/DT)/A(I) DVRTOS70





Ji = IK(K) OVRT0620
JJ KJK (K j DVRT0630
R(K) (SP(K.J) (DPDX(I) -DPOX(JJ))oDX)*SL*FACTOR(K) DVRT0640
+ USAVE(K)OW(KJM1)/DXGC + WOLD(KoJ)/DTGC OVRT06SO
AAA(K*K) = AAA(K*K) + SL*CIJ(KtJ)*FACTOR(K) VRTO660
1 ISTAP(K)/DXGC + 1./OTGC DVRT0670
O CONTINUE DVRT0680
IF(J6.LT.I) GO TO 105 DVRT0690
C DVRT0700
C M0DIFY SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS TO ACCOUNT FOR SPECIFIED VALUES OF DVRT0710
C CROSSFLOW GIVFN IN SUBROUTINE FORCE OVRT0720
C DVRT0730
DO 90 K:19NK DVRT0740
IF(FDIV(K)) GO TO 90 DVRT0750
DO 85 L=,NK DVRT0760
IF(L.FO.K) GO TO 85 OVRT0770
IF(FDIV(L)) 8(K) R(K) AAA(KoL)*W(LtJ) DVRTOTSO
85 CONTINUE DVRT0790
9O CONTINUE DVRT0800
00 100 K=19NK DVRTORIO
IF(.NOT.FDIV(K)) GO TO 100 DVRT0820
00 95 L=leNK DVRT0830
AAA(K.L) =0. VRT0840
9S AAA(LvK) = 0. OVRT08SO
AAA(KK)= 1. DVRT0860
H(K) = W(KqJ) DVRTO87O
100 CONTINUE DVRT0880
105 IF(KDE4UG.LT.1) GO TO 110 DVRT0890
PPrNT 29 ((AAA(KL),L=1,NKK),8(K),K=I1NKK) DVRT0900
2 FOPMAT(7F14.7) DVRTO910
110 CALL DECOMP(NKKIERROR) DVRT0920
IF(IEPROR.GT.1) GO TO 1000 DVRT0930
CALL SOLVE(NKK) DVRT0940
00 150 K=1,NKK DVRT095010 W(KyJ) = ANSWER(K) DVRT0960IFTURN DVRT0970
1000 PRINT 1 DVRT0980I FORMAT(24H ERROR IN DECOMPt DIVERT DVRT0990
IFPRO= 3 DVRT1000
RETURN DVRT1OIO
DEC. DVRT1020f) F.CK .PpnP
SUBROU TINE PROP( IPART9J) PROP0010
C THIS PROCEDUPE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEPROP0020C MAJOP SUBROUTINFS OF COk4RA-IIIC. PROP0030
COYON KIJ. FTM9 ABETA, 8BETA* AFLUX. Z. THETA9 PT, NAX9 FLO. PROP00401 GCo 13. 12. NCHANL9 NK. IERROR. KOEBUG. NAXL, NGAPS. NGXL9 PROPooso2 NAFACT9 NODES, NSCAC9 NARC, JI. J29 J3, J4, JS, J6. J7 PROP0060
3 ATOTALs DX, DT. GK9 NV, NF9 AV(7). AF(7)9 QAX* FSPLIT(30) PROP0070
4 . FLEV. NDX. SL. FERPOR, ITERAT. NRAMD, NVISCW, NARAMP PROP0080
CO""ON PP(30), TT(30)s VVF(30)2 VVG(30)9 HHF(30), HHG(30)9 PROP0094
1 (I30), OKF(30) e SSIGMA(30),p NPROP, PREF, TF. VF, VG, HF9 HG, PROP0100
2 <IF, -, SIGMA, HFG, VFGo RHOF, RHOG PROP0110
COMuO V(30). VP(30). VISC(30)t VISCW(30). HFILM(30)v CON(30). PROPO1201 CPL3O), FSP(30).,FMULT(30)9 U(30) UH(30)s ALPHA(30)o QUAL(30), PROP01302 4MHO39,31 ) VPA(30), T(30)9 HINLET(30), FINLFT(30) PROP0140
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COMMON COND(47),. WP(47), GAP (47), FACTOR(47)9 IK(47), PROP0150
I JK(47)t GADN(47)s L FNGTH(4?). USTAR(47), W(47,31) PRCPO160
COMMON A(30)9 AN(30). OHYD(30), DHYDN(30)9 DFDX(30)9 PROP0170
I OO(30)9 DPDX(30)t OPRIM(30), PERItM(30)9 -PROP0180
2 HPFM(30). NTYPE(30) PROP0190
COMON- P(30331)# HC3O,31). F(30,31)9 X(31) PROP0200
COMMON WOLD(47,31)9 RHOOLD(30931), FOLD(30931)o HOLD(30931) PROP0210
COMMON AXIAL(39)9 Y(39)9 IDAREA(30), IDGAP(47)9 AA( 4)t RB( 4). PROP0220
I CC( 'i)* AFACT(1010).# NCHO(10) AXL(1O)o GAPXL(10)9 GFACT( 9,t10).t PROP0230
2 NGAP( 9)t RX(30)9 XQIIAL(30) PROP0240
COMMON *NGRIDo NGRIDT, GRJOXL(l0)v IGRID(10). CD(30o 5), PROP025o
I FXFLOW(41e 5),o NGTYPF GRID FDIV(47) PROP0260
LOGICAL FDIV, GRID PROP0270
PFAL KIJ, LENGTH, KF, KKF PROP0280
COMMON /BOIL/ JBOIL(30) PROPO285
FORMAT(28H REYNOLDS NUMBER IN CHANNEL 912,19H IS TOO LOW. RE , PROP0290
10 .4 PROP0300
S FOPMAT(60H FAILURE OF SUBROUTINE PROP, PRESSURE TOO LOW FOR TABLE PROP0310
P = E12.5 /(1OE10.4)) PROP0320
6 FORMAT(61H FAILURE OF SUBROUTINE PROP, PRESSURE TOO HIGH FOR TABLEPROPO330
I P . E12.5 /(10E10.4)) PROP0340
7 FORMAT(40H TABLE LOOKUP FAILED IN SUBROUTINE PROP PROP0350
NPROP = NPROP PROP0360
IF(IPART.LT.1 .OR. IPART.GT.2) GO TO 1001 PROP0370
GO TO (9100).IPART PROP0380
C PROP0390
C PART 1. CALCULATION OF SATURATATED PROPERTIES PROP0400
9 DO 10 I=1,NPROP PROP0410
IF(PREF.LT.PPII)) GO TO 20 PROP0420
10 CONTINUE PROP0430
GO TO 200 PROP0440
20 IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 40 PROP0450
.60 TO 210 PROPO460
40 VALUE (PRFF-PP(I-1))/(PP(I)-PP(I-1)) PROPO470
HF HHF(I-1) + VALUE*( HHF(I)- HHF(I-1)) PROPO480
HG HHG(I-1) * VALIJE*( HHG(I)- HMG(I-1)) PROPO490
VF VVF(I-1) + VALUE*( VVF(I)- VVF(I-1)) PROP0500
VG VVG(I-1) + VALUE*( VVG(I)- VVG(I-1)) PROP0510
UF UUF(I-1) + VALUE*( UUF( I)- UUF(I-1)) PROPOS20
TF TT(I-1) + VALUE*( TT(I)- TT(I-1)) PROPO530
KF KKF(T-1) * VALlJE* KKF(I)- KKF(I-1)) PROP0540




RHOF = 1./VF PROPOS90
RE TURN PROP0600
C PROP0610
C PAPT 2. CALCULATE LIQUID PROPERTIES AND PARAMETERS PROP0620
100 NC4AN = NCHANL PROP0630
IF(J.GT.1) GD TO 102 PROP0640
00 10 I=1NCHAN PROP0644
1 J OIL4I) = 0 PROP0645
102 0.0 150 1=1.NCHAN PROP0646
VISCW(I) a UF PROP0650
VISC(J) UF PROP0660
T(I) # TF PROP0670
CON(I$ = ,F PROP6810
V (I) r VF PROP0690
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MM 14(1,.)) PROP0700
IF(MH.GT.HF) GO TO 105 PROP071O
CALL CURVE IVISC(I),HHot)UFHFNPROPIEkROR,1) PROP0120
IjF(IEPROP.AT.I) GO-TO 1000 PPOPO73O
CALL CURVIE (VI) HH*VVFPHHFoNPPOPIERROR'*2) PROP0740
CALL CURVE (T(I),HHTIHHFNPROPd1ERROR,2). PROPO7so
CALL CURVE (COM1(1),HHKKFHHFNPROPIERRORp2) PROP0760
05Tm T()1 PROP0770
CALL CURVE (HMTMHHFTTPNPROP9IERROR,1) PPOP0780
jF(1FPRORoc Tol) GO TO-1000 PROP0790
CPM =) HH-'M PROP0800




IF(PE.LT.O.) PRINT 19..I.RE PROPOS60
IF(RE.,LT*2r00.) RE = 000. PROPOB7O
pp CP(I)*VISC(I)/CON(I) PROP0880
IF('H(IvJ).GT.HF) GO TO 120 PROP0890
14F1Lt4(I) =(0.023*C0N(I)/DHY(I)*RE**.8,PR**.4 PROP0900
OTWALI. = OPRIM( )/HPEQIM(I)/HFILM(I) PROP0910
C DETERMINE THE START.OF NUCLEATE BOILING PROP0920
IF(JaOIL(l).GT*0) GO TO 110 PROP0930
TLROIL = TV - OTWALL + 60,*EXPt(-PREF'/900.)*(OPRIM(I)/HPERIM(I) PROPO4O
1 **0036)*4*,25 PR0P0941
IF(T(T).GETL8OIL) JROIL(I) a= PROP0945
110 TWALL =TMT + OTWALL PROP0946
IF(TWALL.LT.TF) CALL CIPV(VISCW(I),TWALLUUFTTNPROPPIERROR,1) PR0P0947
IF(IFPROR.GT.1) GO TO 1000 PR0P09SO
120) L =NTYPEMI PROP0970
FSPMI= AA(L)*RE**E9R(L)#CC(L) PROP0980
VISCW(T) =VISCW(I)/3600. PROP09I51





GO TO 1001 PROP1040
210 WPITE(13,.S) PREF9PP PROP! 050
GO TO 1001 PROPI060
1000 WPITE(1397) PROP 107.0




SURP4OUTINE VOID (J) VODooIOl
COM"'0N KU.o FTM. ABETA. RiHETAo AVL(JX9 Zo THETA9 P1, NAX. FL09 VOID0020
I GCo 139 P,. NCHANL, NKw IERROP, KOEBUG. NAXI, NGAPS. NGX... VOID0030
2 NAFACr, NODES. NSCHCv NIRPC, J9, J2* A3s J49 J59 J69 .179 V0100040
3 ATOTAL, oxo OT9 GKv NV. NF9 AV(7)9 AF(7) QAX. FSPLIT(30) VOIDOOSO
4 9 ELF.e NOY.f S;Lp FEPROR. ITEPATe NPAMP9 NVISCW9 NAPA'4P VOID0060
COM"ON PP30),o TT(30)9 VVF(30)e VVG(30)9 HNF(30),p HHG(30)9 VOID0070
I UUF('303, KK'F(30)9 SSIGMA(30)o NPROP, PHEF. TF, VFp VG, HF, HG, V0100080
2 (IF, P"F, SIG1OAt HFGs VFG9 RHOFs RHOG VOID0090
COMUON V(30)9 VPI3O)o VISC(30)o VISCW(30)9 IFILM(30)9 CONJ(30)o V0100100
I CP(30)s Ft,0(30)o FMULT(30), U(30)o U14(30), ALPHA(30), OUAL(30). VOID01lO
2 pHIO(30,31), VPA(30)9 T(30)9 t4NLET(30), FINLET(30) . VOID0120
COMI40N CONO(47), WP(47)9 CA(47)9 FACTOR(47)9 IK(4716  VO1D0130
I JK(47)9 GAbN(47),p LFNGTH(4?),p USTAR(47)9 W(47*31) V01D0140
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COMMON A(30)s ANC3O)s 0HYO(30)v OHYDN(30), OVFDX(30)9 VOIDOISO'
1 DMDX(30)9 DPDX(30), QPRIt4(30), PERIM(3:0)9 VO!D0,160
2 H0F~kIM(3O).p NTYPE(30) VOIDOI7O
CO"v0?, P130031)s H(309.11)9 F(30931)9 X(31) VOID0180
CO&'0ON WOL D(47s 31). s ROOL'D(311931), 9FOLU (30931) 9 HOLD(30e 31) v0100190
COMMON. AAIAL(39)9 Y(39)9 IDAPEA(30)- IDGAP(47)9 AA( 4)9 88( 4)-p VOIDO200
ICC( 4)9 AFACT(Ifl,10)t NCH(1O)% AXL(1O)9 GAPXL(l0)9 GFACT( 9910)9 V01DO210
2 N6AP( 9)9 HX(30)9 XQIJAL(30) V0I00220
COIO N(.?VID* NGPIDT. r'RIDXL(10)9 IGRID(1O)t CO(30*9 5)9 V01D0230
I FIFLOW(479 5)9 NGTYPF, GRID* FDIV(47) V01D0240
LOGICAL FDIV9 GPID voi00250
PEAL KI Jo LENGTH, KF9 KKF VOID0260
D IvFtJ";I ON PHI1 (30) V010)0270
EOUIVALFNCIF (FMULT(l),9PHI(1)) V01O02RO
NCHAN= NCHANL V0100290
DO 200 I=l.NCHAN V0100300
PSI 0. VOTD0310
DPSJOH =0. VOID0O320
IF(J3.FO.O) 6O TO 40 VOID0336
H(1,j) =H(IoJ) - *I VOD0340
QUALCI) =(H(I,J)-HF)/HFG V01D0350
IF(J2.FQ,1) DUALCI= SCOUAL(19J) VOID0360
IF(OUAL(I),LE.0.) OUAL(1 .= 0. V0.100370
ALPHA(I = VOID(IJ) V0100380
PSI =RHOF*OUAL(I)*(l.ALPHA(l))RHOG*ALPHA(I)*(1o-QUALII)) V0100390
H(IJ) =H(IJ) * .1 VOIDO400
40 QIJALCI) =(H(I*,)-HF)/HFG V0100410
IF(j2.EO(.1) OUAL(I= SCOOeAL(19J) V0100420
IF(fQ9AL(I).LEo0e) 60 TO 150 VOID0430
XP =QUAL(I1) V01D0440
ALPHA(I AVOID(IsJ) VOIflO4S0
C CALCULATF TWO-PHASE DENSITY. V01D0460
RHO(I*J) =PHOG;*ALPHA(I).HOF(1.ALPHA(.I)) V01D0470
C CALCULATE TWO-PHASE SPECIFIC VOLUME FOR MOMENTUM. VOID04RO
VP(I) =VF(.P)**2/( ALPA(l))VGXP*2/ALPHA(I) VOID0490
C TWO-PW'ASF F.RicrIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT MULTIPLIERS. VOIDOSOO:
PW~t) 1.VOIDOSIO.
lFCj4.FO.0) PHI(I= PIOF/RHO(19J) VO000*
JF(J4.NE.1) GO TO SO Vol 00530'
PHICI) =1. V0100540
1 ALFP-A(I))*0j.42 V0100560
IF (ALPHA( 1) GT, .6.AND.ALPHA(I) LE. .9) PHI(*I)= *478*(1.-XP)**2/ V0100570
1 (I.-ALP"-A())0292 VOID0580
IF(ALPrA(D .CT.9.ANo.ALPHA(l).LE.1.) PHI(I)= 1.730(1.-XP)**2/ V0100590
I1 (I *-ALPHA(1) ) *I s64 V0100600
50 IFfU".NE.t5) GO TO 140 VOID0610
Pll!(1) tAFC 1) VOl D06120
Xx= 'JL ( 1) V0100630
00 130 K=29NF V01D0640
PHIII) = Pt4()#AF(K)*XX V0100650
130 X( = EQ9UILMI VOID0660
1P(,3jFQ.O) GO TO 145 V01006RO
D'W ,j3H =-10.*(PS-RHOFOUA.(I)*(1..ALPHA(I) ).RHOG@ALPHA(I)* VOIDO640
14'3 UM(I): FiI.J)/A(I)/(Prif(lj)HFG*OPSIDH) VOID0710
GO to ?00 VOl DO720
C TWC-P~aSE FLOW PARAMETERS WITHOUT BOILING. V01D0730
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IOALPHA(1) = 0. V010074.0
R14fl(I.J) = ./V(I) VOIDo7ol
VP(I) V(I) V01D0760
U(J) F (Isj)/A(I)-*vP(I) V0100770







C THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEMIX00020
C MAJOR SUBROUTINES OF CO4--A-IIIC. MIX0003O
COMMON KIJo FTM9 ABETA% R9ETA9, AFLUXs Zt, THETA. P19 NAX.9 FLO.p MIX00040
I 6C.p 13o. 1? NCHANL. NK, TERROR9 (DEB U6. NAXI,9 NGAPS. NGXLv MIXO0050
2 NAFACT. NO(OES* NSCBC9 N3RCv JA. J2. J39 J49 J5. J69 J79 MTX00060
3 ATOTAL9 DX. Dig GK. NV. NF. AV(7).p AFC7)9 OAXv FSPLITT(30) MTXOO070
4 9 ELEV9 NOX, SI. FERPOP. ITEPAT. NPAMP9 NVISCW. NARAMP MTXOOOBO
COMMON. PP(3O)*, TT(30). VvF(3C%)o VVG(30). HF4(30)* HHG(30), MIXO0090
1 UUF(30). (KF(30). SSIGMA(30).e NPROP9 PREP, TF. VF9 VO, We. HG, MTXOO100
2 IJE. IqF* SIGMA. HFG. VF6. RHOF, RHOG MIXOOI 10
C004MON V(3n)*.VP(30)9 VISC(3'0)9 VISCW(30).9 HFTLM(3.0). CON(30). MTIXO012O
1 Co(3fl), FSP(3fl)s Ft4ULT(30)9 U(30)v 1)1(30)9 ALPHA(30)9,QUAL(30),p M4X00130
2 PHO(30,31), VPA(30), Tc30)9 HINLET(30)9 FTNLET(30) MIX00140
COMMON COND(47)9 WP(47)o GAP(4?), FACTOR(47)9 TK(47)9 MIXOOIso
I JK(47)o GA4PN(47), LFNGTH.(47)9 IJSTAR(47'), W(47031) MIXOOI60
COMMON. AC30). AN(30)s OHYD(30)9 Db4YDN(30)9 OFDX(30)9 HIAOO17O
I DOX(30). 0P03'U30)9 OPRIM(30)o PERJM(30). MIX00180
2 HPFRIM(30)9 NTYPE(30) P41X00190
COMMON P(30931)9 H(30931)9 F(30931)9 X(31) M4lXO02Oo
COMMONI WOLD(47*31)v RHOOLD(30,31)9 FOLD(30931). HOLD(30931) MIXO0210
COMMON AXIAL(39)-o Y(39)9 IOAPEA.(30)9 IOGAP(47)i. AA( 4)q 88( 4), MTX00220
I CCf 4). AFACT(1O9lO)9 NCH(1O)o AXL(1O), GAPXL(IO)o GFACT( 9.10)t t4TAOO?3O
2 NGAP( 9). SXC3O)9 XQIJAL(30) M4TX00240
COMMON NGRTD. NGRJDT9 GRTDXL(10), IGRTO(10), CD(009 5), mTXOO?sO
1 FXFLOW(47* '5). NGTYPE, GRIN. FDIV(47) MIX0Q260
LOGICAL FDTV9 GRID MIX00270
REAL KIJ. LENGTH. KFv KKF mtxoo2qO
NKK =NK M1X00290
00 240 K=1,NKK M41X00300
COND(K) = 0, MIX00310
11 = IKUK) MX02
JJ = JK(K) M4IX00330
DAVG =4.*(A(1T),A(JJ)l/(PEQIM(IT),PERIM(JJ)) MTX00340
CAVG = (F(ITJ).F(JJ#J) )/(A(1T)*A(JJ)) MIXO'0350
XAVG = 0.- MJX00360
1F(AMAXI(OI4AL(II),QUJAL(JJ)) 9GT. 0.) XAVG .5S*(OUAL(II).OIJAL(JJ)) MTX00370
JF(XAVp.jGT.fl..AND.N98C.GE.2) GO TO 80 MIX00380
UAVG =O.5*(VIsC(II)+VISC(JJ)) MIX00390
IF(NSCi3C.GF.1) RE CAVG*OAVG/UAVG MIX00400
IF(NSCfkC.EO.O) WP(K) = GAP(KOGAVG*ABETA MTX00410
IFPVSC8C.EO.1) 'VP(K) = GAP(K)*rAVG*ABETA*RE**BBETA MIX00420
IF (NSCkiCoEO.2) WP(K) = AVG*GAVG*ABETA*RE*BBETA MIX00430
IF(NSCRCOEo.3 .AND. LENGTH(K).LE.O.) GO TO 1000 MIX00440
IF(kSC18C*EO.3) WP(K) = GAP(K)/LENOTH(K)*DAVG*GAVG*ABETA*RF@*BBETA MTX00450
WP(K) = WP(K)*FACTOP(K) MIX00460
30 TO 100 MIX00470
80 CALL CURVE (X8ETA.XAVG.RX.XOUALNI3C.JERROR,.1) MIX00480
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IF(IEPROR.GT.1) GO TO 1000 MIX00490
WP(K) = GAVGDAVG*X8ETA*FACTOR(K) MIXO0500
100 IF(J5.FQ.0) GO TO 240 MIX00510
Cav6 = 0.5*(CONJ(II)+CON(JJ)) MIX00520
IF(LENJGTH(K).LE.0.) GO TO 1000 MtXO0530
CON(4(K) = CAVCG*GAP(K)/LENGTH. (K)*GKOFACTOR(K) MI-X00540
?40 CONTINUE MIX00550
RETURN MIX00560





C THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEAREA0020
C MAJOR SU8ROUTINES OF CORPA-IIIC. AREA0030
COMMON KIJ, FTM. ABETA. 88ETA* AFLUX, Zo THETA. PT. NAXt FLO* AREA0040
1 GC, 139 I. NCHANL, NK, TERROR, KDESUG. NAXL. NGAPSs NGXL9 AREA0050
2 NAFACT, NODES. NSCBC, N8RC9 Jt J29 J39 J4. J59 J69 J7 AREA0060
3 ATOTAL, Dx, DT. GK, NV, NF. AV(7), AF(7) . OAX, FSPLIT(30) AREA0070
4 4 ELEV9 NDX. SL, FERRORP ITERAT. NRAMP, NVISCW9 NARAMP AREA0080
COMMON PP(10). TT(30)9. VVF(30) VVG(30)9 IHF(30), HHU(30)9 AREA0090
1 UUJF(30). KKF(30)t SSIGMA(30)o NPROP, PREF, TF, VF, VG HF, HG, AREA0109
2 UF. KFe SIGMA. HFG. VFG9 RHOF. RHOG AREA0110
COMMON V(30), VP(30)9, VISC(30)9 VISCW(30)o HFILM(30), CON(30). AREA0120
1 CP(30), FSP(30)s FMULT(30). U(30)9 UH(30). ALPHA130)o QUAL(30). AREA0130
2 RHO(30,31)9 VPA(30)o T(30)t HINLET(30). FINLET(30) AREA0140
COMMON COND(47)9 WP(47)9 GAP(47), FACTOR(.47)9 IK(47), AREA015o
I JK(47) GAPN(47)9 LENGTH(47)o USTAR(47), W(47931) AREA0160
COMMON A(30)9 AN(30), OHYD(30).* ONYON(30)o, OFDX(30), AREA017Q
DHOX(30)9 DPOX(30), OPRIM(30)h PERIM(30)9 AREA0180
2 HPcwlm(30)9 NTYPE(30) AREA0190
COMMON P(30931)9 H(30931)9 F(30931)o X(31) AQEA0200
COMMON WOLD(4731) ..- HOOL(30.31)9 FOLD(3031) e HOLO(30931) AREA0210
COMMON AXIAL(39), Y(39)e IDAREA(30)9 IDGAP(47), AA( 4), 88( 4), AREA0220
I CC( 4). AFACT(10,10)9 NCH(10) e AXL(10)9e GAPXL(10)p GPFACT( 9,109. AREA0230
2 NGAP( 9). RX(30) p XQUAL130) AREA0240
COMMON NGPID, NGRIDT9 GRIDXL(10), IGRID(IO)e CD(30 9)o AREA0250
1 FXFLOW(47, 5), NGTYPE, GRID. FDIV(47) AREA02-60
LOGICAL FDIV9 GRID AREA0270
REAL KIJe LENGTH. KF -KKF AREA0280
COMMON /RWRAP/ XCROSS(4796) .DUR(47) .DIATHICKNWRAP(47) .PITCH AREA0290
DIMENSION AFAC(10)9 GFAC(10) AREA0300
C AREA0310
C CALCULATE CHANNEL AREA IF REOUIRED. APEAQ320
00 5 h=lNCHANL AREA0330
A(I) = AN(I) AREA0340
5 DY0(I) = DHYDN(I) AREA03SO
IF(NAXL.Eo.0) GO rO 101 AREA0360
DO 100 1=1.NCHANL AREA0370
Jj 1DAPEA(I) AREA0380
IF(JJ.Lr.1) GO TO 100 ARE40390
00 10 K=19NAXL AREA0400
10 AFAC(K) = AFAOT(JJ.K) ARFA0410
CALL CRVE f FFX(J)/ZAFACeAXLNAXLIERROR,1) AREA0420
IF'(IERROR,()T.1) GO TO 1000 AREA0430
IF lT*LT.lpo.1 GO TO 20 AREA0440
DtUY = FLOAT( ITERAT)/FLOAT(NARAMP) AREA0441
IF(OUMY.GT.l.) DUMY = le AREA0442
IF(FF.LE.0.) GO TO 1000 AREA0443
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FF = 1.-(1.-FF)*DUMY AREA0444
20 AM) = AN(I)*FF AREA0445
DHYD(I) = DHYDN(I)*FF AREA0450
100 CONTINUE AREA0460
101 IF(J6.NE.1) GO TO 110 AREA0470
C AODIFY APEA AND HYDRAULIC DIAMETER FOR WIRE WRAPS IN SUBCHANNELS. AREA0490
DO 102 1=1,NCHANL AREA0490
A) = A(1)-FLOAT(NWRAP(I))*PITHICK**2*0.25 AREA0500
10? DHYD(I) 4.*A(I)/(PE9IM(I)+FLOAT(NWRAP(I)).PI*THICK) AREA0510
C AREA0520
C C4LCJLATE GAP SPACING IF REQUIRED. AREA0530
110 IF(NGxL.EO.0) GO TO 210 AREA0540
0 200 K=1.NK APEA0550
GAP(K) = GAPN(K) AREA0560
L = IDGAP(K) AREAO570
IF(L.LT.I) GO TO 200 AREA0580
DO 120 I=leNGXL AREA0590
120 GFAC(I) = GFACT(LI) AREAO600
CALL CUOVE (FFX(J)/ZGFACGAPXLNGXLIEPROR.1) AREA0610
IF(UEPROR.GT.1) GO TO 1000 AREA0620









C THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THEFORC0020
C MAJOR SUHROUTINES OF CORRA-IIC. FORC0030
COM4ON KIJ, FTM. ABETA. RETA9 AFLUX, Z9 THETA* P1. NAX. Fo. FORC0040
1 GC, 13. 12. NCHANL, NK, [ERROR* KDEBUGv NAXL9 NGAPS, NGXL. FORC0050
2 NAFACT, NODES. NSC8C, MRRC* J J2e J3 J4e J59 J6. J79 FORC0060
3 ATOTAL. DX. DT, GK# NV. NF, AV(7). AF(7). OAX, FSPLIT(30) FORC0070
4 , ELEV9 NODX St. FERPOR, ITEPAT, NPAMP. NVTSCW* NARAMP FORC0080
COMMON PP(30) TT(30)9 VVF(30) , VVG(30)9 HHF(30)9 HHG(30)9 FORC00901 UUF(30), KKF(30), SSIGMA(30) e NPROP9 PREF, TF. VF# VG HF, HG, FORC0100
2 UF. KF, SIGMA, HFG. VFG. RHOF, RHOG FORC0110
COMMON V(30), VP(30), VISC(30e) VISCW(30)9 HFILM(30). CON(30). FORC0120
I CP(30). FSP(30)9 FMJLT(30)9 U(30)9 UH(30) e ALPHA(30)9 QUAL(30), FORC0130
2 RHO(30,31)b VPA(30), TC30)9 HINLET(30), FINLET(30) FORC0140
COMMON COND(47), WP(47)b GAO(47), FACTOR(47)9 IK(47)- FORC0150
I JK(47), GAPN(47). LFNGTH(47), USTAR(47), W(47931) FORC0160
COMMON A(3O). AN(30), DHYD(30)h OYON(30), DFOX(30) p FORC0170
I DHDX(30). DPOX(30). OPRIM(30). PERTI4(30) FORC0180
2 PEPRI(30). NTYPE(30) FORC0190
COM MON P(30.31)9 H(30931)9 F(30.31). X(31) FORC0200
COMMON WOLD(47,31), RHOOLQ(3031)s FOLD(30931). HOLD(3031) FORC0210
COMMON AXIAL(39) Y(39)e IQAREA(30)9 IDGAP(47)9 AA( 4), 08( 4). FORC0220
1 CC( 4), AFACT(10910), NCH(10). AXL(10), GAPXL(10). GFACT( 9,10). FORC0230
2NAD ( 0) 9 RX (30) h XOUAL (30) FORCO240
COMM0kN NRID, NGRIDT9 GRIDXL(O),p IGRID(10) CD(309 5). FORC02SO
1 FXFLOW(47, 5). NGTYPE, GRID, FDIV(47) FORC0260
LOGIZAL FDIV. GRID FORC0270
REAL Kid. LENGTH. KF9 KKF FORC0280
COV"ON /OWPAP/ XCROSS(47,6),DUR(47),DIATHICKNWRAP(47).PITCH FORC0290
NKK = NK FORC0300






00 T1 (100.200)9J6 FORC0360
C FORCED DIVERSION CROSSFLOW FROM WIRE. WRAPS FORC0370
100 Ir(PITCH.LF.0.) GO TO 1000 FORC0380
NN I/PITCH FORC0390
NN NN*l I FORC0400
0 119 K=I.NN FORC0410
IF(X(J).LE.PITCH*FLOAT(K)) GO TO 118 FORC0420
115 CONTINUE FORC0430
IIA PL K-i FORgCO44
C PL IS THE PITCH LFNGTH CONTAINING X(J)o FORC045O
C FIND THE WPAP CROSSINGS IN OX. FORC0460
00 130 K=1,NK FORC0470
II IK (K) FORC0480
JJ JK (K) FORC0490
no 130 L=1#6 FORC0500
IF(XCPOSS(K.L)) l19,130.119 FORC0510
119 XC =(ABS(XCROSS(KL)).PL)*PITCH FORC0520
IF(XC.GTX( J) .OR. XC.LE.X(JM1)) 60 TO 130 FORC0530FDIV(K) = .TRUE. FORC0540C ADO AND SUASTRACT WIRE WPAPS FROM SUBCHANNEL AT EACH WRAP CROSSING. FORC0550
IF(XCpOSS(K.L)) 120,130,121 FORC0560
120 NWPAP(1I)= NWRAP(II)+1 FO9C0570
NWPAD(JJ)= NWRAD(JJ)-1 FORC0580
GO TO 123 FORC0590
1?1 NWPAPIT) = NWDAP(II)-l FOPCO600
NWAD(JJ) NWRAP(JJ).j FORC0610
IF(NPA4P.LE.0) GO TO 1000 FORC0620
123 DUMY = FLOAT(ITERAT)/FLOAT(NRAMP) FORC0630
IF(00MY.GT.I.) DUMY = 1. FORC0640
W(K9J) = GAP(K)*PI*(DIA+THICK)*OUR(K )/X*0UMY FORC0650
IF(XCPOSS(K.L)) 12491309125 FORC0660
124 W(KJ) -W-(KJ)*F(JJJ)/A(J J) FORC0670
W(KJ) W(K. J)*FACTOR(K) FORC0675
GO TO 130 FORC0680




200 IF(.NoT.GRIfl) RETURN FORC07?0
00 230 K=1NKK FORCO73g
IF(ARSS (FAFLOW(KNGTYPE)).LT.1.E-10) GO TO 230 FORC0740
C ZEPO FOPCFO FLOW FRACTION DOES NOT BLOCK THE NATURAL DIVERSION CROSSFFORC0750
I IK (K) FORC0760
JJ JK (K) FORC0770
F9IV (i = ,TRUE, FORC07R0
IF(NAMP.LF.0) 60 TO 1000 FORC0790
D(-Y = FLOA T (I TER AT) /FLOAT (NRAMP) FORC0800
IF(rLIY.GT.1.) DUMY.= 1e FORC0810
D Y DUMY*FXFLOW(K.NGTYPE)/DX FORC0820
IF('UMY.T.0.) W.(KJ) = OUMY0F(IIvJ) FORC0830
IF ('' ty.LT.0.) W(K.J) = DUMY*F(JJ*J) FORC0R40
W(KeJ= W(KJ)*FACTOR(K) FORC0845230 CON T INUE FORC0850
RE TUAN FORC0860






C THIS PPCCE0UFE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THECIJ00020
C MAJOP SUHJROUTINES OF COalA-IIIC. CIJ00030
C01"0% KIJ, FTM. ABETA., RBETA. AFLUX, Zo THETA* PI, NAX. FLO9 CIJ300040
1 GC. 13, 1?. NCHANL. NKe TERROP, KDEBUG, NAXLI NGAPS. NGXL, CIJOO050
2 NaFACT. NODES. NSCBC. N8RC. J19 J2e J39 J4. J5. J6. J79 CIJ0060
3 ATOTAL, DXv DTv GKo NV, NF, AV(7), AF(7). QAX, FSPLIT(30) CIJO0070
ELEV, NDX9 SL , FERROP, ITEPAT, NRAMP, NVISCW. NARAMP CIJO0080
COMVON PP(30). TT(30), VVF(30)9 VVG($0)9 HHF(30). HHG(30)9 CIJ00090
,UUF(,30) , "<F(30). SSIGMA(30), NPROP9 PREFY TFE VF, VG HF, HG, CIJOOoo
2 UF. oF. SIGMA, HFG, VFG. RHOF, RHOG CIJOOllO
CO"o0N V(30), VP(30). VISC(30). VISCW(30)o HFILM(30), CON(30), CIJ00120
1 CP(30), FSP(30). FMULT(30), U(30)9 UH(30). ALPHA(30). QUAL(30)o CIJ00130
2 WHO(30,31). VPA(30), T(30)9 HINLET(30)9 FINLET(30) CIJOO140
COMmON COND(47), WP(47).o GAO(47)9 FACTOR(4T), IK(47),- CIJOO15O
I JK(47). GAON(47), LFNGTH(47)o USTAR(47). W(47, 31) CIJ00160
COMMON A(30), AN(30), OHYD(3I)s DHYDN(30). OFDX(30)o CIJ00170
O1DX(30). DPDX (30)9 OPR IM(30) , PERIM4(30), CIJ0180
HPErIM(30). NTYPE(30) CIJO0190
COMMON P(30,31), H(30,31), F(30.31)o X(31) CIJ00200
COMMON WOLD(47*31), PHOOLD(30.31), FOLO(30.31). HOLO(30.31) CIJ00210
COMMON AXIAL(39) e Y(39), IDAREA(30)9 IOGAP(47) e AA( 4)9 98( 4), CIJ00220
1 CC( 4). AF.ACT(1010), NCH(10). AXL(10). GAPXL(10). GFACT( 9910). CIJ00230
? N(AP( 9). 9X(30), XO0AL(30) CIJ00240
COMMON NGPI0, NGRIDT4 GvRIDXL(10), IGRID(10.) C0(30e 5). CIJ00250
I FAFLOW(41. 5), NGTYPE. GRID, FDIV(47) CIJ00260
LOGICAL FDIV, GRID CIJ00270
REAL KIJ, LENGTH, KF. KKF CIJO0280
IF(GAP(K).LE.0.) GO TO 1000 CIJ00290
Ii IK(K) CIJ00300
JJ = JK(K) CIJ00310
RSTAR = RHO(JI.J) CIJ00320
IF(W(KJ).LT.0.) RSTAR RHO(JJsJ) CIJ00330
WMIN : AHS(W(K.J)) CiJ00340









C THIS P40CEDURE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THESPLTO020
C MAJOR SusHROUTINES OF COARA-IIIC. SOLT0030
C0kk'N KIJ. FTM. AHETA. R9ETA, AFLUX, Z. THETA. P1. NAX. FLO. SP4,T0040
1 rC, 13. 12. NCHANL. NK, IERROR, KDEBUG. NAXL NGAPS. NGXL, SPLT0050
2 NAFACT. NODES. NSCBC. NRRC9 d19 J29 J39 J4. J95 J6, J7, SPLT0060
3 ATOTAL, Dx, OT. GK, NV. NF, AV(7)v AF(7)s OAX, FSPLIT(30) SPLT0070
4 , ELFV. NOXq SL, FEROOR ITERAT, NRAMP9 NVISCW, NAPAMP SPLT0080
C(.)"9N PP(30). TT(30) VVF(30). VVG(30). HHF(3C). eHHG(30)0 SPLTO090
1 AU)F(VO)o KKF(30)4 SSIGMA(30)9 NPROP. PREF, TF, VFE VG, HF, HG. SPLT0100
2 JF . ?F, SIGMA, MFG. VFG. RHOF. RHOG SPLT 0110
C"vON V(30) )VP(30)9 VISC(30)e VISCW(30). HFILM(30)9 CON(30). SPLTO120
I CP(30). FSP(30), FMULT(30), U(30). UH(3O), ALPHA(30). QUAL(30). SOLT0130
2 RHO(30.31). VPA(30)9 T(30). HINLET(30), FINLFT(30) SPLT0140
243
COMMON COND(47), WP(47), GAP(47). FACTOR(47), IK(47),
1 j' (47). GAPN(47). LFNGTH(47), USTAP(47), W(47,31)
COMMO A(30). AN(30). OHYD(30), DHYDN(30). DFOX(30),
1 0H0X(30). DPOX(30). OPPIM(30), PEWIM(30),
2 HPFPIMC3n), NTYPF(30)
COMMON P(30,31), H(30,31)9 F(30,31), X(31)
COMMON wOLn(47,31), PHOOLD(30,31), FOLD(30,31), HOLD(30.31)
COMMON AX-IAL(39), Y(39), IDAPEA(30), IDGAP(47). AA( 4), R ( 4),
1 CC( 4). APACT(10,10), NCH(10), AXL(10), GAPXL(10), GFACT( 9,10)
2 NGAP( 9). RX(30). X00AL(30)
COMMON NGRID. NGRIDT. GRIDXL(10), IGRID(10), CO(30, 5),
I FXFLOW(47. 5). NGTYPE, GRID, FDIV(47)
LOGICAL FDIV, GRID
PEAL KIJ, LENGTH, KF, KKF
CO~mMlON /OP/ DPK(30)
NCHAN = NCH4ANL
CORRECT FLOW ESTIMATE BY ITERATION. THIS PROCEDURE ASSUMES THERE IS
I)ENSITY CHANGE WITH LENGTH AND THAT NO DIVERSION CROSSFLOW IS OCCUR






10 H(I91) = HINLET(I)
00 100 K=1.200
CALL PROP(2,1)
IF(IERO-R.GT.1) GO TO 1000
Cat 41 vo If( I) I
DO 15 1'=1.NCHANL
15 VPA(I) = VP(I)/A(I)
IF(IEPRoR.GT.1) GO TO 1000
IF(FTM.GT.-0.) CALL MIX(I)
IF(TEPROR.GT.1) GO TO 1000
CALL DIFFEP(3,1)
IF(IEPROR.GT.1) GO TO 1000
DoAVG = 0.
DO 20 I=1,NCHANL






IF(FTm.GT.0.) DELTAF = DELTAF*0.5
FSAVE = F(1.1)
F(I.1) F(I,1) + DELTAF
IF(F(U.1).LT.0.) GO TO 1000
IF(ABS(F(I.l)-FSAVE)/FSAVE .GT. E) J=1




40 FINLFT(l) = F(I,1)
IF(J.GT.1) 60 TO 120
100 CONTINIUE
100') W I TE(13.1) (1.F(I,1).DPDX(I),I=1.NCHAN)






































































C THIS PROCEDUPE CONTAINS THE COMMON AND TYPE STATEMENTS SHARED BY THES0000020
C MAJOR SUHPOUTINES OF CORRA-TIIC. 50000030
CoMMON KIJ, FTM, ABFTA. RBETA, AFLUX, Ze THETA, PI# NAX, FLO. 50000040
1 CC. 13. 1?. NCHANL, NK. IERROR. KUEBUG, NAXL9 NGAPSs NGXL, 50000050
2 MAFACT, NODES. NSCBC, NRRC. Ji. J2, J3, J4. J59 J6, J7, S0000060
.3 ATOTAL, D% DT. GK. NV. NF, AV(7), AF(7), QAX, FSPLIT(30) 50000070
4 , FLEV, NOX, SL, FERROR, ITERAT, NRAMP, NVISCW, NARAMP 50000080
COMMON PP(30), TT(30). VVF(30), VVG(30). HHF(30). HHG(30), 50000090
1 UUF(30), KKF(30). SSIGMA(30). NPPOPp PREF, TF, VF9 VG, HF, HG. 50000100
2 UF, KF, SIGMA, HFG, VFG. RHOF, RHOG soool10
COMMON V(30), VP(30), VISC(30). VISCW(30). HFILM(30), CON(30). 50000120
1 CP(30). FSP(30), FMULT(30)9 U(30), UH(30), ALPHA(30), QUAL(30), S0000130
2 PHO(30.31), VPA(30)t T(30)9 HINLET(30). FINLET(30) S0000140
COMMON COND(47), WP(47), GAP(47), FACTOR(47). IK(47)# 50000150
1 JKf47), G4PN(47). LENGTH(47), USTAR(47), W(47,31) 50000160
COMMON A(30). AN(30), DHYD(30). DHYDN(30), OFDX(30). S0000170
1 DHOX(30). DPDX(30), OPRIM(30), PERIM(30), S0000180
2 HPERIM(30), NTYPE(30) 50000190
COMMON P(30931)9 H(30,31), F(30.31), X(31) S0000200
CoMMON WOLD(47.31), RHOOLD(30.31), FOLD(30,31). HOLD(30,31) 50000210
COMMON AXIAL(39), Y(39), IDAREA(30). IDGAP(47). AA( 4), 8B( 4), S0000220
1 CC( 4), AFACT(10,10), NCH(10). AXL(10), GAPXL(1O), GFACT( 9.10)9 S0000230
2 NGAP( 9). RX(30). XOUAL(30) S0000240
COMMON NG4ID, NGRIDT, GRIDXL(l0), IGRID(10.) CD(30. ), 000025o
FXFLOW(47, 5), NGTYPfE GRID* FDIV(47) 50000260
LOGICAL FDIV. GRID S0000270
REAL KIJ, LENGTH, KF, KKF 50000280
S = 0. S0000290
IF(I.EQ.IK(K)) S = 1. S0000300





C LEVY SUHCOOLED MODEL. CALCULATES TRUE QUALITY AS A CORRECTION TO SCOL0O20
C THE EQUILI3RIUM QUALITY. SCOLOO30
C M4MON KIJ. FTM. ABETA. 88ETA, AFLUX. Zo THETA, PI, NAX, FLO, SCOLOO40
1 CC. 13. 12. NCHANL. NK. IERROR, KDE8UG, NAXL, NGAPS, NGXL, SCOL0050
? NAFACT, NOflES, NSCRC, N9PC. JI, J2, J3, J49. JS, J6. J7, SCOLOO60
3 ATOTAL, DX, OT, GK. NV, NF, AV(7), AF(7), QAX, FSPLIT(30) SCOLOO70
4 . ELEVe NOX, SL. FERROR, ITERAT. NRAMP, NVTSCW. NARAMP SCOLOO80
COMMON PP(30). TT(30). VVF(30), VVG(30)v HHF(30), HHG(30), SCOLOO90
1 UUF(30), KF(30), SSIGMA(30), NPROP, PREF, TF9 VF, VG, HF, HG, SCOLO100
2 UjF, F, SIGMA, HFG, VFG, RHOF. RHOG SCOL0110
COMMON V(30). VP(30), VISC(30). VISCW(30). HFILM(30), CON(30), SCQL0120
1 CP(30). FSP(30), FMULT(30), U(30). UH(30). ALPHA(30), QUAL(30), SCOL0130
2 PHO(30931) VPA(30), T(30)9 HTNLET(30). FINLET(30) SCOL0140
COMMON CONO(47), WP(47), 6AP(47). FACTOR(47), IK(47), SCOL0150
I JK(47). GAPN(47)9 LENGTH(47). USTAR(47), W(47.31) SCOL0160
COMMON A(3-0). AN(30). oHYD(30), DHYDN(30), DFDX(30). SCOL0170
1 DHCX (10)9 OPDX(30), PPIM(30), PERIM(30), SCOLOiAO
2 HPET" (30), NTYPF('0) SCOL190
COMON P(30.31), H(30.31), F(30.31). X(31) SCOL0200
COUMON WOLO(47.31)o RHOOLO(30.31). FOLD(30.31). HOLD(30.31) SCOLO210
245
COMMON AXIAL(39), Y(39), IDAREA(30), IDGAP(47), AA( 4), R8( 4), SC0L0220
I CC( 4). AFACT(10,10). NCH(10), AXL(1O, GAPXL(10), GFACT( 9.10), SCOLO230
2 NGAP( 9). RX(30), XOUAL(30) SCOLO240
COMMON NGRID, NGRIDT, GRIDXL(10). 1GRID(10). CD(30, 5), SCOL0250
I FXFLOW(47. 5). NGTYPF. GRID* FDIV(47) SCOL0260
LOGICAL FDIV, GRID SCOLO270
PFAL KIJ, LFNGTH, KF, KKF SCOL0280
XP = QUAL(I) SCQL0290
SCOQUAL = AP SCOLO300
IF(OPRIM(I).LE.0.) RETUPN SCOL0310
CC -= 0.01i SCOL0320
Y9= CNC/VISC(I)*SQRT(SIGMA*GC*DHYD(I)/V(T)) SCOL0330
TAUW = FSP(I)*.125*V(I)*(F(IJ)/A(I))**2/GC SCQL0340
P= CP(I)*vISC(I)/CON(I) SCOLO350
0 = OPPIM(I)/(HPERIM(I)/V(I)*CP(I) 4SQRT(TAUW*GC*V(I))) SCQL0360
DELTAT = Q 'RIM(I)/HPERIM(I)/HFILM(I) SCQL0370
IF(YH.GE.S..AND. Y8.LT.30.)DELTAT = OELTAT - 5.*Q*(PR+ALOG(1.+PR*(SCQL0390
1 Y*.2-1.)) SCOL0400
IF(YB.GE.30.) DELTAT = DELTAT - 5.*Q*(PR+ALOG(1.+5.*PR) SCOL0410
1 + .5*ALOG(Y8/30.)) SCOLO420
XD = -CP(I)*DELTAT/HFG SCQL0430
IF(QUAL(I).LT.XD) GO TO 140 SCOL0440
ARG = QUAL(I)/XD - 1. SCOL0450
IF(ARG.GT.0.) ARG = 0. SCOL0460
XP = QUALI) - XD*EXP(ARG) SCQL0470





C 9VOID CALCULATES THE BULK VOID FRACTION GIVEN A QUALITY. BVOD0020
COMMON KIJ, FTM, ABETA, RBETA, AFLUX. Z9 THETA. Pl, NAX, FLO, BVOD0030
1 GC. 13, 12, NCHANL, NK, IEqROR, KOEBUG9 NAXL, NGAPS. NGXL, 8VOD0040
2 NAFACT. NODES. NSCBC, NAAC, J19 J2# J3. J4, JS, J69 J7, RV00050
3 ATOTAL, DX. DT, GK. NV, NF, AV(7), AF(7), OAX, FSPLIT(30) BVOD0060
4 , FLEV, NDX, SL, FERPOR. ITERAT, NPAMP, NVISCW, NARAMP BVODO070
COMMON PP(30), TT(30). VVF(30). VVG(30), HHF(30). HHG(30), RVOD0080
I UIF(30), K<F(30), SSIGMA(30), NPROP, PREF, TF, VF. VGo HF, HG, BVOD0090
2 UF, KF, SIGMA. HFG, VFGv RHOF9 RHO6 8VOD0100
CO"MMON V(30)9 VP(30). VISC(30). VISCW(30). HFILM(30), CON(30), RVO00110
1 CP(30), FSP(30), FMULT(30), U(30), UH(30). ALPIA(30), QUAL(30), BV00120
2 OHO (30,31). VPA(30). T(30), HINLET(30)o FINLET(30) BVOD0130
COMMON CON(47). WP(47). GAP(47), FACTOR(47), IK(47), 9VOD0140
I JK(47), GAPN(47). LENGTH(47), USTAR(47). W(47,31) 8VOD0150
COMMON A(30). AN(30), DHYD(30), DHYDN(30). oDFOX(30), 8VOD0160
1 DHDX(30). DPDX(30). QPRIM(30). PERIM(30), RVOD0170
2 HPEQIM(30), NTYPE(30) BVOD0180
ClMMON P(30,31). H(30,31). F(30931). X(31) RVOD0190
COMMON WOLO(47,31), PHOOLO(30,31), FOLD(30,31). HOLD(30.31) HVOD0200
COMMON AXIAL(39), Y(39), IDAREA(30). 10GAP(47), AA( 4), FB( 4). BVOD0210
l CC( 4)1 AFAC?(10.10). NCH(10), AXL(10). GAPXL(10), GFACT( 9,10). BVOD0220
2 NrAP( 9) 9RX(30). XQUAL(30) HVO0D0230
COMMON NGRID, NGRIDT. oGRIDXL(10), IGRID(10). CD(30. 5), SVOD0240
I FXFLOW(47, 5). NGTYPE, GRID, FDIV(47) RVOD0250
LOGICAL FDIV, GRID HVO0260
PFAL KIJ, LENGTH, KF. KKF 4VODn270
KP = QUAL(M) RVOD02RO
Rvn)ID = 0. BVOD0290
IF(xP.LE.O.) RETURN BVOD0300
246
At PHA(I) =0. HVOD0310
IF(J3.EO.0) ALPHA(I) = XP*VG/((1.-XP)*VF+XP*VG) AVOD0320
IF(J3.E).1) ALPHA(I) = (0.833+0.167*XP)*XP*VG/((1.-XPi*VF+XP*V) RVOD0330
IF(J3.EO.5) ALPHA() = XP*VG/((1.-XP)*VF*AV(1)+XP*VG) 4V000340
IF ( J3.NE.61 GO TO 90 HVOl)03S0
ALPHA( I)= AV(1) HV0 360
xx = 00AL(T) BVOD0370
DO A0 K=2,NV RVOD0380
ALPHA(I) = ALPHA(I)+AV(K)*XX HVOD0390
AO xx = xX*QUAL(I) BVOD0400




-SURPOUTINE DECOMP (NNIEPROR) DCOM0010
C SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EOUATION SOLVER. REF - G. FORSYTHE AND C.B. MOLEROCOMO020
C COMPUTFW SOLUTION OF LINEAR ALGE814AIC SYSTEMS. PRENTICE-HALL(1Q67). DCOMO030
COMMON /RUL / UL (47 , 47) 9 X (47) e B (4 7) IPS (47) DCOM0040
DIMENSION SCALES(47) DCOM000S
N = NN DCOM0060
C DCOM0070
C INITIALIZE IPS, UL AND SCALES DCOM00930
NOUT = 6 DCOM0090
N = N DCOM0100
DO S I = 1,N DCOM0110
IPS(I) = I OCOM0120
POWNRM = 0.0 DCOM0130
N = N DCOM0140
DO 2 J = 1,N oComolso
IF(ROWNRM-ARS(UL(!,J))) 1.292 DCOM0160
1 ROWNRM = ABS(UL(1.J)) DCOM0170
2 CONTINUE DCOM0180
IF (POWNRM) 3,4,3 DCOMO190
3 SCALES(M) = 1.0/ROWNRM DCOM0200
GO TO 5 DCOM0210
4 WRITE (NOUT,1I1) DC0M0220
111 FOPMAT(54HOMATPIX WITH 7ERO ROW IN DECOMPOSE. )DCOMO?30
TERROR = 12 DCOM0240
60 TO 100 DCOM0250
S CONTINUE DCOM0260
c DCOM0270
C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING DCOMO?80
NMI = N-1 DCOM10290
00 17 K = 19NM1 DCOM0300
RIG = 0.0 DCOM0310
DO 11 1 = KoN DCOM0320
Ip = IPS(I) DCOM0330
SIZE = ASS(UL(IPK))*SCALES(IP) DCOM0340
IF (SIZE-BIG) 11.11.10 DCOM03S0
10 BIG = SIZE DCOM0360
IPXPIV = I DCOM0370
11 CONTINUE DCOM0380
IF (RIG) 13,18,13 DCOM390
13 IF (IDXPIV-K) 14.15,14 DCOM04nO
14 J = IPS(K) DC )M0410
IPS(K) = IDS(IDXPIV) DCOM0420
IPS(I1XPIV) v J DCOM0430
15 KP = IPS(K) DCOM0440
PIVOT = UL(KPK) DCOM0450
247
KPI =K+1
00 16 I = KP19N
IP = IPS(I)
EM = -UL(IP.K )/PIVOT
UL(IP.K) = -FM
IF (IEM) 20,lb6.20
C !NEP LOOP. CHECK EFFICIENCY OF COMPILED CODE.
C IT MAY BF NECESSARY TO USE DOUBLE PRECISION WHEN COMPUTING THIS
C 1.OOP TO PPEVENT POUNDOFF EPRORS DUE TO POORLY CONOITIONED MATRICES.
20 00 21 J = .KP1,N






100 PPINT 113. ((UL(KL),L=INN),K=1NN)
113 FOPMAT(7E14.8)





SUPROUT INE SOLVE (NN)










C DOUBLE PRECISION MAY BE REOUIkEO FOR INNER LOOP.
00 I J = 1,IMI
I SUM = SUM + UL(10 J)*X(J)
2 X(I) = (IP) - SUM
C
IP = IPS(N)
X(NM = x (N) /UL (IP.N)
00 4 TBACK = 29N
I N1-IRACK
C T 6OES (N-1)....,1
Ipi I.4
SUM = 0h
C POUBLE PRECISION MAY HE REQUIRED FOR INNER LOOP.
00 3 J IP1,N
3 SUM = SUM + UL(TO.J)*X(J)







C FX - QUANTITY TO HE FOUND



































































- INPUT APRRY FOR THE OPDINATE(MONOTONIC WITH Y)
- INPUT ARPAY FOR THE ARCISSA (MONOTONIC INCREASE)
- NU'4HFR OF F (1) OR Y ( I) VALUES
- ERROR SIGNAL. J=10
I FORMAT (49H TAbULAk LOOKUP FAILED IN SUBROUTINE
1 64 x = F12.6 / (10E12.4))
IF(ISAVF.LT.1 .OP. ISAVE.GT.2) GO TO 70
GO TO (10,50).ISAVE
10 DO 20 I=1,N
IF (X-Y(I)) 30,15,20
15 IF(I.F,.N) GO TO 40
20 CONT INUE
GO TO 60
30 IF(i.Fo.) GO TO 60
40 Hl (X-Y(I-1))/(Y(I)-Y(I-1))
90 FX = F(I-1) + 9*(F(I)-F(I-1)
RFTURN
60 PPINT 1. FXx,(F(I),Y(I)e I=lN)
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kNYMVIaD1 m~ildf bh I .l,
11 196800 indNI 3ldhVS
1 1237.73300.3267.9 132.136 172.136
I 1338.37305.9270.S 142.136 182.136
1 1438.37305.927l.5 152.136 192.136
.519q.l1P53.0139.2 201.069
1 11.1Pli3.(13r.2 17?.136
I 1 7 3 A.3735,.9Q?70.5 182.136 212.136
I 1836.373C 5.Q270.5 192.136 222.136
1 938.373')5.9270.5 202.136 232.136
1 .l, PIS).0135.2 241.06A
?119.101'3.013S.2 222.136
1 223A.373A5.9270.5 232.136 252.136
1 2338.3735*.9270.9 242.136 262.136
?41').1$1'3.013'I.2 271.068
1 251q,1A153.0135.2 2624136
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FIample Output for COBRA TIT C
'Ince there has been no chanr'e made in the output
of the ori inal version of COBRA TIT C, no sample output
is given in this work. Por further details, the reader
is referred to Ref. 13.
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APPENDIX C
COBRA III C CONNECTICUT YANKEE VERSION
C.1 Summary of the Changes Made in COBRA III C
The original version of COBRA III C, as it has been
(13)
set up was too small to accommodate the Connecticut
Yankee -case. The extended version can treat a bigger
problem size in terms of channels number, fuel rods num-
ber. However the number of possible axial nodes has been
reduced to make the space required to run the code smaller.
This has been proved not to be an undesirable change,
since the sensitivity analysis developed on the axial node
length showed that axial node of less than 6 in. did not
improve the accuracy of results but only increased the
computing time (see Table 5).
A comparison of the original version and the
Connecticut Yankee version of COBRA III C is given below.
COBRA III C version Original Connect. Yankee
Flow channels number 15 30
Flow channels connections number 30 47
Fuel rods number 15 35
Fuel types number 2 3
Axial nodes number 60 30
255'
Axial heat flux nodes number 30 39
(inputs)
Important Remark: In the designation of the different
parameters above, it is very important to recognize that:
- flow channel can be taken either as a flow subchannel
or as a fuel assembly in which all or part of the
constituting subchannels are lumped together as one
flow channel
- flow channel connection can be made by two inter-
connected subchannels, or by two interconnected fuel,
assemblies each of them represented by a flow channel
or by a subchannel interconnected with a fuel assembly
represented by a flow channel,
- fuel rod can be taken as a physical fuel rod as it
exists, or as an hypothetical fuel rod representing
lumped fuel rods when a fuel assembly (or part of it)
is represented as a flow channel.
C.2 Procedure to Vary the Size of the Code
The remaining part of this section lists the changes
made and tells a future user how to handle a change in
the code as a function of the main code parameters.
The logic of the code has not been changed, only
the size of some of the arrays has been altered.
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The changes made are explained for each case:
- the cards are listed in the order they appear in
the code (main program and then the subroutines or
functions),
- in each section of the code the cards are listed
with their number,
- for each card only the altered arrays are mentioned,
with the new dimension used and the indication of the
relation between this dimension and the code parameters
(noted from 1 to 7).
Key for the following pages:
SUBROUTINE SCHEME Name of the section of the code
Card No Array Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0180 RHO(30,-), VPA(30) x
RHO(-,31) x
In the subroutine SCHEME, the card number 0180 has
been modified as the following:
- the array VPA is now dimensioned to 30 because it is
related to the flow channel number (noted 1), and so
does the array RHO for its first dimension,
- the second d~mension of the array RHO is now 31
because it is related to the number of axial nodes
(noted 5),
257
1 means the dimension depends
number,
2 means the dimension depends
connections number,
3 means the dimension depends
14 means the dimension depends
5 means the dimension depends
number,
6 means the dimension depends
nodes number,
7 means the dimension depends
on the flow channels
on the flow channels
on the fuel rods number,
on the fuel types number,
on the axial nodes
on the axial heat flux
on the biggest parameter
considered in the computation and indication is
given on which parameter the dimension has been
sized.
When an important part of the changes are identical
to some made earlier in the code, reference is made to
that part of the code to get the corresponding modifica-
tions. The number of the first and the last card defining
a fraction of the code for which the changes have already



























































































































Card No. Array Name 2 3 4 5 6 7

















5400 MC = 30 x
5420 MX = 31 x
5440 MR = 35 x
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SUBROUTINE SCHEME



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Card No. Array Name
0070
0120 Same changes as in Subroutine
DIFFER, corresponding to the same
0250 cards numbers.
0260
























Same changes as in Subroutine












































2 3 415 6 71
x















































Card No. Array Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0230 CD(30,-) x
0240 FXFLOW(47,-), FDIV(47) x
0270 PHI(30) x
SUBROUTINE MIX
Card No. Array Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0070 Same changes ast in Subroutine
DIFFER, corresponding to the same
0260 cards numbers
SUBROUTINE AREA






Same changes as in Subroutine
DIFFER, corresponding to the same
cards numbers.










Same changes as in Subroutine










Same changes as in Subroutine
DIFFER, corresponding to the same
cards numbers.
1 2 3141 51
SUBROUTINE SPLIT
















Same changes as in Subroutine










Same changes as in Subroutine









Same changes as in Subroutine
DIFFER, corresponding to the-same
cards numbers.
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21 4 5 6 71
x
1 2 3 5 6 7
















































































Card No. Array Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0040 UL(47,147), X(47), B(47), IPS(47) x x





UL( 47, 47), X(47), B(47), IPS(47)


































Heat capacity of the coolant
Hydraulic diameter





Enthalpy rise engineerinm suhf'actor
Enthalpy rise nuclear subfactor
Enthalpy rise statistical subfactor
Low plenum factor
Mixing factor
Heat flux engineerinm sqbfactor
















normalization factor (Eq. 2.6)
normalization factor (En. 2.10)
mass flow
number of rods
normalized Dower of the
coordinates i,i
energy generated by the
coordinates i,j














Gap spacing between rods
















Cr Relative standard deviation
Subscripts
i, Coordinates of the assembly
in Inlet




DERTVATTON OF EnUATIONS CHAPTER 2
E.1 Derivation of Fn. 2.'7, 2.8, 2.9 in Chanter 2





Recalling that for a function a such as:
a = f(b,c),







































































Usin; Fo. 2.1 we may have:
At = t




We could also express:
20
a ! 2 q




2) 2 , 
(2.1)
+ a2 tin t (E.14)
2 (E. 15)
2
a2 (EFF 1) ,




















(t jt) (F. 16 )
at in,21
2k
I2 2 2 2 k2 2S2 k 2
(E.16)
(continued)








Recalling the fact that for a function
2 2 2
bCI
we can express Eq. E.12 as:
28 2
At s, Ati I
The first term of Eq. 2.8 can be expressed using Ea. E. 1 4,
19 as Eq. (2.9):







38 2 2 t2t




E.2 Derivation of EQ. 2.11, 2.12, 2.13 in Charter 2
Equation 2.11 can be obtained from Eq. 2.7 by using
Ah instead of Atm. Assuming Eq. 2.14 valid for sub-
cooled coolant:











2h in, i t
in,i, at in.,ij
Equation 2.12 can be obtained from Eq. 2.18 by using:
2
- ah 0 i 2instead ofa t
oui j
S 2h instead of a2 tini j in ij
and use Eq. E.203 E.21.
Equation E.13 is obtained from Eq. 2.9 by using the
same procedure as above.
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